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Abstract 
By Thomas Modeen 
The work considered and presented in this thesis was catalysed by the potentials of the additive 
fabrication processes, usually referred to as Rapid Manufacturing. These fabrication methods 
connect its theoretical assumptions to its designs. 
The thesis was developed around a number of designs which were progressed in conjunction 
with its evolving theoretical components, the latter which entailed the formation of a bespoke 
taxonomy and accompanying bespoke terminology to describe the various distinct features and 
processes involved. The thesis questions the current detrimental schism dividing the act of com-
puting based designing from the act of making something physical, and makes a case for a more 
inherent role for the material, sensory and tacit properties in the process of designing something 
through Rapid Manufacturing. The focus of some of these designs were developed around the 
physical domains of full-scale, additive builds, where innate sensory and tactile qualities were 
explored. The resulting designs provide a link between computing based conception and a senso-
rial and haptically perceived components. 
The main contribution of the thesis is the novel use of the additive fabrication technologies in 
a manner which is intrinsic to the fabrication methods and exploits process characteristics, and 
would be very difficult if made by alternate means. These explorations take the form of both the 
use of actual material qualities and patterns particular to these technologies. 
The resulting factors formalize design grammars that aim to provide the foundations for fur-
thering additive fabrication methods from conception to making in a design and architectural 
context. 
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Glossary of Terms 
Below is a summary of some of the more uncommon words used in the thesis. Some of them 
are explained in more detail in the thesis, however, as a quick reference, an abbreviated ren-
dition is provided below. The words marked with a '*' are unique to the thesis and cannot 
be found, or aren't used in a similar fashion, in any existing source material. All the existing 
words are based on the descriptions found at 'dictionary. corn', which sources its material from 
a number of established sources such as Encyclopaedia Britannica, Random House Un-
abridged dictionary or the Oxford English Dictionary. Any alternate sources are listed within 
brackets at the end of the reference. 
A 
Additive 
Fabrication (AF) 
Aggregate 
Ambulatory 
Avaterial* 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
Refers to the additive CAD-CAM processes themselves. Can be applied 
to RP, RM and LF. 
Formed by the conjunction or collection of particulars into a whole mass 
or sum; total; combined. 
Of, pertaining to, or capable of walking. 
Stands for 'Avatar-Material'. It describes a material condition unique 
to particularly additive CAD-CAM production where the properties of 
a material are equally determined by both the virtual and analog realms 
of conception. It is usually used in conjunction with roughly object size 
artefacts. 
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B 
Buildware* 
c 
CAD 
CAM 
Clay tools 
Clicks * 
Cutaneous 
E 
Epidermis 
Exteroception 
F 
Finger Run* 
Fire Spine * 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
Is an alternate tenn for the CAD-CAM technologies, and sets their value 
and use on equal footing with Hardware and software. 
Stands for 'Computer Aided Design'. 
Stands for 'Computer Aided Manufacturing' . 
Is the software that accompanies the SensAble device. 
Are elements of the Snakeskin design. They provide a constant, metric 
and generic, pattern along the Snakeskin s path. 
Of, pertaining to, or affecting the skin. 
The outer, nonvascular, nonsensitive layer of the skin, covering the true 
skin or corium. 
Sensitivity to stimuli originating outside of the body. 
Is a design, a tactile folly, conceived through the use of a SensAble 
device. 
Is a component of the Snakeskin design. Its sole purpose is to provide a 
9 
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friction based guide (to follow the direction of least friction) for 
directing its user to the closest fire exit. 
Freeform 
Construction (FC) Is a term used to describe the use ofthe additive fabrication methods to 
make architecture and larger sized things. A term introduced my 
Dr. Rupert Soar. 
Freeform 
Fabrication (FF)* Is a term used to describe the use of the additive fabrication methods to 
make things that are sizeable, large objects, but smaller than architecture. 
H 
Halbzeug 
Handscape* 
Haptic 
I 
Introlnfo* 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
Semi-finished product, semi-finished part. [www.babylon.com] 
Is a key element in the Snakeskin design, consistent of a directional 
friction surface that amplifies the Tactile Spine s more literal tactile 
messages. Its means of communication are thus more subtle and intuitive 
in their format. 
Of or relating to the sense of touch; tactile. 
Forms the beginning of a Snakeskin stretch. It provides a synopsis of 
features along the path of this particular stretch of the design. 
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L 
Layered 
Free/arming (LF) * Is a particular conceptual interpretation of Rapid Manufacturing where 
such means are not only used to make final completed designs, but the 
particular idiosyncrasies of the related technologies are included as 
defining features in any designs produced. 
LF-Madel* 
M 
Magent* 
Manuductary 
Materix* 
Maxel* 
(Meta) Black* 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
A model using the AF / RM means of conception as defining criteria in t 
he making and definition of a taxonomy for LE 
Stands for 'Material-Agent'. It is a programmable agent which 
behaviour is based on particular material properties. 
The act of directing or guiding, as ifby hand. 
Is a portmanteau of the term 'Material-Matrix'. It relates to the micro 
scale material arrangements and patterns possible through a select 
number of Rapid Manufacturing technologies which allow one to control 
and manipulate the properties of a design's meso and macro scale use. 
Is a 'material voxel' , - defining the resolution of a rapid manufactured 
build. The size of a maxel is dependent on which fabrication technique is 
used, and! or at what resolution a build needs to be. 
Is the follow up, one step bigger or more complex, increment from the 
(Meta) Brick in the Metature taxonomy. 
Jl 
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(Meta) Boulder" 
(Meta) Brick" 
Metature* 
(Meta) Rock* 
Mether* 
N 
Neology 
Nunod* 
p 
Phantom 
Portmanteau 
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Is the follow up, one step larger or more complex, increment from the 
(Meta) Block in the Metature taxonomy. 
Is the initial, smallest, increment of the Metature taxonomy. 
Stands for 'Meta-Architecture', and is similar to Avaterial in its 
application, only here in reference to designs of an architectural scale. 
Is the follow up, the largest and most complex (and the last sub-
categorization before the 'total' architectural design), in the Metature 
taxonomy. 
Is a portmanteau of the words 'Material' and 'Ether', and is the term 
general term used when referring to either Avaterial or Metature. 
A newly invented word or phrase. 
Stands for 'Nucleus Node', and is the initial and simplest 
composition of a set of maxels in the Avaterial classifications. 
A particular type of haptic interface device by SensAble. 
A new word formed by joining two others and combining their 
meanings. 
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Proc* 
Q 
Quivers * 
R 
Rapid 
Manufacturing (RM) 
Rapid 
Prototyping (RP) 
s 
SensAble Device 
Snakeskin * 
Somatic 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
Is a term combining the words 'Property' and 'Cluster'. It 
describes a composition of elements made up of Nunods in the 
Avaterial taxonomy. 
Are feature elements in the Snakeskin design. The provide 
bespoke tactile patterns and demarcate a particular area or space 
according to use or classification. 
Uses the additive CAD-CAM processes to make the final 
completed design. 
Uses the additive CAD-CAM processes to make a representation 
or a prototype of a future product. 
Is a commercially available haptic interface that allows one to 
manipulate virtual elements on a computer screen through touch. 
Is a design that informs its user about his or her approaching 
environment through the sense of touch. 
Of, relating to, or affecting the body. 
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Somatosensory 
System 
Stereognostic 
Sense 
Syncretic 
T 
Tactile Coax* 
Tactile Icons * 
Tactile Node* 
Tactile Spine * 
Tactile Tail* 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
Of or pertaining to sensations that involve parts of the body not 
associated with the primary sense organs. 
The ability to determine the shape and weight of an object by 
touching or lifting it. 
The attempted reconciliation or union of different or opposing 
principles, practices, or parties. 
Is a type of Tactile Icon which 'coaxes' or encourages its user to 
follow a particular type of action. 
Are component of the Snakeskin design. They are a limited set 
of icons, perceived through touch, used to communicate various 
key nodes or prompts for actions along the path of the Snakeskin 
strip. 
Is a type of Tactile Icon which informs about a particular 
approaching feature along the path of the Snakeskin. 
Is the lead means oftactiIe communication in the Snakeskin 
design. It occupies the centre of the design and uses a set of 
Tactile Icons to relay its message. 
Is an end or final element of a stretch of Snakeskin. It informs the 
user that end of a Snakeskin strip has been reached. 
14 
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Tactile TIdes* 
Trac* 
v 
Voigent* 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
Describe the level undulations of the Handscape. Divided into 
ripples, waves and swells. 
Is a portmanteau of the term 'Trait-constellation'. It is the 
largest and most complex (and the last sub-categorization before 
the 'total' artefact! object), in the Avaterial taxonomy. 
A programmable void (a 'Void-Agent'). The opposite of a 
Magent. A term suggested by Mr. Christian Derix. 
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1.0 Introduction 
The introduction describes the background and rationale to the research as well as its aim and 
objectives. It also provides an overview of the research methodology and the research work pre-
sented, and establishes the originality and achievements of the research. Finally, a guide to the 
thesis is presented, which includes descriptions of chapters' contents. 
1.1 Background and Rationale o/the Research 
Rapid Manufacturing (RM) as a practice is in its ascendancy (Wohlers, 2007) gaining ground 
as an effective way to realize bespoke designs (Leftieri, 2007), and is, in comparison to Rapid 
Prototyping (RP), with the advancement of the technologies and materials related to Additive 
Fabrication (AF), expected to gain a more substantial position in the future (Wohlers, 2007). The 
use of RM in the production of design and architecture, however, is currently at most nominal, 
occupying the fringes of practice and academia (Thompson, 2007; Leftieri, 2007; Hara, 2007; 
Wohlers, 2007). 
The research argues that the RM technologies, by being inherently linked to both the digital 
(CAD) and the physical (CAM) aspects of fabrication, provide a natural means to resolve the 
rupture currently dividing the way we conceive computing based designs from the way we con-
struct them (Park, 2008), that has come about due to the present pervasiveness of computing 
(McCullough, 1998, 2001), and the inevitable ocular bias such means lead to (Pallasmaa, 2005), 
in the conception of design and architecture (Sennett, 2008). It contends that by allowing for a 
more inclusive sensory paradigm to 'enter the picture', when conceiving designs through RM, a 
more complete and congenial take on design, regardless of scale, can be achieved. 
The thesis used the technologies affiliated with Rapid Manufacturing as defining components 
in the conception of its designs. Such aims were explored through the execution of a number 
of case-study designs which were conceived by utilizing particular qualities of the technologies 
which are unique to RM, and would be difficult or senseless to be made by alternate fabrica-
tion methods. This process, which acted as an inherent reflection of the fabrication means, was 
referred to as Layered Freeforming (LF). It was within this framework the case-studies are for-
mulated, fabricated and appraised. 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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1.2 The Aim and Objectives of the Research 
The aim of the research was to use additive fabrication methods as a defining components in the 
conception of its designs, and to conceive such designs by applying a design approach which 
considers both the computing based as well as fabrication and material centred factors in their 
realization. These objectives were formulated through a more inclusive sensory and perceptual 
perspective. In order to achieve this the following objectives were developed. 
I) Build a clear understanding of comparable design based projects and research. 
2) Review and define the scope of existing literature relating to the thesis aims. 
3) Develop a methodology which is reflective of the particular processes and fabrication 
methods involved. 
4) Develop a design taxonomy related to the methodology. 
5) Develop a set of case-studies that reflect the unique qualities of the additive fabrication 
processes. 
6) Develop design based case-studies which are founded on a particular sensory paradigm. 
7) Choose a particular paradigm to develop further. 
1.3 Overview of Research Methodology 
The methodology adopted in this research endeavoured to achieve the research aims and objec-
tives. Based on the revision and analysis ofthe research process and various research approach-
es, the methodology adopted the qualitative method of analysis, which were applied through the 
exploratory as well as basic research approaches. 
The methods used for data collection were observation, literature review, unstructured inter-
views and case-studies. The methodology used a more bespoke take of the qualitative research 
approach by adopting the notion of 'pragmatism' as a key element in its development. This ap-
proach allowed for a more hands-on and intuitive research approach to develop. As a parallel 
and ancillary act to this, the notion of a syncretic approach was advanced. This position, which 
blends together two or more different systems into an unified symbiotic unit, was also encoUf-
17 
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aged in the inception of the case-studies. 
In addition a number of charts were included to further elucidate the thesis methodology. These 
were presented through a sequence that provided examples of how the thesis' various considera-
tions interlinked. These are shown on a more general level by the 'Design Correlation Chart', 
which shows how various case-study designs interweave; a more specific level through the 
'Snakeskin - its Related Taxonomies and Neologies' chart, which provides an example of the 
conceptual, material and process based interconnections of a particular design; and on a detail 
level by the 'Development Progression Chart', that shows how the design's material based fea-
tures developed. 
Images and illustrations were considered a key means of communication, and played a key role 
in elucidating the thesis' explorations. 
1.4 Overview of Research Done 
Following the introduction to the research background and rationale, the establishment of the 
research aims and objectives, as well as an outline of the research methodology, it is appropriate 
to present a overview of the research work done. 
Based on the notions outlined in the methodology, a theoretical paradigm, based on concepts 
by Vattimo (1988) and Pallasmaa (2000), was proposed for conceiving designs through addi-
tive fabrication. This was formulated as an adaptable and open-source taxonomy referred to as 
the Layered Freeforming Model (LF-Model), an original term used to describe AF based design 
processes where the resulting designs are directly generated by such means. The LF-model pro-
vided a system and terminology for defining and classifying AF based designs and builds. 
Eleven case-studies were developed based on these foundations. These were divided into two 
groupings. The first group, consistent of six case-studies, included designs that were generated 
by features and processes exclusive to RM, and which would be difficult or senseless to be made 
by alternate fabrication methods. These case-studies were: 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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SLA & FDM Bowl(s) - utilize the default support scaffolding ofthe fabrication 
processes as an integral part of the final design. 
Adaptable SLA Material Matrix - develops a system for customizing the support scaf 
folding to serve a variety of different material purposes. 
Ghost nle - uses the burnishing marks that result from the SLA process as controllable 
features in a design. 
Alice Cups - utilizes the parametric 'sliding-bar' control features of a CAD software as 
an attribute in the bespoke adaptations of a tea-set. 
Bead Pavilion - adapts the advantages of the abovementioned feature in the design of a 
pavilion. 
Paper Cuts - makes use and combines the advantages of a subtractive fabrication 
technique with those of AF. 
The second set of case-studies expanded the paradigm of the initial group by contextualizing the 
first group's aims into a format generated directly from perceptual and sensory concerns. These 
five case-studies, which were derived from a desire to make designs for three of our five primary 
senses which lent themselves least easily to computing based design, included one gustatory 
(taste and digestion based), two olfactory (smell based), and two haptic (touch based) case-stud-
ies. These case-studies were: 
Architectural ndbit - explored the sense of taste and digestion by adapting a particular 
AF process to make an edible design. 
Fragrant Tower - provided an olfactory an mnemonic device used to subtly release an 
amalgamated fragrance. 
Fragrant Mobile - a balancing mobile used to affect the ambience of a space through a 
faint but crafty aroma. 
Finger Run - A tactile folly which explored the various dimensions of touch. 
Design Ground - a textured floor pattern used to provide understated cues to its 
ambulatory users. 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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The last category was used and expanded into a more comprehensive design study, which intro-
duces a novel way for communicating data through tactile means. The design, titled 'Snakeskin', 
utilized various touchable textures and patterns to inform its user about key features in his or her 
surrounding. The design, due to the variability of conditions it has to adapt itself to, would be 
very difficult to realize through other fabrication means than AF. 
The case-studies provided the backbone of the research, and provided the impetus for the thesis 
theoretical components. 
1.5 Research Originality and Achievements 
The notion of originality, in the context ofa PhD, is not well defined (Phillips and Pugh, 1994). 
According to PhilIips and Pugh, it doesn't require a massive breakthrough, or a paradigm shift in 
the thesis' discipline. Instead in entails making a synthesis that has not been made before, using 
known materials but with a new interpretation, bringing evidence to bear on an old issue, and 
adding to knowledge in a fashion which is distinct from before (Othman, 2004). The originality 
and achievements of this thesis are summarized as follows: 
1. The act of identifying and defining the research subject, which involves reviewing the 
prevalent perceptions and shortcomings of current practices, is in itself a contribution to 
knowledge. Through research observation and first-hand empirical experience with the 
related technologies and relevant disciplines, a thorough literary review, and through 
the use of the applied research methods, the thesis was provided with a novel 
Definition of a subject matter. Here the notion of' architecture' is not necessarily 
considered according to more traditional spatial terms, but through more immediate 
perceptual means, in which ones various somatic and kinaesthetic forms of awareness 
were used in the conception and understanding of a vernacular. This entails a 'space' 
senses through the skin; perceived through the nose and ears, and read through 
kinaesthetic motion and proprioceptive cognisance before allowing vision to partake 
and influence the outcome. Here classical and modernist ideas of visual proportions and 
orders are acknowledged, but were not considered as defining constituents. How could 
20 
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the notion of a tactile spatiality be delineated and how could architecture be perceived 
and understood without the benefit of the eyes? These were some of the initial queries 
around which some ofthe included designs provided suggestions for. 
2. The research was innovative by providing theoretical framework reflective and bespoke 
to the RM means of conception. This agenda provided the foundations for how RM 
could transcend into LF. 
3. Accordingly, a customized taxonomy and accompanying terminology was developed. 
Titled the LF-Model, it provided a system through which a LF build could be composed 
and described. 
4. In the formation of some of the case-studies and designs a haptic interface (SensAble's 
'Phantom' device) was used in the investigation of tactile textures realized through RM. 
Here the device, which retains the advantages of CAD software whilst providing an 
added dimension through which they could be utilized, was used to explore, through the 
sense of touch, the palpable textural aspects of a RM design. 
5. The research resulted in a number of case-studies that used methods and features 
unique to the AF processes as defining components in the conception of designs. 
An approach which inevitably made the resulting designs reflective of the production 
means. 
6. The research also applied the aforesaid approach in an adapted manner and context to 
conceive hybrid (digital and analog) designs which took into account a more 
comprehensive and inclusive realm of perceptual and sensory considerations in their 
formation. Here the AF processes ability to builds directly from digital files, and to 
shape and manipulate a material at a minute as well as a larger scale, was key, and 
provided a means for creating, exploring and expanding the resulting designs' physical 
and sensorial, qualities. 
7. The research produced a design which provided a culmination of many of the key 
considerations described in the thesis. The design, titled 'Snakeskin', performs as a 
tactile textural mapping, which provides its user with a tactile synopsis about the 
approaching surroundings. The setup involved establishing a touch based taxonomy 
that introduced a novel touch based classification of signs. Its fabrication involved 
numerous, larger and smaller, full scale builds, which culminated in an almost eleven 
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meter long sample strip of the design made through additive fabrication. 
8. Three conference papers were written, presented, and published in the conference 
proceedings. 
1.6 Guide to the Thesis 
The thesis comprises nine chapters in total. A brief summary of each chapters contents is pre-
sented below. 
Chapter i: introduction 
This chapter explains the background and rationale of the research. It establishes the research 
aims and objectives and presents the adopted methodology. In addition it presents an overview 
ofthe research work done and its originality and achievements. It concludes with a guide to the 
thesis. 
Chapter 2: Research Methodology 
This chapter includes the literature survey and a breakdown of the thesis methodological founda-
tions. It outlines the research process and research approaches. It also explains the reasons for 
choosing the research methodology and provides an adapted rendition of such methodological 
approaches. 
Chapter 3: Background and Context 
This chapter includes a brief introduction to the relevant technologies, which is followed by a 
breakdown of some of the key comparative projects and research that have recently been com-
pleted or are currently being developed by various practices and institutions. It also includes a 
breakdown of how the haptic sense and tactility, a key perceptual realm explored in this thesis, 
can be classifi ed. 
© 2008 Thomas Modee. 
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Chapter 4: A Classification Methodfor Material Led Digital Design 
This chapter provides a conceptual framework of the thesis' accompanying theoretical founda-
tions from which its themes have materialized. These include the LF-model, which provides the 
affiliated design process with a reflective taxonomy. This chapter also provides a descriptive 
breakdown of some of the new terms that have sprung up during its development, and examples 
of applications which are specific to this mode of conception. 
Chapter 5: Case Studies - Exploring Characteristics of the RM! LF Process Through De-
sign 
This chapter consists of case-study designs which all explore various features and processes spe-
cific to Rapid Manufacturing. They apply them in a context which aims to use such features as 
defining elements in the design. This chapter includes six case-studies in total. 
Chapter 6: Case-Studies - Exploring Aspects of Sensory Perception through LF Designs 
This chapter expands on the remit of chapter five, and adapts it into a sensorially derived para-
digm where three of our five senses which lend themselves currently least naturally to computer 
based conception are used as catalysts for the designs. These are taste, smell, and touch. This 
chapter includes five case studies in total. 
Chapter 7: Snakeskin - A Manuductory Inteiface 
This chapter provides an in depth description of the Snakeskin design - a wall based tactile map-
ping which, in a similar way to Braille, allows its user to 'read' about his or her immediate and 
approaching surroundings. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion 
This chapter discusses some of the features outlined in the thesis. It summarizes its aims, context 
and achievements. 
Chapter 9: Conclusion and Recommendations 
This chapter is the final of the thesis. It comprised the conclusion and contribution to original 
knowledge. It also provided recommendations for further research. 
1.7 Naming the Discipline 
In the context of the aforesaid, one of the early quandaries involved with this project was de-
ciding what to call this still evolving discipline. Using 'Rapid Prototyping' (RP) was out of the 
question, as the term reflects aims long ago surpassed and is in its basic portrayal inaccurate, as 
the aim here was not to only prototype things (although that still plays a key role in any related 
conception), and anyone who has used the additive technologies to make something are keenly 
aware that as a fabrication process it is anything but quick. This also, through affiliation, dis-
qualifies 'Rapid Manufacturing' (RM) as it, although a step closer to the intended aims, still car-
ries too much of the shortcomings and baggage associated with RP. 'Direct Manufacturing' was 
again a degree closer to an accurate description, although it also in its abruptness fails to com-
municate the finer nuances and, worse, saturated potential, of this mode of conception. In many 
ways using 'Three Dimensional Printing', or 3D Printing (3DP), due to its directly illustrative 
quality, would have been ideal, however, it was already linked to a particular sub-technology 
of the discipline (a powder based fabrication technology made by Z Corporation). As summa-
rizing expressions 'FAB' and 'Fabbing'! have a suggestive succinctness about them, however, 
particularly when considered in a British context, do have a somewhat derogatory connotations2• 
'Solid Freeform Fabrication' is perhaps the term closest to the mark of all the idioms currently 
in use. However, it also is a bit of a mouthful and cumbersome, thus usually resulting in it being 
I http://www.ennex.coml-fabbers/publishl200102-Napsler.asp 
2 As a colloquial lenn for 'fabulous· ... 
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abbreviated into 'SFF' which, by being a degree removed from its more explanatory core, lacks 
the evocative impact that the term's, particularly two last words, call to mind. More recently the 
term 'Additive Fabrication' has become more common, however, this term suffers from the same 
shortcomings as the previous one. It is, however, here in the cross-roads of the two aforemen-
tioned terms, where the solution might lie, for if one takes the abbreviated rendition of SFF, and 
caU the practice 'Freeform Fabrication', a term that preserves the catalytic, as well as descriptive 
qualities of the practice, whilst retaining the mnemonic attributes of a more evocative phrasing 
and a shorter term, that one is provided with a more symbiotic and thorough term for what cur-
rently is done and what it will hopefully eventually evolve into. This term, Freeform Fabrication 
(FF) can also be made to act as a key element of a larger context when placed adjacent to the 
already established term of 'Freeform Construction'(FC)', where the former is used to describe 
designs and builds that fall into the realm of objects, here described as things roughly the size 
or smaller than, or within the grasp, of a generic human torso and extremities, and the latter to 
things that are of a larger, more architectural, scale and function - things that are beyond the im-
mediate grasp of a individual's reach. 
Considering all the aforementioned, a fitting term that describes the collective act of both Free-
form Fabrication and Freeform Construction would be Freeforming, a term that has phonetic and 
mnemonic qualities of both. This term that is already in use by a number of different contexts, the 
one that is closest related to the interests ofthis study being the 'FreeForm System' used in con-
junction with the SensAble haptic device, can be further tailored to befit the additive CAD-CAM 
processes by adding the word 'layered', an attribute common to all the relevant technologies, 
before the term Freeforming, resulting in the final amalgamated term of 'Layered Freeforming' 
- a phrase that retains the illustrative quality of the former term, whilst still preserving the open 
ended characteristics of the latter terms abilities and promise in this still evolving technological 
domain. Thus the term 'Layered Freeforming' was used to express the actions, processes and re-
lated designs contained within this thesis which were directly dependent of, or catalyzed by, the 
various additive CAD-CAM processes and were not necessarily and alternative, but a parallel 
way to make things in comparison to the more traditional fabrication methods. 
3 A tenn introduced by Dr. Rupert Soar. 
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2.0 Methodology 
The Finnish architect Alvar Aalto was claimed to have stated, "I'm sceptical about experts. They 
seem to know more and more about less and less."! In a similar manner Maeda (2006), the 'guru' 
of computational graphics and accompanying logistics, describes that during his studies he was 
advised to be more of a light-bulb than a laser-beam, i.e. instead of intensely lighting a single 
point, use the same light to brighten everything around you'. This project aimed in its methodol-
ogy to be an example of the latter, to be a 'light-bulb' rather than a 'laser' in its approach. In a 
sense this thesis was an ode to enlightened generalization, an approach that in concept refuses to 
distinguish or prioritize the macro from the micro, the conceptual from the practical, the analog 
from the digital, whilst still involving all of the aforementioned. It was an open ended process 
that generates more questions than it can to answer, a method with perforated blinkers' guiding 
the way - allowing for alternate relevant paths to be acknowledged and even acted upon whilst 
still striving forward. 
Thus this thesis was about a particular set of design projects, explored through case studies, and 
about an evolving approach and narrative for how the additive CAD-CAM processes could be 
included and considered in the course of conceiving and making designs. It was a thesis about 
making things, through the use of very particular means, that, whilst in the process of making 
these things, revealed why such means were valid. Attached to this core was also the notion that 
the aforementioned methods are used to make things in a way that would be very difficult, if not 
impossible or even meaningless, by any other building methods than those related to RMI LF 
(Fig. 2.1). 
2.1 Research Aims and Objectives 
py"hino the research methodology used to attain the research aims and objectives. 
a wall at the 'Alvar Aalto - Master of Finnish Functionalism' exhibition held at the Finnish 
Design Museum in Helsinki, Summer 2004. 
2 An alternate analogy of similar lines, its source which cannot currently be recalled, compares the 
western and eastern fonns of research, where western research is similar to a mountain peak, an approach where 
the research gradually gets more and more specified. This is compared to the eastern way of research where the 
mountain is of a similar volume, but much shallower and wider, entailing a form of information assimilation that 
allows for a much wider scope of information to be absorbed, but is less focused in its application. The process of 
this thesis is probably located somewhere in between - a shallower volume with occasional sub-peaks poking out 
along its ascent ... 
3 Occasionally also referred to as 'blinders' - used in a horse & carriage to control the peripheral views of 
the horse(s) and thus saving them from any distractions. 
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To make sure an apt approach fitting the aims of the thesis is defined, the key considerati ons 
involved in choosing the research methodology were determined and the affi liation between the 
research objecti ves and tbe researcb methods were represented . 
2. 1.1 Research Approaches 
Tbe approaches to researcb can be classifi ed into group based on (A) wbat the research is ai ming 
to accompli sh, and (B) how it wi ll be used (Othman, 2004). The fo rmer set can be classified as 
exploration, description and explanation; whereas the latter group can be defined as basic and 
applied. 
2. 1.2 Exploration Approach 
The exploration approach is used to explore a new topic. It structures and identifies new ques-
tions. The less mature the area or research is, the more likely its use becomes. It is a less sys-
tematized approach, and allows the researcb to progress according to a more open-ended agenda, 
and often plays a role at the commencement stage of a study (Adams and Schvaneveldt, 199 1). 
It may be a exploratory study tbat provides the fo undati ons for a more in depth and extensive 
study that fo ll ows. It deals with the' What' of a research questi on (Othman, 2004) and applies 
qual itati ve research techniques which allow for a less defined, and consequently encourages a 
more 'creative' approach to research (Groat and Wang, 2002). 
2. 1.3 Description Approach 
Tbis form o fresearcb begin with an already well defined subject matter, and proceeds to describe 
it accurately. It requires ex tensive e mpiri cal knowledge of the topic at the commencement of the 
research, and performs as an oppos ite format to that oftbe exploration approach (Robson, 2002). 
Much of applied research is descripti ve. Its driving ai m is not to explore new issues, but to focus 
on the ' how' and ' who' queries (Othman, 2004). Both qualitative and quantitative research tech-
niques are used in descriptive research . 
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2.1.4 Explanation Approach 
Explanation research expands on tbe notions provided by exploratory and descriptive research 
through looking beyond the e ither act of defining a topic or providing an outline of it. It aims to 
understand 'why' something ex ists or functions in the way it does. Experimenta l work, qualita-
ti ve and quantitative techniques are used in explanatory research (Neuman, 1997). 
2.1 .5 Basic Approach 
Basic research (a lso ca lled pure research) progresses fundamental knowledge. It concentrates on 
either refuting or supporting hypothesis' and is usually pursued wi thout a clear outcome in mi nd. 
It is often driven by the researcher's interests, and even intui tion. Bas ic research is the chosen 
format of most new ideas and ways of thi nking. It can be exploratory, descripti ve, explanatory, 
of which the exploratory is the most commonly used (Powell , 1997; Othman, 2004). 
2. 1.6 Applied Approach 
Applied research is a less theoretica l approach to researcb. It applies a particul ar research com-
munity's accumulated knowledge for a specific, usua ll y extern ally (client, state, commercial) 
driven purpose. It usually takes the form of descri pti ve research (Neuman, 1997). 
2.2 Choosillg a Research Methodology 
The research aims and objectives according to wbich tbe choice of tbe research methodology is 
based on are: 
The research a ims to: 
Use RM as a defining component in design, and to develop a more sensorially inclusive concep-
tual process andframeworkfor conceiving such designs. 
To achieve these aims the following objectives were developed: 
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I) Build a clear understanding of comparable design based projects and research. 
2) Review and define the scope of existing literature relating to the tbes is aims. 
3) Develop a methodology which is refl ective of the parti cular processes and fabri cation 
methods involved. 
4) Develop a des ign taxonomy related to the methodology. 
5) Develop a set of case-studies that refl ect the unique qualiti es of the additi ve fabrication 
processes. 
6) Develop design based case-studies which are founded on a particu lar sensory paradigm. 
7) Choose a particular paradigm to develop further. 
2.2. 1 Applying the Qualitative Method 
This resea rch applies an adapted rendition of the bas ic and ex ploratory approach to research. The 
research metbod was advanced by both empirica l coll ecti on of data regarding the relevant tech-
nologies as well as applying the technologies in the reali zati on of designs. Such practices when 
applied to disciplines like des ign (here interpreted as items of a smaller scale than architecture-
things directly manageable by an individual), and architecture (here understood as someth ing of 
a more substantial size - manmade entities, which are habitable and larger than those wbich can 
be physica lly manipulated by an individual) entail that at least a part of the assessment remains 
subjective to the individual mak ing the judgement (Groat and Wang, 2002), and consequently re-
main diffi cult to measure according to quantitati ve research methods. Thus, as seen in fi gure 2.2 , 
the research applies a degree of the 'what' , ' how' and 'why' of all three o f the aforementioned 
approaches of exploration, description and explanation research. It also aimed to acknowledge 
external and internal influences that affected the outcome. 
The specific qualitative methods used during the cource of the research were: observation, litera-
ture review, unstructured interview and case-studies. 
2.2.1.1 Observation 
All good research begins with observati on (Edwards and Talbot, 1996). This practice, along with 
the accompanying literature, conversations and case-studies, fo nned the core means for aquiring 
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Figure 2.2 An illustration of the various elements that affect the process of rnaking some-
thing through the means affi liated with Layered Freeforming ... 
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relevant and verified information. It was through daily involvement and extended observation 
that tbe tbesis' initial polemic was cata lysed. It was also through the availability of access to ad-
ditive fabrication related technogy which enab led the author to directly observe and di scover the 
latent potentials of these methods of manufacture. 
2.2.1.2 Literature Review 
The literature review established the conceptual foundation upon which the tudy was constructed. 
It aim was to introduce and summarize the main literary influences which catalysed and directed 
the research, wbich, as to the research was based on the explorative and ba ic metbodological 
formulations, entai led the any precedents were inevitably inferred rather than based on existing 
examples or standards. The updating of the literature review was an ongoing process during the 
research . A number of sources were used for data collection to unsure a tborough review of the 
relevant work. These included textbooks, professional journals and magazines, conference pro-
ceedings, the publications of various organizations, di ssertations and thesis', workshops, techni-
cal reports, CD-Roms and the internet. 
The review has been divided into five main headings, each representing a conjectural notion that 
signifies a particular literary paradigm and influence from which the study has been derived . 
These headings are in some sense self-referential and will not be referred to in the main text. 
The chart below (Fig. 2.3) illustrates how the various headings are positioned in regards to each 
other, with the Corporeal (sensO/y) is placed as the polar opposite of the Virtual (conceptual) 
- and the Digital defines the reverse of the Analog. A number of key authors are also positioned 
alongside the main headings to provide a context for the aforementioned headings. The five top-
ics move diagonally across the chart (from bottom left to top right), from subject matters dealing 
predominantly with 'fully' ana log and the physical qualities and properties of realising design 
and architecture (bottom left), to school s of thought prescribing the virtues of the more digital 
and virtual realms of tbe related di sciplines. 
The headings are: 
'Architecture and the Senses' - explores the way we perceive our built environment. 
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' Body Image & Cultures of Perception' - furthers the in iti al category and contextualizes 
it in society and within particular cultures. 
' Craji & Artistry in the Analog and Digital Realm' - presents writings that take a shot 
at trying to breach the somewhat imposed gap between how we design and how we 
experience those designs. 
Th is heading occupies the middle ground between the two (seemingly) opposing 
polarities. 
Rapid Manufacturing as a Means ... ' - dea ls primarily with the logisti cal and 
technica l 
aspects of LF, but still involve all of the aforementioned headings, particularly the two 
preceding it.. . 
'Digital ethnologies & Semiolics' - explores the realm of digita l theory and logistics in 
the context of this project. 
* A rch itecture and the Senses ... 
The texts included in thi s secti on explore the perceptual side of how we know and understand 
our built environment. All the texts expand beyond the notion of architecture as a predominantly 
visual language into the rea lm of the tacti le, auditory, olfac tory and even gustatory. These in-
clude work by Ackerman ( 1996), who explores the ri ch perceptual landscapes of our various 
(five) senses, as well work deali ng with sensory and the parallel connected cul tural impressions 
and idiosyncrasies of specifi c senses such Corbin 's ( 1986) work the Foul and the Fragrant, 
that considers nineteenth century Paris fro m an olfactory perspective, or Watson's (1999) book, 
Jacobson s Organ, that debates the more intuitive and emotional role of fragrance in society, and 
how the more, ca ll them, ' limbic' or emotional aspects of our beings play a surprisingly defin-
ing role in how we perceive our surroundings. Other related books worth noting are Rodaway's 
(1 994) Sensuous Geographies creating a discourse on how geographic and sensory landscapes 
entwine, Sensory Design by Malnar and Vodvarka (2004), who provide an extens ive and in-
depth analysis of how our senses respond to our built environments, and Bloomer's and Moore's 
(1978) book, Body, Memory and Architecture, which considers architecture from a more somatic 
point of view, along with the seminal texts by Pall asmaa (199 1, 1996,200 1, 2002,2005), who 
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bas perhaps had the most profound affect on the author from all the writings included. 
* Body Image & Cultures of Perception 
This segment has a fundamental connection to tbe initial heading. How we perceive is as much 
depended on cultural, habitual and mnemonic information as it is on sen ory input. One cou ld 
almost claim that we are cu lturally programmed to perceive in a particu lar way - we ' learn ' to see 
certain things and ignore others, find particular physical or sensory qualities more appealing than 
others, etc .. This applies parti cularl y to vision, something which is particularly the case when 
considered from an occidental perspective, but it can certainly also be applied to the remaining 
rea lm(s) of sensory perception . 
Hall, a (cu ltural) anthropologist, has been a decisive influence in the formulation of the founda-
tions for this heading. With books such as The Silent Language ( 1959), The Hidden Dimension 
( 1966), or The Dance of Life ( 1983), exploring the cultural and soc ial particu larities that we 
often consider generic, but which in fact turn out to be, according to Profes or I-Iall , cultura lly 
inscribed. Sacks ' ( 1985) book, The Man Who Mistook Her Wife fOl'a Hat, puts fortb some truly 
provoking suggestions for the underlying taxonomies that guide our behaviour - patterns with 
thei r own, occasionally contTadicting, ration ales and stuctures. 
* Craft & ArtistlY in the Analog and Digital Realms 
It is here, in the apparent twilight between tbe analog and di gita l rea lm o f conception, that the 
foundati ons of the thesis are rooted. Most of the autbors included here provide vari ous sugges-
tions for how one could potentially deal and formulate a more comprehensive elucidation of 
where we are, where we need to be, and wbere we should be heading. 
Dennis Dollens' books explore a variety of design processes generated and catalyzed directl y by 
the various CAD-CAM processes he's involved wi th . McCullough's ( 1998) Abstracting Craft, 
a noteworthy and influential book, was amongst the first texts exploring the craft aspect of real-
izing designs through digital methods. His book was also fundamental in recognizing the innate 
tactil e aspects in almost anything we produce, regardless of means. Two books with collections 
of essays, Kolarevic's (Ed.) (2003), Architecture in the Digital Age - Design and Mamifacturing, 
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and Sheil 's (Ed.) (2005), Design Through Making, have both been important in reinforcing and 
confirming ideas related to those put forth in thi s di ssertation. 
• Rapid Manufacturing as a Means ... 
This section is predominantly concerned with li terature dea ling with the techn ica l and logistics 
aspects involved in producing a des ign through Rapid Manufacturing related technologies. I-Iow-
ever, this section is still inescapably linked to all of the preceding headings. The source material s 
here were also, one could claim, in constant ' fl ow', as the various facets of the related technolo-
gies (hardware, software, materials, etc.) are regularly being altered and updated . It places high 
emphasis on some of the more accessib le mediums of information, such as web-pages (http:// 
home.att.netl-castleisland!home.htm), internet based user groups (majordomo@rapid.lpt.fi), ac-
ademic journals and conference publications - all mediums with immediate rev ising capacities 
and shorter turn arounds. 
In Compuler Aided Manufacture in Architecture - The Pursuit of Novelty, Callicott (200 1), a 
member ofa team of CAD-CAM designer-makers called Sixteen Makers· , provides a very suc-
cinct and considered introduction as well as analysis of the CAD-CAM craft as it stands. As a 
designer himself, hi s examinations derive from a more directly empirical perspective, rather 
than from a viewpoint ascertained from the sidelines, consequently making his deductions a ll 
the more convincing. Another worthy publicati on is the annual Wohlers Report (annual) , which 
every year provides a synopsis of the tri als and tribulations of the Rapid Prototyping and Rap-
id Manufacturing trades. Additional samples of releva nt publications would be Manufacturing 
Processes fo r Design Professionals by Thompson (2007), and Digital Design and Manu/aelur-
ing by Schodek et al. (2005). 
• Digital Ethnologies & Semiotics 
It is interesting how, regardless of how ' formulaic ' and stringent one tries to be, the intuitive al-
ways manages to 'seep' in through one of the hairline fractures catalyzed by the doubt accompa-
nying most endeavors. Many of the text in thi s section tackle some of the evolving ethnographic 
and cultu.ra l tangents that have begun to evolve and establi sh themselves in the both conscious 
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and subconscious realm of ' everyday' urban ex istence. We are emotionally driven beings, as 
Evans (200 I) claims, regardless of how rational we claim to be. Post-rationing and covert im-
pulses seem to guide most of our decis ions, be they made in the canteen during a lunch break, 
or in the highest echelons of public office. Sucb modes of conception also apply to how we con-
ceive and use technology; occasionally witb some perplex ingly peculiar results. 
Tbere is also an underlying language evolving in regards to the digitally conceived crafts. A 
language with its own sub-tex ts and sub-cultures, saturated with nuances, conceptual nooks and 
crannies. The notion of technology as sometbing clinical and precise has by now been proven 
inexorably utopian. Technology seems to be as ' carnal' as tbe rest of our activities and exploits. 
Davis' ( 1998) book, TechGnosis, communicates such aforementioned technologica l notions 
through an amalgamated collecti on of anecdotes. Dunne's and Raby's (200 I) book, Design Noir, 
provides, along with offering an insight into our technologically deri ved psyche, a provoking set 
of relevant responsive or reacti ve designs. Some of the analogies conjured up by technology are 
toucbed upon in Bentl ey's (200 I) book Digital Biology, and in Johnson's (200 I) book Emer-
gence, that explore the way similes and metaphors often act as cata lysts of various, technology 
related or other, epiphanies. AI 0 worth a note is Balmond 's, one of tbe principal engineers at 
Ove Amp and Partners, (2002) book, Informal whi ch outlines some of the collaborative architec-
tural projects he's been involved witb during the last decade or so. Aga in, it is interesting how, 
call it, ' intuitive' hi s process of (engineering) conception seems to be. Thejustifications for some 
of bis structural arrangements, be it the floor plates of a Rem Koolhaas structure in Holland, or 
his thoughts regarding the, seemingly sporadic, tectonic arrangements for Toyo !to's pavi lion for 
the Serpentine Ga llery, seem to be justified much more through an emotionally and instinctively 
motivated language than the 'cool' and rational idioms found in engineering text books. 
2.2.1.3 Unstructured Interview 
The unstructured interview entails here the more casual discussions tbat took place during the 
development of the thesis. These were conducted with individuals related to a variety of re-
lated disciplines, ranging from architecture, design, engineering, computer-sc ience, biology, art, 
philosophy, soc ial-sciences, constuction and project management, physiology, and psychology. 
The unstructured interview is a potent research tool, which is capable of yielding valuable data 
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(punch, 1998). 
2.2.1.4 Case-Studies 
The case-studies of thi s thesis are made up of designs which utilize specific features, or processes 
affiliated with rapid manufacturing as defining considerations in their execution. They perfom 
a key role in the thesis through wbicb its assumptions, assessment and proposals have been 
tested and developed. They also, due to the phys ical engagement they inevitahly entail, provide 
a powerful means of rationalizing and validifying an assumption. Each case study included an 
introduction to the design theme, an outline of the objective, an explanation of the method used 
to realize the aim, and a description of the results. 
2.3 Adaptillg the Methodology 
Qualitative research wbich as a format of inquiry crosscuts disciplines and subject matters (Den-
zin and Lincon, 2005), is bere adopted and adapted into a material , practical and process based 
framework (Flyvbjerg, 2006) which subscribes to the "thinking through doing" school of though. 
This approach is comparable to Pragmati sm wbich, according to Sennett (2008), aims to make 
"philosophical sense of concrete experience" and provides a fitting rendition of tbe qualitative 
approach. Pragmatism, when defined as a methodology, requires subjects to be explored through 
empirical means, and which, according to Sennett (2008), "addressed the quality of experience 
as well as the sheer facts on the ground," which, he continues, "animating impulse remains to 
engage with ordinary, plural , constructive human activities". This bands-on approacb bas played 
a key role in how the activities involved in this thesis have been pursued. Even though the com-
puter, and its affi liated paraphernalia, define and are fundamental to its aims, they st ill remai n 
tools wbich are in need of superv ision and guided effort. The technology may form the language 
and the alphabet of the work, but what is said and made with it is where its essence lies. 
This adapted notion is further revised through the foundation of craftsmanship (Sennett, 2008) 
into, "the abi lity to localize, to question, and to open up", a sequence of actions of which the 
initial one (A) entails the building of a foundation and core understanding for what is to be prac-
tised, the ensuing point (B) stri ves to debate what is now known and establishes a polemic, and 
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the final point (C) combines the initial efforts to build and expand on them through practices in-
trinsic to the di scipline. How these notion were reflected in the thesis can be observed in Figure 
2.3 , where its various case-studies are applied and correlated according to perceived influences. 
It shows how transition and links between the designs, and how, even though concei ved as sin-
gular entiti es, they affected each other as the thesis progressed. 
The illustration following (Fig. 2.4), provides a more detai led picture of the factors shaping a 
particular de ign example. Here the 'Snakeskin ', a tactile information pattern whi ch informs its 
user about the surroundings through a Braille li ke touch based relief texture (explained in detail 
in chapter seven), is used as an example of how the various key elements are interlinked. In the 
chart the design, placed in the centre, is surrounded by defining influences. These are Fabri-
cation Means, which describe the technological elements involved; Conceptual Foundations, 
which explai n the key perceptual, social and cultural aspects involved; Conceptual Taxonomies, 
that recount the particular bespoke classifications appli ed; and Design Elements, which recount 
the various features of the design itself. A further breakdown of this latter category's material 
evolution can be observed in Figure 2.5. The chart shows the means through which the design's 
tactile qualiti es were investi gated, starting with a plasticine and wood model, and gradually 
developed through a sequence of full-scale prototypes of increasing size and degree of refine-
ment, to eventually resu lt in an almost eleven meter long physica l rendition of the design. This 
advancement is depicted in the illustration 's base, where (from left to right) some of the key 
material s tages are shown. 
2.3.1 Method of Approach - Constructive Conflict 
Key to this approach, formulated as a hybrid based course of action, an amalgamation of inter-
secting disciplines, was the application of syncretism (the union of different or opposing princi-
ples or practices), which allowed a dynamic balance to evolve between the various, seemingly 
discordant, issues that arose during the rea lization process of both tbought (theory), and action 
(design). In thi s sense it fOfllled a rendition of gesamtkunstwerk (a synthes is between the differ-
ent arts and disciplines) of the CAM age, where the different branches and occasinally conflict-
ing elements that were involved in realizing a phys ica l design through RM were acknowledged, 
as well as on a conceptual level considered as a fused coll ective from the beginning. 
0 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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0 Figure 2.3 A correlative chart showing how Richard Sennett's notions of Pragmatism correspond with the various designs rea lized during the thesis' 
development, and how some of the case-studies are conceptually interlinked. 
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Figure 2.5 Chart of a particular design's, the Snakeskin Tactile Relief's, various material 
development stages. 
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This latter point, an approach alluded to by Komonen4 (2006), and Miessen' (2007), both who 
discuss using the notion of (cerebral) conflict as a positive and generative tool in the advance-
ment of a cause. This approach, that ventures to develop a position by amalgamating seem-
ingly opposing approaches into a dynamic syncretic singularity, a, as Miessen defines it, 'criti-
cal platform of engagement", hold on to the idea of progressing and maturing an idea without 
necessarily reaching a collective consensus between the various sub-components of which it 
is composed. This inherently elusive position concedes that the bias contained in an evolving 
hypothesis' constituents become, when exposed to the presence of alternate polemics, stonger 
due to the originally opposing idea's conflicting or ineffectual components annulling each other 
during extended exposure, resulting in a manifestly more non-partisan primary polemic. Thus, to 
retain and even encourage such a dynamic, it becomes important to be on the look-out for things 
that seem somehow related, but might (initially) rub one the wrong way. Or as Komonen (2006), 
whilst quoting the ex-president of Estonia Lennart Meri, puts it, " ... extremes are of course nec-
essary, for the most fertile soil builds up in the fault line of collisions; even more fertile is the 
accumulation of collisions at the edge of a field."7 This should not be considered a justification 
for the slapdash, but an attempt to avoid the research becoming entrenched in a form of hermetic 
groupthink where the outcome is second guessed rather than allowed to evolve and develop 
according to what a project needs, instead of based on what was initially envisaged. Keeping 
a watch on things that dwell outside ones regular comfort zone, and allowing such influences 
to, if deemed useful, influence the outcome, can only be a good thing. Such procedural 'sways' 
have, whilst establishing and defining a methodology sensitive to the aim of this thesis, played 
an important part in establishing its semantic structure'. Architecture in particular is saturated 
with these forms of strange amalgamations. These incipient analogies, similes and adapted meta-
4 Komonen's essay, titled Snowball Fights in Finnish Architecture - The Counter Tradition, can be found 
in: MacKeith, Peter (Ed.) - Archipelago - Essays ou Architecture. Rakennustieto, 2006, pp. 114-118. 
5 An essay by Markus Miessen titled Conflict as Practice, found in: Bouman, Ole/ Khoubrou, Mitral Kool-
haas, Rem (Eds.) - Al Manakh. Stichting Archis, 2007, pp.464-469. 
6 Ibid. p.464. 
7 Ibid. Komonen, 2006, p.1l5. 
8 Another, somewhat wry, reference, suggested by Irwin (2004) to this notion is taken from the film, The 
Third Man, where Orson Welles' character Harry Lime states, "In Italy for thirty years under the Borgians they 
had warefare, terror, murder, and bloodshed, but they produced Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci and the Renais-
sance. In Switzerland, they had brotherly love; had five hundred years of democracy and peace - and whar did that 
produce? The cuckoo clock." 
The aim here is not to suggest that warefare, even of the cerebral sort, is an encouraged approach for advancing 
a course, but that the insertion of new, foreign and even conflicting ideas and concepts into the stream of thought 
can only strengthen the 'argument' - a term which in itself is suggestive of the inherent need for benevolent con-
flict in any astute proposal... 
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phors' that from a set cultural standpoint might seem initially strange, nevertheless provide cata-
lytic venues for dynamic discoveries that might not been apparent through any alternate, perhaps 
more tested, methods. Aspects of this syncretic approach are evident in all the included case-
studies. Examples of this can also be found within the realm of philosophy, where notions that 
began as purely philosophical reflections were assimilated into architecture, resulting in works 
of architecture that were based on ideas which weren't necessarily intended to provoke physical 
or volumetric expressions. Whether the resulting constructions and buildings classified as either 
post-modem or deconstructivist do the original cerebral concepts justice, or are even capable of 
truly reflecting their sources, is beside the point as such syncretic outcomes did induce new gen-
res of classifiable architecture which have by now become established in their own individual 
rights, and are seen as clearly defined and unique entities different from their initial provenances. 
Alternate examples of such ongoing fusions are taking place between architecture and biology 
(Soar, 2008), architecture and ecology (Weinstock, 2006), and architecture and nano-technology 
(Gans and Kuz, 2003), to mention a few ... 
2.4 Images and Illustrations 
If the adage that an image is worth a thousand words holds true, this thesis was approaching half 
a million words - images, illustrations and charts occupy a fundamental role in the expression 
and summary of its positions. In some sense images provide a more direct link between ideas 
expressed and interpreted through words, and the actual design(s) presented. They, through their 
inevitable choices offonts and subjective stylistic preferences, provide a more particularized and 
nuanced expression of where and how the thesis' positions itself. 
In its layout, the images were assigned a page of their own, usually on the page or pages that 
follow the text page affiliated with a statement or claim. This arrangement allows for the images 
and charts to be judged on their own merit without having to become subservient to the text, and 
provide the illustrations with, both from a compositional as well as format related standpoint, 
9 Which require a condition where embellishment is possible, and the more primal requirement of a 'roof 
above our heads' is surpassed into a situation where elements that are non-essential for survival are allowed for. 
This usually has entailed a circumstance that, where before the local climate and available construction materi-
als have determined what the structure or habitat should be, have now been, usually along with the development 
and relocation of our habitable environments from an agrarian to a predominantly urban context (a move that is 
accompanied by advancements in construction based processes and materials), transcended into a more, call it, 
'aspirational' state where more aesthetic interventions are allowed fOf. 
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more clarity and flexibility than when integrated with the writing. Images, in comparison to text, 
also carry a closer and more direct affinity with the sense oftouch1o (Kennedy, 2007), a key in-
gredient in this project. 
The aim is thus to provide an means of communication that transcends beyond what either text 
or images could convey by themselves. By symbiotically linking the two modes a more lucid 
picture of the thesis' aspirations is imparted. 
2.5 Conclusion 
The methodology adopted for this research was devoted to the development of RM as a defin-
ing component in design, and to form a sensorially more inclusive conceptual framework for 
conceiving designs. A number of objectives were defined to enable the achievement of the re-
search aims. A brief description of the research process and research approaches were explained 
to establish the appropriate approach to the research. This research adopted the explorative and 
basic approach to research and used an adaptation of the qualitative method in its execution. 
The research methodology consisted of four activities: observation, literature review, unstruc-
tured interviews and case-studies. The case studies in particular fulfilled a fundamental role in 
the basic exploration approach to the research. The methodology used a more bespoke take of 
the qualitative research approach by adopting the notion of 'pragmatism' as a key element in 
its development. This approach allowed for a more hands-on and intuitive research approach to 
develop. As a parallel and ancillary act to this, the notion of a syncretic approach was advanced. 
This position, which blends together two or more different systems into an unified symbiotic 
unit, was also encouraged in the inception ofthe case-studies. 
Images and illustrations were considered a key means of communication, and played a key role 
in elucidating the thesis' exploration. 
The specific premises and context from which the methodology is derived is discussed further 
in chapter three. 
10 There seems to be a closer perceptual link between visual representations and touch, than between writ-
ten text and touch. The, call it, synaesthetic connections between these two sensory modes seem to have a number 
of qualities in common. 
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3.0 Background and Context 
This chapter provides an introduction to Rapid Prototyping and Rapid Manufacturing processes 
and examples of comparative projects and research that use such technologies to make archi-
tecture and design. It concludes with a section explaning precedent systems for classifying 
the various aspect oftouch, and puts forth an rendition of haptic categorization titled 'Tactile 
Gestalt' . 
3.1 The Potentials of Rapid Manufacturing 
It is difficult to deny the impact CAD has had on the profession and practice of architecture 
during the past few decades. As the preferred medium for both technical drafting as well as 
graphical visualization computers seem today to be the norm. However, in architecture, a disci-
pline in which the visual only acts as a part of the total sensorial experience, the computer has 
had an unduly confining, even hegemonic, influence and impact. 
The use of CAM is still a relatively recent phenomenon in the design-related fields. Particularly 
the additive procedure of RP and RM have thus far only been used within certain sections of 
engineering (Callicott, 2001), medicine (Kwon, 2002) and, within architecture, for the pro-
duction of complex scale models of buildings (Gibson et al. 2002; Giannatsis and Dedoussis, 
2002). Similar models can be achieved by other means, but it has proven to be comparatively 
faster and more accurate to produce them through the use of RP. This practice, whilst certainly 
an adequate means to an end, still doesn't seem to reflect or aspire to the fullest potential of this 
mode of production, it still only manages to 'mimic' designs made by more traditional process-
es. The additive technologies are still rarely used for the production of the final, finished article 
(RM), something the technology today certainly allows for, nor has it really been used as the 
inceptive catalyst for conceiving a design. 
3.1.1 Methods of Making 
Rapid Manufacturing and Prototyping fall primary into two main categories: the subtractive 
and the additive methods. The initial entailing a process in which usually a router 'subtracts' 
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material, through the use of a variety of different routing-bits, from a, usually wood or foam, 
block which is gradually reduced into a physical replica of the original CAD model. Examples 
of this kind of production are: CNC (Computer Numerical Control) milling, routing centers, 
and plasma & laser cutting (Fig. 3.1). 
In the case of the latter, additive, method, a physical model is sequentially constructed, layer by 
applied layer (a process referred to as 'stair-stepping'), to finally form an analog facsimile of its 
digital (CAD) origin. It is this latter additive process this study is exploring. 
Ofthe thirty (Kwon, 2002), or so, additive RP processes four seem to have become more prev-
alent than the rest. These four are: stereolithography (SLA), fused deposition modeling (FDM), 
selective laser sintering (SLS), and 3D printing (3DP). 
3.1.2 The RMI RP Process 
In short, the primary steps in the additive process are: 
The production of a CAD model of a design 
Conversion of the CAD model into a STL format 
Slicing the STL file into sectional layers 
Fabrication of the physical model, layer by singular ascending layer 
Removing supports, and cleaning and finishing the model 
Here the use of CAD solid modelers, that tend to represent 3D more accurately than wire-frame 
modelers, is a safer bet. Due to the variety of different algorithms used to denote such solid 
objects the STL format has been adopted as the standard by the rapid prototyping industry. This 
format represents the design as an assemblage of connected planar triangles (like the facets 
of a cut diamond). Since such planar elements cannot represent curved surfaces exactly, one 
has to increase the number triangles to improve the approximation of 'smoothness', inevitably 
resulting in a larger file size. The third step involves a pre-processing program that slices and 
prepares the STL file to be built. Most of these programs allow one to adjust the size, location 
and orientation of the design (Kwon, 2002). This ability is important since how, and where the 
design is placed on the build platform influences both the piece's strength as well as the time 
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required to build the model. The fourth step is the actual construction of the design. This phase 
is fairly autonomous, needing little human intervention. The final stage is post-processing. This 
involves removing the design from the machine and the detachment of any support structures. 
Some of the photosensitive materials need also to be cured before being used. Most objects 
may also need some additional cleaning and surface treatment. 
3.1.3 The Cons and Pros of the Additive Technologies 
Some of the disadvantages of the additive process are: 
In real time the build speed is quite slow. Depending on the required level of accuracy 
and the size of the design the process can take from a few hours to a number of days. 
Currently there are some limits to the size of objects one is able to produce. Most 
machines can still only fabricate items within the five-hundred millimeter cubed 
volume. There are, however, already a number of exceptions to this rule. 
The number of materials available for additive RP is still somewhat limited, particularly 
in comparison to those appropriate to CNC-milling. Again, however, the number of 
suitable materials specifically designed for the various RP processes is increasing 
rapidly. 
The final surface quality usually needs some secondary finishing. 
The completed piece is usually structurally less sound compared to a cast component 
(Kwon,2002). 
Some of the advantages of this procedure are: 
The ability to produce complex and detailed three-dimensional forms. The additive 
process allows for deep undercuts as well as features such as building pieces within 
(even enclosed) other pieces, properties that would be very difficult, if not impossible, 
to produce directly by any other means. 
Reduce lead times for unique parts (Callicott, 2001). Unlike in many machining 
operations, no jigs, moulds, or other external support devices are needed to fabricate the 
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object. 
As most RP processes are completely enclosed, thus producing very little noise and 
waste, a clean production environment is produced that allows for the installation of the 
machines into non-industrial environments (Callicott, 2001). 
The choice of processes and materials seems to be increasing at an exponential rate. 
Currently anything from metal to medicine or food-stuff can be produced through the 
additive processes. 
3.2 A Reluctance to Engage 
There is an abundance of architects and architectural practices already utilizing the additive 
processes for making scaled down representations of architectural proposals(Chaszar, 2006) 1. 
However, this practice entails the production of an intricate architectural scale model (Kieran 
and Timberlake, 2004). It seems to be more of a desire to create volumetric illustrations, than 
something that would be innately reflective of additive processes as a catalyzing means of ex-
pression as well as fabrication. 
There seems to be almost an avoidance, or at least a conflict or confusion of interest, in how 
some of the individuals and practices involved with digital design approach the physical 
realm of digital design. Examples of this would be Frank Gehry's approach, in which he, an 
acknowledged 'CAD-phoebe'(Lindsey, 2001), is intrinsically entwined with and dependent 
on the computer aiding him to realize his somewhat cacophonous, almost anti-tectonic, com-
positions'. Or a theoretician such as Markos Novak (2003) who, whilst very much involved 
with issues dealing with the micro-scale in conjunction with rapid-prototyping, still occupies a 
domain where the architectural components are somewhat hermetic and self-referential, and a 
number of degrees removed from the actual actualization of a 'real', physically interactive, full 
scale, constructs. 
I http://home.att.neti-castleislandlfaq/faq440.htm(Accessed June 2005) 
2 "The logic of the drawing has superseded the logic of the building, resulting in buildings that aspire to be 
like drawings [ ... ] during consttuction, the uninhibited freedom of such drawings will often translate into a 
building that is very difficult to construct, and so the logic of the building stands in direct contradiction to the logic 
of the drawing that inspired it". Bruce Lindsey quoting Dan Willis from his book emerald City, Lindsey, B. Digital 
Gehry - Material Resistance, Digital Construction, Birkhauser, 2001, p 23. 
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3.2.1 RP in Architecture 
On a slightly different tack, would be the work ofLaurence Sass at MIT, Department of Ar-
chitecture (2003), Mark Burry, professor ofInnovation (Spatial Information Architecture) at 
RMIT University ofMelbourne3, and Dennis Dollens, professor at the Genetic Architectures 
program at ESARQ, VIC, Barcelona (Dollens, 2001). All three of them, in their own way, 
whilst still relying on using the RP process for the production of models, have allowed the pro-
cess to transcend beyond a representational device into something that is intrinsically connect-
ed to the physical outcome of the process, and that would have would have been much more 
difficult to discover without utilizing rapid prototyping as a key ingredient in the realization of 
their designs. 
In regards to the subtractive and formative' means of shaping things one should include indi-
viduals such as Gregg Lynn', Bernard Cache (2002), and Achim Menges and Michael Hensel 
(Menges, 2004), as well as the group oflike-minded individuals called Sixteen *(makers) 
(Callicott, 2001), who are all directly involved, immersed even, in the CNC (subtractive) fabri-
cation, as well as allowing the more physical aspect of the digital conception process to influ-
ence the outcome. 
Procedural traces, similarities in interests, if not directly involving additive fabrication as the 
main catalytic protagonist, can also be found it the work of people such as Mike Weinstock 
(2002), Ocean North', Office da', Mark Goulthorpe (2002, 2008) (Decoi'), Kas Oosterhuis 
(2002), Lars Spuybroek (Zelner, 1999), Peter Testa9 and Francois Roche1o to mention a few, 
who are all exploring various methods in which the digital component is intrinsically linked to 
a physical outcome ... 
3 Theme discussed in person with professor Burry in Barcelona, October 2007. 
4 The subtractive process entails shaping techniques such as milling, turning, or electrodischarge machin-
ing (EDM). The formative means that no material is either added or removed, but opposing pressure is applied to 
the material to modify it into the desired shape. Examples of this technique are automated bending and reconfigu-
rable molding. http://www.Ennex.com/-fabbers/intro.asp(AccessedApriI2005) 
5 http://www.glform.com/(AccessedApriI2005) 
6 http://www.ocean-north.net (Accessed June 2006) 
7 http://www.officeda.coml(Accessed June 2006) 
8 http://www.newitalianblood.comlprogettil695.html (Accessed Jaunuary 2007) 
9 http://span.vox.comllibrary/postla-conversation-with-peter-testa.html (Accessed February 2007) 
10 http://www.new-territories.coml (Accessed March, 2006) 
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Figure 3.2 A light design by Freedom of Creation, made by using stereo li thography ... 
© 2008 Thomas Modcen 
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3.2.2 RMfor End Users 
If not strictly architecture, there are a number of instances where the RPI RM process is already 
used fo r both the conceptual development as well as the physical execution of a design. 
' Freedom of Creation' is an Amsterdam based company started by by the duo Janne Kyttiinen 
and Jiri Even.huis, which design and produce designs using exclusively the additive processes 
(Fig. 3.2). They ' ve produced a number of, mainl y lighting des igns, using both stereolithog-
raphy and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). Recently, however, they've expanded their ' rep-
ertoire' to include an RPI RM based, chain-link like, textil e, as well as tessell ated SLA seat". 
Their work has adopted a intrinsic textural and translucent qualities of RM materials and pro-
cesses as elements in their designs. Simi lar pursuits, in a slightly larger sca le, have been real-
ized by Assa Ashuach 12 (F ig. 3.3), Patrick Jouin " (Fig. 3.4), and the Swedish collecti ve Front" 
(Fig. 3.5), although most of these work on a conceptual level, and, as a stool, chair, table, aren' t 
robust enough to fulfil tbeir intended function. 
Additional projects with a kinsbip to the design approaches above, are the Interacti on Design 
Department at the Royal College of Art"; by Fiona Raby and Anthony Dunne'6; work by Ran-
dom lnternational, a London based coll ecti ve invo lved with, as they state on their web-page, 
exploring the " friction between the digital and analogue domain"" , and a project titled 'Or-
pheus Filter' by the Canadian Architect Pbilip 8 eesley and the artist and scienti st Diane Wil-
low, who have managed to produce an, almost textile-like, pattern of inter linking feather like 
mechani sms (CNC-cut mylar, latex and acrylic components) tbat togetber form a ' li ving wall ' 
that slowly converts surrounding material into a living and fertil e surface" . This project man-
ages to fuse the processes of both entropy and organic transference with the digital fabrication 
methods, a notion the final fabricated exhibit di splay encapsulates in a surprisingly intrinsic 
and moving fash ion. In a somewhat similar fashio n, where the layering processes themselves 
I I http://www.freedomofcreation.com. (Accessed November 2004) 
12 http://www.assaashuach.com/(Accessed October 2005) 
13 http://www.patrickjouin.com/(Accessed April 2005) 
14 http://www.frontdesign.se/newsupdate_JAPAN_TOKYO%20WONDER%20S ITE_02.htm (Accessed 
November 2007) 
15 30. http://www.interaction.rca.ac.uki (Accessed May 2007) 
16 http://www.interaction.rca.ac.uki (c lick ' research studio' heading ... ) (Accessed May 2007) 
17 http://www.random-intemational.com (Accessed March 2005) 
18 The project was displayed at the ' Digital Fabricators' exhi bit at the ' Interbuild ' exhibition, held at the 
NEe, Birmingham, 25 - 29 of Apri l, 2004. 
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Figure 3.3 SLS Chair by Assa Aschuash and Complex Mat-
ters. (Image from www.assascbash.com) (Accessed November, 
2007) 
Figures 3.4 SLA Chai.rs by Patrick Jouin. (Images from www.patrickjouin.com) (Accessed 
May, 2007) 
0 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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Figures 3.5 3D motion scanned and rapid manufactured furniture pieces by 
Front. (Images from www.frontdesign.se) (Accessed June, 2008) 
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are applied as a catalyst, a modest projec t by tbe tbe designer ltay Ohaly19 di splays a sensiti vity 
to the basic core qualities of these means of fabrication. A layered stratum of thi ckness is cre-
ated by painting onto a wooden table a layer of acrylic paint a day, thus block of layered matter 
is consequently cut out and re-shaped into a variety of smaller objects (mostly jewelry). 
As a more directly RM related re ference a project wortb a note is the REPRAP project'O, initi-
ated by Adrian Sowyer, which so le aim is to create a machine that can reproduce (a copyl clone 
of) itself. Future Factori es", a proj ect initi ated by Lionel Dean which explores the noti on of 
' mass customization' within the realm of product design (lighting, pendants), has somewhat 
similar ambitions, only with a twist. 
Examples of two current ongoing schemes which interests correspond, on a more conceptua l 
leve l, with those of thi s study are, firstly, research being conducted at MIT by Neri Oxman, 
who, according to the author Brllce Sterling, is practi sing something he refers to as 'New Mate-
rialism' (Sterling, 2008)"- Ms. Oxman's work deals directly with the material qualiti es and fab-
rication means involved with the various additi ve as well as subtracti ve processes, and hybrids 
thereof. Similar explorati ons are conducted by Andrew Kudless, whose company Matsys," 
and the practice 4M Group", both in their owns ways are expand ing what the link between the 
digital and analogue realms. 
A project, which was developed in conjunction with, and catalysed by, some of the earli er 
schemes affi li ated with this study, are currently taken forward in a commercial sense by an 
UCL affi li ated company called Complex Matters". Here the ai m is to apply some of the inher-
ent advantages of scripting and combine and configure them according to parameters set by 
addi tive RM technologies and the materi als they use. Catalysed init ia lly by the SLA scaffolds 
which, in most cases, is removed and di scarded at the end of a build, here would be custom-
ized, through changing the consistency, shape, angle and thickness of the minute scaffold 's 
branches, to accommodate particu lar physical and textural needs of the overall design. During 
the time of the author's involvement, a number of tests were fabricated, which allowed one to 
19 http://www.ohaly.com (Accessed August 2008) 
20 http://reprap.org/hinlviewfMain/WebHome (Accessed April 2007) 
2 t http://www.futurefactories.coml(Accessed January, 2007) 
22 Sterling, Bruce, The New Materialism, Abitare 482, May 2008. p. 138- 145. See also: http://www.materia-
lecology.com (Accessed May, 2008) 
23 http://www.materialsystems.orgl(Accessed Ju ly, 2008) 
24 http://wwwAmgroup.co.uk (the author is affi liated with this company). 
25 http://www.complexmatters.com (Accessed March 2007) 
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experience first-hand how the physical properties varied between various material and pro-
grammatic configurations. 
3.2.3 RM in Construction 
Projects that are utili zing the various additive fabrication means seem to be expanding expo-
nentially, be its use applied ill design architecture, engineering, medicine, fine art, or any of 
the additiona l more and less related disc iplines, and new venues of use published almost daily. 
However, most of them are still , as of yet, reali zed at tbe scale of product design, i.e. the things 
made tbrough the additive CAM technologies can still best be described as belonging to the 
family of 'objects' rather than fitting within the realm of architecture (if one excludes architec-
tural models from consideration). Larger sca le fabrication processes can mostly still be found 
on ly within the realms ofacademia, an example ofwbicb the Freeform Construction" venture 
at Loughborough University would be a prime example, and some of the research conducted in 
Switzerland , at the ETH Zurich, Department of Architecture, under the guidance of Professors 
Fabio Gramazio and Matthias Kohler". As examples of other large sca le techniques currently 
under development can be mentioned the Monolite process" developed by Enrico Dini in Italy 
(Fig. 3.6), and the much puhlished large scale additive process of Contour Crafting'·, devel-
oped by Behrokb Khoshnevis at the University of Southern Cali fornia (Fig. 3.7). The Mam-
moth SLA by the Belgian company Materialise, which allows for single over two meter builds 
alos provides a means suggestive of an architectural scale'· 
3.2.4 An Evolving Domain 
Most of the latter aforementioned examples are still in the process of being developed, and thus 
in many ways a true reflection of the stage and state tbis sti ll budding discipline is currently 
- still not yet settled and in lack of established generics, is nevertheless saturated with potential. 
What format(s), or taxonomies will be u ed to guide its progress and practice remains to be 
26 http://www.freeformconstruction.co.uk/ (Accessed March 2007) 
27 http://www.dfab.arch.ethz.ch/?lang=e&loc=AF&thisyage=lehre (Accessed June 2008) 
28 http://www.monolite.org! (Accessed June 2008) 
29 http://www.contourcrafi ing.org! (Accessed November 2006) 
30 http://www.materialise.com/material ise/view/enl9 1687-Mammoth+Stereol ithography.html (Accessed 
June 2008) 
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Figure 3.6 The Monolite system by Enrico 
Dini . (www.mollolite.org. Accessed Octo-
ber 2007). 
Figure 3.7 The Contour Crafting process by Behrokb Khoshnevis at USe. (www.contourcraft-
ing.com. Accessed September 2006). 
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seen. This is also the realm where its potential lies, as each stand or approach will not neces-
sarily have an already set standard or logistic structure, and currently such configurations can 
be customized according to the needs and objectives of the project, rather than according any 
pre-established tenets. Considering the exponential growth in the use of these technologies 
within the academic communi ty, as evident fro m the more recent architectural and design end 
of the year shows that take place usually at the beginning of the summer season at the various 
academic institutions, such expansion of how the current use of RP can expand into RM and 
LF, is onl y a matter of time. 
3.3 Tactile Topographies - the Gestalt of Touch 
Pallasmaa ( 1996) states that " the hands are the sculptor's eyes. [ ... ] The skin reads the texture, 
weight and temperature of matter. The surface of an old object, poli shed to perfection by the 
too l of the craftsman and the assiduous hands of its users, seduces the stroking o f the hand. It 
is pleasurable to press a door handle shining from the hands of the thousands that have entered 
the door before us; the clean shimmer of ageless wear has turned into an image of welcome 
and hospitali ty. The doorhandle is the handshake of the building. The tacti le sense connects us 
with time and trad ition: through impressions of touch we shake the hands of countless genera-
tions. A pebble polished by waves is pleasurable to the hand, not on ly because of its shape, but 
because it expresses the slow process of its formation; a perfect pebble on the palm materiali ses 
duration; it is time turned into shape." 
Pall asmaa, a Finnish architect and academic, prov ides a suggesti ve synopsis and introducti on 
of many of the fac tors that affect the way we perceive and interpret the impress ions of our 
tactile sense, factors that include not only the directly physical or cutaneous sensations, but 
also the emotional and environmental factors, cultural influences, personal penchants, mne-
monic notions as well as factors such as kinaestheti c conditions or the level of stereognostic 
awareness of the particular individual in question. This last notion, that denotes our ahi li ty to 
perce ive objects or forms through touch (Montagu, 1986), is here of particul ar significance as it 
is this capacity that allows us to ' read' (as in Braille) and thus abstract and personalize, tactile 
impressions into a forma t and language more di gestible to us - a format that allows for subjec-
tive expression and creative articu lation within , and based upon, its own linguistic confines. As 
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it wi ll become apparent later in this thes is, such touch related notions are a defining factor in its 
formulation . 
There is a strong link between the way we observe our surroundings through vision, and the 
way we perceive them through touch . Studies involving visually-d isabled individuals have 
shown that, when asked to draw or represent an object onto a sheet of paper, a life- long full y 
blind person still draws the object depicted fro m a single vantage point and use lines to out-
line surfaces. They also use abstractions or ana logies, sucb as hearts to represent affection, or 
curved spokes on a wheel to suggest motion (Kennedy, 2007). Tbey use perspective and a shift 
in scale to ins inuate location and distance" . This ab ili ty to represent abstract ideas through 
idioms that are purely tactile (which still bave a pronounced 'empathy' to our visual sense" ) is 
of key importance in the context of the experiment presented. 
Illustrations of similar suppositions, where some concepts usua lly considered from a purely 
visual viewpoint, such as visual foreshortening tbat is ' neutralized' on buss- lanes by lengtben-
ing the lettersl3 (Fig. 3.6 and 3.7), or the not ion of the 'pan-phenomenon ' - where a sequence 
of consecuti vely moving points can be used to suggest movement (as can be seen on certain 
' pointing' or ' moving' neon-signs)l' (Fig. 3.8), can also be applied to toucb, and bow sucb sug-
gestive impressions can be made and communicated th rough cutaneous means. 
The following segment provides a breakdown of ex isting taxonomies for class ify ing touch and 
its affiliated properites. These are based on research conducted by neurologists, psychologists, 
geographers, urban planners, architects and philosophers, to mention a few, who provide a 
take on the subject. The included ideas are emeshed with the illustrations that have come about 
whil st the thes is has evolved. The aim is to outline particular external interests that have inftu-
enced some of the des igns. 
31 Kennedy. John MJ Juricevic, tgar - Foreshortening, Convergence and Drawing from a Blind Adult . Uni-
versity of Toronto. From the authors web-page: http://www.utsc.utoronto.cal- kennedy/ . 
32 Even though this might partly also be due how we interpret the information, i.e. we perceive links be-
tween these forms of perception because we're looking for them . . , 
33 Here the argument, however, deviates slightly from the more conventional notion of foreshortening, and, 
through almost reversing the observation, contends that if something haptic is perceived whi lst in motion one can 
counteract the effect of the motion by literarily 'stretching out' the element that is being fe lt, i.e. if one perceives a 
raised dot through simple finger probing, the same dot needs to be extended in the direction of motion (changing it 
into an oval dot) if is to be perceived as a dot whilst moving . .. 
34 Touching someone on their forearm at sequential points will inev itably suggest the point is 'moving' ... 
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In .. IIIGtiaD IffICt !hi IIJ .. ,llIIin? Is thin I 
IIIII'I'IlatiaD behnu IiIIIal IIId tutiIa Ijmntbetjo pII'IIpIia? 
Figure 3.6 Haptic fo reshortening can also be appl ied to touch. Here something perceived in 
motion through touch can be made perceptuall y clearer by extending/ lengthening the tactile 
shape in the directi on of the motion ... 
Haptic Destalt Series 
Touch Whilst iD Motion Touch at Standstill 
Figure 3.7 Touching whilst (body is) In motion versus 'exploratory' (doubting Thomas) 
touch .. . 
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3.3. 1 Types of Haptic Reciprocity 
According to Rodaway ( 1994), a geographer, there are three primary levels of haptic rec iproc-
ity in environmental experience. These are: 
Simple Contact - the adjacency of two surfaces against one another, usuall y 
impermanent, and often involving only one tactile sentient agent. Sucb contacl 
generall y involves passive toucbing or grazing against an altemate enti ty. This kind 
of contact is hy definition simple contact with the environment but may not consciously 
take much notice of it. The active agent is conscious of a stream of haptic sensations 
giving a rich, predominantly subconsious, supply of infomlation about the environment 
explored (peripheral awareness of one sitting on a chair, wearing a cotton shirt... ). 
• ExploratOlY Activity - One way exploration. An agent actively investigates the 
environment (organic or non-organic) but the environment exp lored is largely passive 
and does not respond to the toucb nor appear to register its own tact il e sensation (a hand 
exp loring a surface)." 
Communication - the contact is actively intended, by one or both , but each party 
responds specifi ca lly to the other 's tactile stimulation and messages are exchanged. 
This communication is generally a relationship between organ isms and form s an 
important part of the bonding of community and the sense of establi shing roots in a 
place (a handshake, a hug) (Rodaway, 1994). 
3.3.2 Touch Formats 
According to Rodaway (1994) levels of touch may be specified into tbe descripti ve groups 
titled: Global touch, reach touch, extended touch and imagined touch. 
Global Touch - represents the body's general contact with the environment, a 
vernacular awareness. Globa l touch is the presence of the body in a context, a sense 
'3'5··~A~n·a.lt~e~rnative classification of such levels of haptic experience is provided by Ashley Montagu, who 
divides them into three categories named: Social touch, Passive touch and active touch, which differ in their 
emphasis of the abovementioned haptic properties. but deal, more or less, with the same issues. See: Montagu, 
Ashley - Touching - The Human Significance of Skin. Harper & Row Publishers, 1986. p. 169. 
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Figure 3.8 A tactile rendition of the Pan-
Phenomenon ... 
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of itself within a world. This is generally a passive experience, a general feeling 
of one's body and its immediate environment. This geography is not so much about 
di stance and spatial relationships, as about a general presence such as feelings of 
uprightness or basic body orientation, temperature, humidity and perhaps the relative 
crowding or space in its most general senseJ6 . The experience of global touch is quite 
difficu lt to describe. The blind frequently refer to a strong sense of the presence of 
objects not directly touched but nevertheless felt as a kind of pressure in the air around 
the body. A fom1 of ambient epidermal perception. 
Reach-Touch - is the form of touch we most immediately think of in everyday use of 
the term. It is the touch of the hands, arms, fingers and toes. It is exploring touch which 
reaches out to, takes hold of or feels the characteristics of objects and their relationships 
in the environment around us . This is active and generall y grounded in intention. 
Reach-touch is employed both in exp loratory activity and in supporting navigation 
through tbe environment. 
Extended Touch - in terms of spatial experience touch can reach far beyond the im 
mediate geography oftbe body with the aid of tools. Extended reach is touch mediated 
by or enhanced with technology. The wbite cane used by the blind person is only one 
example of tbe numerous instruments used to extend the human reach . Often these 
instruments do not merely transmit contact information from a greater distance than 
our body reach but transform tactile information into other sensuous fom1s. The white 
cane not on ly offers vibration as it is tapped, but also sounds which can be beard and 
used in spatial orientation. 
• imagined Touch - is a hapti c experience rooted in the memory and expectation. This is 
demonstrated both in our use of touch metaphors to describe sensuous experiences and 
in the creative recall of haptic experiences, as when reading a description in a novel or 
when remembering a treasured experience. (Rodaway, 1994) 
He re tbe above notions of reach toucb, imagined touch and extended touch are of particular 
36 In an additional example a reference is made ofa somewhat simi lar fann of perception titled 'Dermo-
Optical Perception ' (Montagu 1986), which describes it as a an abi li ty by certain individuals that claim to have 
skin so sensitive they can 'see' with! through it. He continues to explain , "Since the skin is derived from the same 
embryo logical ectodermal layer as the eyes, several investigators have maintained that in such individuals the skin 
has retained some primitive optical properties, and it is this that enables them to see with skin." Montagu, 1986, p. 
185. 
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significance as they provide summaries for design and modelling methodsl ? used and grant 
analogous and rein fo rcing heading for encapsulating the qualities of touch, re ferring to the 
actual reciprocal experience and connecti on between the des ign and the tacti le impress ions or 
impact it has on its user. 
3.3.3 Affective Expressions a/Touch 
On a immediate and intimate level, the physical, corporeal and ass imilated qualities of to uch 
were categori zed in the fo llowing fashion: 
Surface - texture, pattern - that is roughness or smoothness, degree of friction and 
detail s of surface variation. 
Geometry - shape, dimensions or size, proportions and arrangement, generall y relati ve 
to human sca le and cutaneous perception. 
Materi al - the mass or weight of objects supported by the body or parts of it, and the 
perception of material rigidi ty or plasticity. 
Location - di stance from us, either in terms of direct or ex tended reach, and directi ons 
relati ve to our body orientation - fron t, back, right, left, up, down. 
Energy - the judgrnent ora wide range of temperatures of both objects and 
environments, and their dampness and dryness (relative humidi ty) . 
Dynamic - vibration and locomotion, that is perception of movements 'within ' objects 
and of objects through space, relati ve to our own body and! or other objects in reach. 
(Rodaway, 1994). 
These elements all come into play and are util ized in an architectural and behavioural context. 
What the hand perce ives can be used to suggest how the rest of the body ought to conduct 
itself. Through the use of tbe textural and quali tative features li sted above (surface textures 
through dynamic movements) surveyed througb reach-touch, one can conduct exploratory 
acti vity tbat, through a form of imagined toucb and experience, can be used to imply a variety 
of ideas or actions. This invo lved using methods sucb as increasing or lessening tbe fr iction of 
37 Here referring to the Sensable haptic interface that is used in conjunction with the software 'Clay Tools'. 
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a surface to suggest what speed one should move; skewing or increasing the oblique angle of 
a tacitly perceived plane to insinuate a turn; or by changing its location, height or horizontal 
position to reposition its user" . 
3.3.4 Tactile Gestalt 
On a wider scale and framework the tacti le qualities were used to support and clari fy the read-
ing and understanding of an envi ronment. 
Ln hi s seminal work, lmage of the City, Lynch ( 1960) puts forward the notion of cognitive map-
ping to (Malnar and Vodvarka, 2004), define the mnemonic representation of spatial informa-
tion we have stored about our physical and sociocultural environments. According to Lynch, 
environmental images can be divided into three components, identity, strucutre and meaning, 
that, for the sake of analysis can be separated (Lynch, 1960), hut in rea li ty always manifested 
together. Here identity, is an object that can be identified as a singular, di stinct entity ; structure, 
the spatial or pattern relation to the object and the observer, as well as other objects; and mean-
ing, the object must retain some (practical or emot ional) meaning to the observer. Malnar and 
Vodanka consider that these notions entai l that, an image useful for making an ex it requires the 
recognition of a door as a distinct entity, of its spatial relation to its observer, and its meaning 
as a hole for getting out. This idea is further clarified by John Lang (1987), who notes that, "a 
highly imaginable city, building, or interior is one that is perceived as a structured system of 
related components". 
It is, however, the elements Lynch uses to form, what he calls, cognitive images, that have a 
di stinct resonance of Jungian archetypes about them, which are more relevant to this study. He 
identifies these as: Paths, Edges, Districts, Nodes and Landmarks (Lynch, 1960). Here Paths 
are the streets, sidewalks, corridors, the passages found in our environment; Edges symbolize 
representational boundaries, the walls, buildings, shorelines, rivers, embankments that separate 
areas; Districts are usually large areas with fairly distingushable cbaracteristics, such as busi-
ness or entertainment areas, or parks; Nodes are key focal points (building or city entrances, 
central courtyards, stairwells); and Landmarks are clearly distingusbable, dominant physica l 
elements, tbe main Opera building or museum, a preeminent bridge, a central square. These 
38 Nudging its user inw a desired locat ion or position by aligning the locations of the surfaces and textures 
so as to 'pull' the user with it. 
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Figure 3.9 An adapted renditi on of gestalt, applied to tOllch ... 
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categories were used by Lynch to describe various features relating to urban planning, howev-
er, they can also be easily adapted to other, architectural or urban (micro, meso, macro) sca les 
and comparisons (MaInar and Vodvarka, 2004). They are also useful , and are di stinctly analo-
gous, to the elements used in this study to define the features of the Snakeskin 's vari ous tactil e 
surfaces, as well as providing a suggesti ve morphology and template for the different neo logies 
built around the process of conceiving things through the additive CAD-CAM systems. 
However, on an even more comprehensive level, these conceptual models provide a foundation 
that can be applied to clari fy and aid, in thi s instance through a simplified tactile language, the 
way in which one can read and orient onese lf across or through a variety of di fferent spaces 
and conditions. Here the aim is to apply and provide these conceptua l generalizations with an 
actual and, somewhat subjective, interpretati on that is proacti ve in its intentions rather than 
retroacti ve in its analys is. The purpose is to explore further, define and make use of the notion, 
as simple as it is, of a 'Tactil e Gestalt ', an irmate and tacit language of haptic form, and to both 
situate and use it to corroborate the applicable des igns. 
However, here the notion of a gestalt is defined, different from the usually visually based 
tenets, according to touch based perceptual principles. This entails that, by shifting the sensory 
mode fro m the visual, a more di sconnected and somewhat empirical, even abstract, sense, to a 
more intimate and palpable mode of perception, the format of the gestalt also switches from its 
customary conceptual and intangible mode into one that is more concrete, immediate and cor-
poreal. This view is supported by Goethe, who, here quoting Hensel and Menges (2006), " ... 
posited a crucial di stinction between Gestalt, or structured fom1, which refers to that which is 
already fonned and the process of Bildung, or formation, which changes structured form in an 
ongo ing process". Here, in regards to the haptic structure of fonn , the more inert and cerebral 
format ofa visual-gestalt is reinterpreted as a more active and tactile noti on o f ' formation' (a 
switch from a nOW1 to a verb), of a ' tactile-gestalt ' - a constitution of fonn which is inherently 
kinaesthetic (as no ' touching' can be done without in volving some level of moti on) and which 
naturally combines the qualiti es of both the more traditional reading of gestalt, with the idea 
ofbildung (bildung-gestalt). Ultimately, in an ideal situation, this tactile fom1at of express ion 
would evolve into a intuitive haptic lingo that allows for things such as touch based 'slangs', 
'accents' or 'dialects' to evo lve, perhaps in a similar fashion to those that have grown around 
sign-language, where apparently to those who use sign-language ' as their mother tongue' is, it 
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is easy to distinguish the signing of those who only use it as their 'second-language' (hearing 
individuals), and even to discriminate tbe origins of a fluent signer through their 'signing-ac-
cent' (Ree, 1991). Some traces of comparative, more cutaneous, forms of communication can 
be observed in the work of the Turkish, blind from birth, artist Esref Armagan, whose paintings 
and bas-reliefs contain, in their empathetic expression, a effortless tactilityJ9, or the' Braille 
Graffiti', by the artist Scatt Wayne Indiana, that can be found at select locations in Portland, 
Oregon'·, along with tbe more forma l austere tacti le vocabulary of corduroy and blister pav ing, 
found usually along urban pathways". As examples of digital interfaces that allow one to use 
touch as an intrinsic medium in tbe formation ofa design worth a mention wou ld be leffHan's 
'Multi touch' interface, that allows one to manipulate things on a large touch-screen through 
ones fingers and arms" , and the Pahntom haptic interface by SensAble that, in union with its 
affi liated software 'Clay tools', allows one to shape and mould voxel based models through 
touch . This latter example has also been extensively used in conjunction with this study. 
3.3.5 Digital Tactility 
In many ways some oftbe thoughts by Bloomer and Moore ( 1977) expand such notions into 
a more general tacit realm, where tacti le perceptual aspect aren't relegated into a particular 
hemletic niche, but recognized as fundamentally key elements in our reading and conception 
of our environment and in defining our individual character, or as they put it, " the expansion 
of our actual identi ty requires greater recognition of our sense of interna l space as well as of 
the space around our bodies . Certainly if we continue to focus radica ll y on external and novel 
experi ence and on the sights and sounds deli vered to us from tbe environment to the exc lusion 
of refining and expanding our primordial haptic experiences, we ri sk diminishing our access 
to a wealth of sensual detail developed within ourselves - our feeling of rhythm, of bard and 
soft edges, of buge and tiny elements, of openings and closures, and a myriad of landmarks 
and directions whicb, if taken together, form the core of our human identity" . These notions, 
expressed over thirty years ago, along with the other classifications of touch, provide also an 
39 ht tp://www.esrefannagan.com/(Accessed August 2007) 
40 http://www.youtube. com/watch?V.=INCGzuehILO&eurI~http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Ecore77%2Ecom%2 
F (Accessed August 2007) 
4 I http://www.accesscode. info/extemaV5_6.htm (Accessed August 2007) 
42 See http://blog.centopeia.com/2007/0312 I1j eff-h ans-multitouch-demo-i il and http://cs. nyu.edul- jhan/ft-
irtouchl (Accessed August 2007) 
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appropriate and relevant rationale for how the haptic sense(s) need to be included as a funda-
mental element in any des ign process, regardl ess of a im. This applies particularl y to digital 
and computational design" that, through the fom1ats of current interfaces (mostly mouse and 
keyboard), and due to the expanding programmatic interests, which in many cases seem to 
gradually move further away from the physica l realm, result in further separati on between how 
we represent things and bow we actually experience and perceive them. Acknowledging that 
des ign, any design, always involves a more comprehensive sensory affect that those provided 
by vision and hearing alone is crucial in thi s context (Fig. 3.10). How to include such consid-
erations more fu lly into the context of digital design is a task that is still in the process of being 
establ ished. However, the initial memes and morsels of subjects that carry and raise related is-
sues are already permeating the ether, it should only be a question of time before such interests 
regain a more pervasive position within the related disciplines. 
43 Especially when considered in the context of architecture. 
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Figure 3. 10 A breakdown of some of the perceptual and conceptual foundations that have been 
informing the thesis. 
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4.0 A Classification Method for Material Led Digital Design 
The following chapter introduces the more theoretical foundations, both process as well as 
conception based, from which the thesis has emerged. It begins with a theoretical positioning 
of its approach, continues with a discussion about the more application related concerns linked 
to making things through the additive fabrication technologies, notions which are consequently 
expanded on through a particular application of a process reflective, made-to-fit, LF-model and 
terminology. 
4.1 Reaching Beyond the Virtual 
The thesis aimed to establish a way for using Layered Freeforming in both the conceptualiza-
tion and the actualization of designs and architecture. It aimed to conceive designs which ex-
ploit process capabilities and to make designs that directly benefit (be it in something as subtle 
as in its texture or material consistency, or something as fundamental as its form), from making 
it through Layered Freeforming (LF for short), and which would be difficult, if not impossible 
or senseless, to make by any other means!. It was catalyzed by the tactile potentials that the LF 
introduces. As a means for producing real and physical components, which retain the advan-
tages of CAD (Computer Aided Design) as a medium, to avoid some of the pitfalls the same 
medium inevitably possesses due to its 'virtuality', non-materiality. LF could reintroduce some 
qualities of conception, i.e. that of the cerebral and conceptual, and that of the inherently tactile 
and (multi) sensorial. 
4.1.1 A Shift in Paradigms 
The computer is a medium that acts simultaneously as an initial 'thumb-nail-napkin-draw-
In slightly more detail this entails that LF allows one to produce complex, asynunetrical shapes, even 
one with deep undercuts; but also to utilize and consider the Iraces that the fabrication process itself produces 
- the visible and tactile, usually grid-like, patterns left by the support s!mctures in stereolithography, or the almost 
fingerprint like grain that results from the, layer by layer, 'stair-stepping', process. Also, as presented in Pieriuigi 
Serraino's book titled History of Form Z', "The debate on CAD in 1986 led Yessios [the developer of the 3D soft-
ware 'Form Z"] to claim (yessios, 1986, Yessios, 1987) that CAD was the acronym for Computer Aided Drafting 
as opposed to Computer Aided Design. The crux of the contention was that if computers were unable to produce 
better designs, part ofthe raison d'elre, i.e. to "aid" design, would have failed." Found in, Serraino, P. History of 
Form Z', Birkhauser, 2002, p 21. 
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ing' or sketchDook~-as- e too or executmg 
eventually in the final rendition ofa design. It is the 'pen' (brush, pencil, crayon, etc.) as well 
as the 'paper' (canvas, film, background, etc.). CAM (Computer Aided Manufacture), can 
perform the role ofa 'hand' (instrument, extension, tool, etc.), to directly shape 'matter' (mate-
rial, substance, clay, etc.) which presents a fundamental shift in how ideas are introduced and 
conceived. This synthesis of the medium is here conceived as a positive and catalytic device. A 
number of degrees or stages separating the inceptive seed of a sketch from the final design are 
abridged, and even eliminated. By using the computer in the outline phase, as well as the final 
draft stage, the need to 'interpret' the drawing is removed. The sketch is the design, albeit be 
it still in its initial stage, that will finally result in a built design. It's a question of a transition 
over a translation. 
4.1.2 Beyond Ocular Bias o/Human Perception o/Design 
The project was also catalysed by a reaction against CAD based design and visually biased 
architecture, made "to please the eye". This it does in spite of the fact that architecture, unlike 
many of the other (particularly 'visual') arts, such as painting, photography, graphics, even 
sculpture2, inevitably entails a multi-sensory experience. There's a risk of, as McCullough 
(1998) puts it, "common sense becom(ing) visual sense. Innate sensibilities - always the bless-
ing ofthe artisan - become increasingly visual, and other skills slowly vanish. The experience 
in which most people become most practiced in no longer the workings of nature or the use 
of hand-held tools, but rather the reading of images - staggering numbers of images. We get 
the picture, or, more accurately in the era of target marketing, the picture gets us." However, 
there are signs that the 'corporeal' side of architectural conception and craft is starting to regai 
a foothold3, in a somewhat modified format. This assertion entails an avoidance of forceful 
iiiilf'lms to negate the excessive simplification of a concept. It is an approach that 
OStiiiH'Vin a gallery one can look, but seldom touch, the displays. Outdoor sculptures are a different mat-
ter ... 
3 The 're' of this regain is referring to the initial, somewhat counter, action regarding industrialization 
in the late nineteenth century by the likes of Ruskin, Morris, Muthesius or Van de Velde and the Arts and Crafts 
movement, which, although not against industrialia2tion nor anti-modem, did question the process of chopping up 
the fabrication process into numerous simple and mundane tasks, and the lack of a more generic comprehensive 
understanding of the total fabrication process in question, which often resulted in designs in which the manufac-
turing process was dictating the end result rather than the needs of the product produced. This lack of inherent 
skill and craft, which was a result of the industrial process rather than its cause, was what the individuals above 
(each in their own way) reacted against, and which this thesis is seeing a comparative and parallel development in 
regards to computing and the.c . . . 
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accepts the inherent polysemy of a notion and looks beyond the compulsion for boundaries that 
seem currently so prevalent in much of our meditations and formats of perception. This last 
notion is something of particular relevance, as the way we perceive is affected by social and 
cultural factors (Hall, 1966, 1976; Rodaway, 1994). These notions are reflected in the illustra-
tion on the following page (Fig. 4.1) which shows the five primary senses (vision, hearing, 
touch, smell and taste) in the centre, and breaks down their physiological, and more objective, 
elements above, and the conceptual, culturally derived and more subjective, renditions (Malnar 
and Vodvarka, 2004) of perception below. The links (or strings) of the illustration are left inten-
tionally vague as the links between the different perceptual reahns tend to involve a degree of 
synesthetic awareness, variability and overlap (Cytowic, 2003). 
4.1.3 Homotopy and Heterotopy o/Perception 
According to Porphyrios (1982) there are two different forms of thought, which he has named 
homotopy, which entails similarities, and heterotopy, which refers to dissimilarities in thought. 
The initial term has a very low tolerance threshold for overlapping and confusing concepts, 
whereas the latter term is open to contemporaneousness. As examples of design related het-
erotopy could be mentioned the rich, layered geometrical patterns in Islamic architecture and 
calligraphy, or the fusion of structure and ornament in much of gothic architecture and design. 
Examples of homotopy include, in contrast, the way much art is now singled out into indi-
vidual units, be this through a frame or pedestal, distinguishing itself from its surroundings; or 
the way much of contemporary, facade based, building construction results in default solutions 
where the building's message remains 'skin-deep'. Branding that lacks an understanding of the 
layers of interaction involved in a choreography of actions, events or features such structures 
inevitably will involve· . 
4.1.4 Gothic Versus the Classical as Material Design 
Introduction to their book Digital Tectonics (Leach et aI., 2004) architecture as a dialectic be-
tween two different, but not mutually exclusive, ways of thinking which they describe as 'The 
4 These concepts and tenns were also introduced and explained in an essay by Iuhani Pallasmaa titled 
Architecture and the Obsessions of our Times (Pallasmaa, 2005). 74 
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Figure 4.1 Perceptual String Chart, illustrating the physiological breakdown of sensory percep-
tion. It also indicates the synaesthetic overl apping between the senses and how cultural habits 
can affect perception on even a sensory level. 
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Classical' and 'the Gothic'. "The Gothic is based primarily on the understanding architecture 
in terms of materiality and structure, while the Classical is based primarily on understanding 
architecture in terms of visual composition." (Leach et aI., 2004). The text elaborates the no-
tions of the Gothic in the following manner, "[the] Gothic spirit in architecture, [is] a tradition 
based not on the formal appearance of the Gothic - as in the case of neo-Gothic - but on a cer-
tain process-oriented approach towards architectural design, that recognizes the importance of 
structural forces and material composition". This idea is particularly relevant in the context of 
this project since it, conceived with the digital (architectural) arts in mind, insinuates a shift in 
paradigmatic preference from the overtly visual and conceptual, to a realm where the somatic 
presence of material and a more craft-derived approach is allowed to flourish. 
In the same book the 'material philosopher' , as he himself describes his vocation', De Landa 
(2004), formalizes this idea in the following manner, "we may not be in a position to think 
about the origin of form and structure, not as something imposed from the outside on an inert 
matter, not as a hierarchical command from above as in an assembly line, but as something that 
may come from within the materials, a form that we tease out of those materials as we now al-
low them to have their say in the structures we create."·. 
These sentiments, which also need to be applied to the intrinsic fabrication processes through 
which such form and structure are derived, are echoed by McCullough (1998) who defines 
material strictures as the underpinning for conception. He states: " ... [a] constraint is a source 
of strength. This is especially the case with respect to the nature of a material and the giving 
of form. Effective constraints are not explicit methods for the use of tools so much as implicit 
limitations learned from the behaviour of a medium. Such limitations focus the scope of pro-
cess without obstructing engagement the way explicit rules do. Thus, another way of thinking 
of constraints is as the rigor of substance. Note that this is not necessarily material so much as 
structural. As we continue to note, structure is a particularly constructive source of constraint. 
Only though the possibilities and limitations of structured substance does expression come into 
being ." 
5 A title bequeathed himself during his presentation in the Digital Tectonics conference held at the Univer-
sity of Bath, on March 2, 2002. 
6 De Landa, M, 'Material Complexity', in Digital Tectonics. Wiley-Academy, 2004, p 21. 
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4.1.5 Fragile Architecture 
When considered in the context of the additive fabrication processes, that of the materiaF, 
and congenitally tactile, is allowed to flourish within the set and coded parameters of its pro-
cess' into something that's innately reflective of its pedigree. At some level this suggests a 
reversal of the Modernist doctrine ofa singular (monocock) command concept that, through 
the 'trickle-down' effect, affects all the subordinate components that constitute a design. How 
this countering of the aforesaid dogma could be fonnatted is suggested by the Finnish archi-
tect and theoretician Juhani Pallasmaa, who's notion ofa 'weak' or 'fragile' architecture9, is 
based on the sentiments initially put forward by the Italian philosopher Gianni Vattimo whose 
ideas about 'weak ontology' and 'fragile thought' have aroused extensive interest since the 
early 1980s10• According to Pallasmaa (2000), based on Vattimo's notions, " ... we can speak of 
'weak' or 'fragile' architecture, or perhaps, more precisely, of an 'architecture of weak structure 
and image', as opposed to an 'architecture of strong structure and image'. Whereas the latter 
desires to impress through an outstanding singular image and consistent articulation of fonn, 
the architecture of weak image is contextual and responsive. It is concerned with real sensory 
interaction instead of idealized and conceptual manifestations. This architecture grows and 
opens up, instead ofthe reverse process of closing down from the concept to the detail." 
In a different text, an interview for an architectural student paper, he continues, "for me [these 
notions] represent an attitude towards an architecture which does not have a singular shape, or 
singular concept in its reading. It is a narrative which does not have a singular shape or gestalt 
at all, it is a narrative which can be read or experienced in a number of ways. [ ... ] I categorize 
it as "fragile architecture" because it consists of separate architectural episodes; it does not 
have a singular image. I am simply suggesting that perhaps it is the time to begin to think of an 
architecture which creates an architectural narrative, or a network of possible narratives, rather 
than a singular image." (Pallasmaa, 2000) 
It is this approach involving a multiplicity of narratives, a fragmented and emergent approach, 
7 In this project predominantly photopoIymers, ABS plastics and plaster powder. 
8 
(SLS). 
StereoLithography Apparatus (SLA) , Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), and Selective Laser Sintering 
9 Pallasmaa, J., Hapticity and Time (discussion of haptic, sensuous architecture.), Architectural Review, 
May 2000. 
10 This note is in particular reference to a book ofVattimo's collected essays titled, The end of Modernity, 
Polity Press, 1988. 
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which lends itself quite naturally to the aforementioned notions. This context allows, even 
encourages, one to evolve an appropriate but distinctive organic craft for each design brief. In 
such 'fragile architecture' the analog and digital, the micro, meso and the macro, are conceived 
and conceptually enmeshed with(in) each other - entwined into a procedural singularity. Ulti-
mately here the conceptual and the corporeal are united into a post-binary condition that ac-
cepts (unavoidably semiotic) categorization. It also accepts attraction and even fusions between 
such categories, but it does not consent to pre-set linear or hierarchical sequential narratives as 
necessary conditions within a conceptual framework. 
In many ways this approach is echoed in a text by Hensel (2004) who, by paraphrasing Um-
bero Eco's notion of Open Works informs us that, "Eco describer s 1 an open work as charac-
terized by a deliberate ambiguity in meaning. According to Eco, open works must leave the 
arrangement of some of their constituents to the public or to chance, thus giving these works 
a field of possible orders rather than a single definite one. The subject can move freely within 
this articulated yet ambiguous field of possibilities, which serve to avoid conventional forms of 
expression and prescribed interpretation. At the same time Eco points out that this is not a quest 
for a total laissez-faire and amorphousness, but rather that there must be a guiding directive 
from the designer that structures the field of possibilities in some way for the subject." 
4.1.6 Open Source Thinking 
These means involve a new set of rules and freedoms, guides, even delusions, that all, although 
still predominantly structured according to binary dictates, do so in a way where practices, ob-
jects and objectives previously considered separate or even opposites, now occasionally occupy 
the same syncretic side of the fence. A paradigm where the various disciplines' customs and re-
sponsibilities, which formerly have been largely distinct, now enmesh duties and collaborate at 
almost all the different phases involved in realizing a design - be this a design for a toothbrush 
or a mixed use residential development. 
The implication is a process without a pre-determined outcome. A process that is structured 
and dynamic, but also supple and adaptable enough to accept change. The exact outcome of an 
undetaking should not necessarily be defined at the outset of a project. A degree of 'empirical 
naivete', that guide design need is needed - a form of open source thinking, if you will, which 
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allows notions to dynamically adapt to adjusting conditions when needed. This is relevant in 
the present context where the options regarding how a design should be pursued and justified 
maybe overwhelming. Absolute certainty often leads to erroneous solutions. 
4.2 Layered Free/orming as a Craft 
CAD as a pervasive practice, over two decades old, is developing a touch of the prosaic. This 
allows the digital means of conceiving things to distance itselffrom the attraction ofCG (Com-
puter Graphics). The loss of novelty allows computing to evolve into a method of implementa-
tion which allows the process to reassess its foundations, and encourage the digital to reemerge 
with the physical... 
CAM technologies are acknowledged (Steele, 20011 Zellner, 1999) as an enabling factor in 
recent architectural projects (Rahim, 2002). However, this role is interpreted and actuated as 
almost generic, something that should enable the designer to realize even the most ambitious 
designs. However, CAM fabrication technologies are seldom included as a key factor in the de-
sign process, but are mostly considered as a default solution for realizing a complex computer 
generated model. Rarely are the specific particulars of the technologies used acknowledged 
in the process of conceiving a design. It is exactly these properties, however, that distinguish 
these means offabrication from the other methods of making. To recognize and build upon 
these distinctions is vital if the, additive and subtractive, CAM technologies are to flourish. 
4.2.1 Additive versus Subtractive Processes 
This thesis deals with (additive) LF processes as opposed to subtractive fabrication methods, 
which use have dominated digital manufacture, particularly in the context of architecture 
(Callicott, 200\), is largely due to such techniques ability to use existing and more common, 
and hence price wise more cost-effective, materials; and due to the availability oflarge scale 
fabrication plants that at present out-scale anything that any additive fabrication service provid-
ers can offer (Kieran and Timberlake, 2004). However, the core differences between these two 
fabrication methods are also each mean's advantage. The principles of CNC based subtractive 
processes are still dependent on the use of default material components or units, be these stan-
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dardized sizes of plywood, high-density foam blocks, sheets of canvas or glass, or even metal 
plates. Any production through the subtractive methods needs to start from something bigger 
from which something smaller is carved out or removed. This feature makes it inevitably de-
pendent on the provisions of standardized units. Subtractive methods are also dependent on the 
actual 'carving' ofa design, which, compared to the micron level accuracy of some of the addi-
tive processes is simply not viable through the subtractive means of making. Even though cur-
rently in a subservient position to subtractive fabrication processes, especially when making 
anything of scale, additive processes have an intrinsic advantage on milling in that its building 
matter is, in a way, shapeless, and need not be made from the outside in - a default constraint 
of the subtractive methods. Additive fabrication methods have the potential to determine their 
own make-up (establish its own micro-structure as it has the ability to build itself up from the 
inside-out, and has the potential to form a 'infinite build' based on wet building processes, 
where the extrusion of material can potentially be continuous (in conjunction with a movable 
print-headll ) and fluent throughout a build - no collages of 'Neufertised'J2 (Hensel and Menges, 
2006) components necessary. 
4.2.2 Exploring CAD-CAM Beyond the Virtual Senses 
The tools and means we use to realize designs inevitably influence the outcome. CAD is 
defined through analogies - iconic similes that aid and reflect our understanding and patterns. 
These include 'desktop' providing the default start-up 'page' of an OS system; the 'folders' 
we store 'files' in, as well as software icons such as hand outlines to 'move' things, buckets 
to 'pour' things, and magnifying glasses to 'zoom' in and out of things. Simile actions such 
as 'extruding', 'sweeping' or 'filleting' and 'wrapping' can also be used to manipulate virtual 
representations. 
Such methods provide an accessible and coherent lexicon or alphabet of means for executing 
different complex and involved shapes (designs) and compositions. As such processes get more 
involved, more complex, the design in question inevitably starts becoming more and more a 
11 A proposal by R&sie explores such techniques. See: http://www.new-territories.com. (Accessed February 
2007) 
12 The term refers to the architect's data book 'Neufert' that seems to form a core reference source for most 
architects and architectoral students. See http://www.blackwellpublishing.comlarchitectsdatalneufertlpages/con-
tents.htm . 
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reflection of the tools used. This isn't necessarily a problem (we need parameters to bounce 
ideas oft) whilst the outcome is the product. The difficulty arises when additional dimensions 
are added, or when the means of conception and the means of production do not match. When 
the process involves making not merely a variation of the final outcome (an image on a screen 
into an image on paper) but making an image on a screen into a representation - a portrayal 
of a future outcome that is of a different dimension than the original source representation13, 
the discrepancy becomes more apparent. Here the degrees separating the planning! design 
stage from the build! fabrication stage increase exponentially. There is an inevitable infidelity 
between the way we design things and how we build them!4. Tool icons and analogies (wraps, 
sweeps, extrusions, etc.) are different from the physical processes and tools used (sawing drill-
ing, lifting ... ), and the shaping processes (casting, moulding, joining, gluing, etc.). Here the 
analogies between conception and fabrication don't match. Too often architectural designs are 
created through CAD based means in which the physical or material fabrication and assembly 
has not been included as a component in the design process. Too often we're trying to build 
what we draw rather than draw what we plan to build. Time and again the structure is adjusted 
to what the designer wishes it to be, instead of the design adjusting itself to what the structure 
and material needs to be. This is particularly the case in many practices using CAD and CAD 
scripting!' . 
A successful design should establish a middle ground between the two. Or alternatively and 
preferably, the materials and structures play a balanced and intrinsic role and provide a rich and 
catalytic foundation already during the establishment of a (CAD-CAM) brief. It is difficult to 
conceive without the use of analogies and metaphors, however, such conceptual assumptions, 
are debated orally or through text. There are kinaesthetic creativity (dance), olfactory ingenuity 
(perfumery), tactile imagination (glass blowing), to mention a few, which all provide mediums 
for expression that combine the way we think with the way we do and realize our artefacts. The 
13 Not a direct rendition of the thing itself, as is usually the case in more large-scale, volumetric production, 
such as architecture. 
14 It is also here where the notion of passing the info 'over the fence' enters, i.e. a set of 'drawings' are 
passed on from one discipline to another (from the architect to the quantity surveyor to the structural engineer, 
planning authorities, etc.) often resulting in the outcome and integration becoming dispersed and unfocused- a 
case of architectural 'exquisite corpse' - each entity have their own agendas and priorities which often are imple-
mented in oscillating sequence without considering or including the needs of the other parties involved ... 
15 No formal references of studies backing up such claims could be found. Many of the included book 
references, however, such as Nick Callicott's Computer Aided Manufacture in Architecture - The Pursuit of 
Novelty, Hensel, Menges' & Weinstock's edited publication, Emergence: Morphogenetic Design Strategies, Bob 
Sheil's Design Through Making or Dennis Dollen's Digital to Analog (D 2 A), allude to similar notions. 
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engagement with materials and surfaces, which are sensed, interpreted and understood through 
interactions, even when such impressions are sensed through an extension (be this a dessert-
fork, a chisel, glass-blowing pipe, or a digital haptic interface), allow for a dynamic awareness 
to develop through 'thinking through doing' (Sennett 2008) than 'writing or drawing about 
doing'. 
4.3 Taxonomies for Layered Freeforming 
McCullough (1998) informs us that the turn of the twentieth century economist Thorsten Ve-
blen affirmed how workmanship is obstructed by mechanization. Veblen took the view that if 
the craftsman could retain control of the process, even within an industrial setting, technologi-
cal excellence would result. To put it simply, workmanship will find a way. In this sense, a new 
medium could be made, even within a more abstract and technological context. Accepting this 
statement the following hypothesis emerges: If computing has become an innate component in 
the realization of design and the built environment, and the processes related to direct manufac-
turing (CAD-CAM) are considered key elements in synthesizing such production, how should 
the conceptual frameworks guiding such production be structured? 
A solution may lie in a set of classifications of various scales, materials and processes of the 
various LF fabrication methods. 
4.3.1 A Madelfar Classifiying Layered Freefarming 
Here a model, the LF-Model, is presented which relates elements and features of Rapid Manu-
facturing! Layered Freeforming fabrication methods and their specific material systems into a 
taxonomy. It provides a foundation for how additive fabrication processes can be described. It 
refers to associative positioning and scaling where groupings are sequential but not necessarily 
linear, entailing that one link or node can have several (different) connections or continuations. 
For example, the term Nucleus-Node ('Nunad'), describes the grouping of physical volumet-
ric pixels,above more intricate than a Material-Voxel (,Maxel'), which is the basic physical 
component which defines the resolution of a LF design and build (these terms are explained in 
more detail below). Both are descriptive terms unique to this form of conception. The model is 
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volumetrically navigated (rather than linearly sequential) and link-ups to provide a stochastic, 
correlation between a design's various aspects for both conceptual as well as physical composi-
tion of a design. The terms provide a vocabulary to communicate design elements which are 
specific to CAM related capacities and processes. 
The initial cluster relate to the Layered Freeforming specific terms as 'macro' terms, from 
individual (micro scale) sub-units up to the more intricate assemblies (meso and macro) used to 
compose an Avaterial and Metature. 
4.3.2 LF-Model Terminology 
The terms included are: 
Buildware - The term refers to the various (both subtractive and additive) fabrication 
methods which fabricate volumetric objects directly from a digital file (Fig. 4.1). In the 
context of LF it is considered on similar terms and of equal value as hardware and 
software. 
Free/arm Construction - a term introduced by Soar (2005), to describe the larger scale 
additive fabrication processes which can be applied to construction at an architectural 
scale. Contour Crafting and the Monolite techniques belong to parallel categories to 
that of Freeform Construction (FC). FC that can extrude and layer material at, a 
multitude of scales, a factor which exponentially increases its potential uses. The 
Metature (see below) categorization also falls within this term. 
Free/arm Fabrication - Relates to additive builds classified as objects (as compared to 
architecture). Free/arm Fabrication s qualities and logistics are specific to additive 
fabrication processes and would be difficult to realize by any other fabrication method. 
The following terms express the precepts linked to LF fabrication. They provide craft-specific 
terms connected to the LF process. 
© 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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Figure 4.1 The Layered Freeforming trinity, where Buildware is included as a essential 
components of CAD-CAM conception, 
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Mether (Material-Ether) - Mether encapsulates the fonnative material state of 
buildware. A (LF) material's specifications and perfonnance properties can be 
altered and customized to fit the needs of a particular design (to make it, for 
example, softer at one end and more rigid at the other). The tenn describes a 
modular process, which provides a logistical framework around which a LF design can 
be wrapped. This doesn't entail a set of separate components or units, but provides 
a set of actual and mnemonic nodes, upon which the design can be explored, developed 
and described. Mether describes complex (mostly single) material composition by 
additive technologies, where the properties of Mether are expressed in the fonnat of a 
verb (an action) or adjective (a quality) than a noun (a thing)16. 
Avaterial (Avatar-Material) - describes a LF design's mether composition up to 
(roughly) the size of a human that fits within the tactual realm - within ones 'grasp'. 
The subcategories of Avaterial are listed below. 
Metature (Meta-Architecture) - a parallel tenn to Avaterial, describes builds larger than 
human scale (a magnitude beyond the immediate grasp of a set of average extremities), 
to entities of an architectural scale. 
Although defined as separate entities, there is a link between Avaterial and Metature, in that 
an Avaterial can constitute a micro scale aspect of a Metature build, thus resulting in a design 
which has been manipulated from 'top down' (or 'bottom up'). 
Materix (Material-Matrix) - refers to additional use of scaffolding and support 
16 A corresponding term to Mether could be Functionally Graded Material (FGM) which is characterized 
by alterations in a pieces composition and structure that result in matching changes in the properties of a mate-
rial. How this differs, however, from Mether is that whereas a mether's property variations are controlled directly 
through computing based means, and always realized through buildware, a FGM is usually made up of a compo-
sitional gradient from one component! material to another. See: http://www.azom.comldetails.asp?Artic1eID=1592 
(accesses May, 2007). Another similar feature can be found in the capacity of the Connex500 Multi Material 3-D 
Printing System, developed by Objet, which can produce something referred to as a 'Digital Material'. As this 
machine allows one to simultaneously print a single piece out of multiple materials, it can not only build but, the 
system also allows its user to create composite materials that have preset combinations which, by controlling the 
composite's material quantities and patternings, can be provided with a variety of mechanical properties. See: 
http://www.20bjet.comIProductslConnex500/tabidl273IDefault.aspx (accessed April, 2008). 
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system required in LF systems. It relates to the bespoke material and textural properties 
that can be achieved by modifying the individual micro components/ struts that make 
up the structural matrix. This notion of Materix could also be interpreted as a bespoke 
rendition of a halbzeug (see below) system. A collaborative example is given in 
appendix two of the author's work. 
Parallel to these terms are terms which describe types of patterns or systems of the Materix that 
the Avaterial or Metature are composed into. These are: 
Halbzeug System (Hensel and Menges, 2007) - is a pre-existing term, used to describe 
an assembly of semi-completed components. A set of separate and distinct units which 
in unison form a set of constituent parts of a composite assembly, as defined by Hensel 
and Menges (2007) as a semi-finished product, or sub component, lying between 
raw material and finished product. Sub components are available in larger sizes, e.g. 
as sheets, rods, hollow rods, profiles, coils, etc., and need to be cut to the required size. 
Sub-assemblies are created by a "design process [which] unfolds through a 
differentiation of the rules of assembly within narrow parameters that enable 
rigorous proliferation and jointing process informed by internal and external 
constraints. Whereas a component is described as " ... a constituent part of a more 
complex assembly; [that] unlike the halbzeug, [ ... ] is a fully defined, finished product" 
(Hensel and Menges, 2007). Such a 'designed' aggregate system can be assembled 
into larger systems in response to material geometric characteristics and 
extrinsic parameters. Formation systems need to accommodate scale affective variations 
when applied to either Avaterial or Metature related designs, but the overall guiding 
principals remain the same, regardless of size. 
Aggregate System - illustrates material composition, made up of a multitude of 
combined set of units or items, a merger process which cannot be reversed. When 
applied in a digital context, an aggregate or aggregation can be considered a 
typological composition. They are defined by the specification of the 
individual aggregate unit, the aggregation process and the external constraints. 
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Aggregate systems are the opposite of assembly systems or composite systems, in that 
elements are not connected by joints or a binding matrix; nevertheless they are still 
systems as the interrelations of system constituents can be traced, defined and 
instrumentalised. Differentiation occurs through the manipulation ofthe individual 
aggregate, the aggregation process and external constraints (Hensel and Menges, 2007). 
Both halbzeug and aggregate systems classify a set of subsystems (and subsystems of subsys-
tems of subsystems, etc.) according to which a LF build can be conceived. This is achieved in 
a manner that aims to consider the features of a design not necessarily as separate components, 
but as a set of more fluid composite which (if the liquid analogy is carried a bit further) can 
be selectively 'frozen'. Typical aggregates such as sand and gravel, or halbzeug systems such 
as a box of clock-springs, a stack of chairs, or a set of programmable motes (computational 
halbzeugs), conceived as physical or virtual entities, exist here as scale-less. The model allows 
for a combination of a 'halbzeug-aggreagate' in which the detail can be customized in the con-
text of the quantities. One can control the individual make-up, the micro structures of a build 
through the computing related means. 
Computing allows us to consider the scales of units in a way not possible before. Comput-
ing requires us to expand Louis Kahn's dictum (McCarter, 2005) about asking the brick what 
kind of structure it wishes to be into a prior and more diminutive dimension, where the query 
needs to be reformulated into one where we need to ask the clay what kind of brick it aspires to 
become. 
Simulation software (such as Finite Element Analysis, Computational Fluid Dynamics) in-
form us about the conditions (climatic, structural, utilitarian, etc.) of a design, and can also be 
employed as creative tools - they can be exploited as triggers in the development of a design. 
These methods become relevant in the context of digitally conceived design and architecture 
through, say, any type of algorithms (CA, EA), or biomimetic analogies, in the coding phase. 
They need to be conceived around some notion of a form, or idea of form, with a direct link 
both to material as well as fabrication related consideration (used for defining parameters set by 
such). Here the link between the initially separate reahns of virtual and physical agents/ seeds/ 
units are fused into a symbiotic singularity (the Mether). 
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The two elements, agents/ units that can been used to generate such arrangement are: 
Magent (Material-Agent) - a scripting based agent, which properties, and consequent 
behaviour within a computed simulation, are based upon the actual properties of the 
material. 
Voigent17 (Void-Agent) - The opposite (negative) of a Magent. They are agents that 
conjure voids within a computed simulation. 
Both Avaterial and Metature can be sub-divided into four, gradually increasing, process related, 
'chains of command', as they aren't linear, but interlink in multiple volumetric dimensions. 
Such links are correlative rather than sequential, where the phase change isn't necessarily abso-
lute and can be formulated as thresholds. 
The sub-categories for Avaterial are: 
Maxels (Material-Voxels) - defined as the resolution of a LF build. They form a 
physical rendition of the virtual voxel (a volumetric pixel). However, the dimensions, 
or size, of a maxel can be either determined by the maximum resolution set by the RM 
machine in use, or by the smallest unit used in a LF build. A single build can include 
several different sets of Maxels. What also distinguishes a Maxel from its virtual 
compatriots is that, unlike pixels or even volumetrically uniform voxels, it can be 
asymmetrical in the sense of having different X, Yand Z coordinates. 
Nunods (Nucleus-Nodes) - describe how (genotype) setup maxels are organized. It is 
the smallest built unit, the preliminary entity, that maxels can be made into. In some 
sense a nunod functions as the equivalent of a halbzeug component, in that it can be 
used as a shaped, yet primary, building component. It has a defined, even designed, 
shape, but requires a context in which it can be applied. 
17 A tenn suggested by Christian Derix during discussions regarding the subj ect matter. 
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Tracs (Trait-Clusters) - are the assembly into which Nunods can be arranged. These in 
turn can be congregated as: 
Procs (Property-Constellations) - The final 'component' assembly/ element which 
make up a design. A proc is a singularity which remains a part of a the final design 
(analogous to a table leg, or the seat ofa chair). 
These terms are mirrored on a larger scale by the following terms that relate to LF / RM builds 
associated with builds of an architectural scale. These are: 
(Meta) Bricks - the initial RM/ LF building block! element of an architectural scale. 
Roughly the size of a standard British Standard brick" - or hand size ... 
(Meta) Blocks - describes the initial grouping of (Meta)Bricks. In concept an analogy 
to a row of bricks - a set of units that can be described as a single group(ing) -
approximately equal in size and presence to that of a piece of furniture. 
(Meta) Boulders -The follow-up grouping from a (Meta) Block. A group of 'blocks' 
than in unison can be qualified as a singularity - described as an entity. Continuing the 
brick analogy this could be described as 'brick' wall, ceiling, floors, etc. Something that 
in itself can be justified as a unit, yet forms a part of a larger collective. 
(Meta) Rocks - The 'largest' cohesive singularity of a whole that can still be defined 
as a part or a component of a total. .. In architectural terms (and expanding further on 
the brick analogy) this could be described as a room, corridor, segment or even a wing 
of a building (a piece of architecture). But it could also be expanded further and be 
depicted as a component in a landscape, a street or square in an urban plan ... 
The links of the various scales is proportional rather than metric. Adjacent categories are 
18 225 x 112.5 x 75 mm 
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defined according to 'lesser than' and 'more than', or 'adjacent to' or 'controlled by', rather 
than as specific quantities, positions or sizes. The proportional distribution can also be asym-
metrical, with certain volumes or proportions (aspects) of the design having a larger quantity 
of certain sub-categories than others (i.e. a trait-cluster can have a varying set of different 
nucleus-nodes within a single set). Such conceptual groupings or arrangements are relevant 
because they provide means through which a number of adjacent and overlapping features, pro-
grammes, elements can be described and defined. They provide a suggestive and generalised 
system for defining something that doesn't necessarily lend itself naturally to systemization. 
There was also a degree of intentional ambiguity allowed for in the above listed classifications. 
Their intent was to provide suggestive mind-maps without necessarily stifling subjective inter-
pretation and usage of the terms. What they did provide was a grain or resolution for a project 
conceived through these means that affords it with a set of interlinked reference points, a set of 
logistical buoys that act as anchors for any conversations (be these internalized, non-vocal, or 
externalized, amongst others) about related matters. Here the 'meaning' ofa classification was 
not built necessarily around a core spine (a centralized approach), but was instead attached to 
the unit, the fragment or cell (the Mether related terms) which makes up the body ofa notion (a 
clustered approach) - be this the design for an idea of an artefact (Fig. 4.2). 
A set of graphical illustrations using Lego as an analogue tool for the various stratum of 
mether, and of the aforementioned is examined on the following pages (Fig. 4.3 and 4.4). 
4.4 Layered Freeforming Specific Applications 
Here the absolute numerical valuation oflinks, connections or features between various ele-
ments, or the use of general or generic templates or standards, wasn't of equal importance as 
the technologies in question (parametric design, solid modelling, CAD-CAM) make it easy to 
fit various objects and features to accommodate any needed constraints. Thus the use of pro-
portional classifications (the ascending taxonomies, from maxels to procs and (meta) bricks to 
(meta) rocks) make sense as they are self-referential to each other in the context of the particu-
lar task or design. 
In short, the approach could be argued to entail a reversal of process, or priority and sequence 
of considerations, as the physical fabrication used to inform and inspire digital process( es) 
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Spine Based Taxonomy 
(all notion linked to spine) 
C1uster Based TaIonoay 
( .. 11 noUo". 11"k'" to ... ch oth.r) 
Figure 4.2 The Spine versus Cluster Based Taxonomies 
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Figure 4.3 The notion of 'Lego' used as an analogy to clari fy the idea of Avaterial. 
2008 Thomas Modeen 
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Figure 4.4 Exploded view of the 'Lego' chair. 
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rather than the reverse. Idiosyncrasies are often the result of failed or faulty builds, as RM 
fabrication processes which can be used and customized to perform in a range of unique ways. 
The extruded strand of Fused Deposition Modelling can be made to se lectively ' unwind ' 
through including select build errors into its STL fil e. The stair-stepping patterns oftbe Stereo-
li tbography (and otber) processes can be considered and included as a feature in a design. Or 
how one bandies tbe 'green' (non-treated) components that result from the 3D Printing process 
(the hardener or elastomer, the pace and manner in wh ich they are appli ed) all influence the 
properties and affects of the eventual design. This approach should also be applied to evolving 
renditions of LF in which their particular peculiarities shouldn ' t be negated nor neutralized, but 
included as features. 
4.4.1 Can/rolling the Model Through the Sliding Control-Bar Approach 
There are also ways, however, through which some of the tools used in most ca interfaces 
can benefit and be applied to the ever expanding realm of RM. Perhaps the most compat-
ible would be the way a va lue can be adjusted (sca le, proportion, colour, tone, contrast. .. ) by 
a virtual sliding control bar, usuall y accessible through a pop-up window or control panel, 
found in most illustration or CAD programmes. It is a tool that, in its straightforwardness, can 
provide, particularly when applied as a sequence of steps, a degree of intricacy. This type of 
manipulation, that could be included with in parametri c control, is usually used to manipulate 
two-d imensional qualiti es of an illustration, such as, say the colour sa turation of a Photoshop 
image, or the two-dimensional representations of three-dimensional objects on the screen, such 
as a 3D CAD drawing, very seldom are they used to manipulate the actual physical attributes 
or textural qualities of a design - allow the bespokeness of the process to become a founding 
feature in a designs adaptation " . At some level th is is surprising, as there are already a number 
of companies and individuals, such as Freedom of Creation 's (FOC) Janne Kyttanen'O, Pat-
rick Joui n2l, or Assa Ashuauch21 , who have used and to some degree speciali ze in the usage of 
the additive processes in the fabrication of their products, yet have not, as of yet, applied the 
19 At the time of thesis hand-in (September 2008) the author had not encountered any acknowledged ex-
amples of such designs. 
20 http://www.freedomofcreation.com/ (accessed June 2007) 
21 http://www.patrickjouin.com/(accessed June 2007) 
22 http://www.assaashuach.com/(accessed June 2007) 
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intrinsic flexibilities and the almost infinite possibilities to (mass) customize designs that these 
technologies, particul arly when applied and considered in the context of the sl iding contro l bar 
as a modi fy ing tool, allow for. Nor have they used the advantages such means provide from a 
directly commerci al perspective. As such control methods should be easy to use and adapt to a 
GUl (Graphical User Interface) which, say, would allow one to both progressively manipulate 
the size (and even x, y & z proportions separately) of a li ght design (to match ones kitchen 
niche or shape of dining table) whilst simultaneously having its price (set according to the pre-
estimated quantity of time and material the piece would require to be fabricated) adjust itself to 
match any such revisions. This approach allows the design to still retain its core design appea l 
whil st providing its eventual user with a degree of influence to make it their own - in a manner 
somewhat similar to how bespoke suits can be acquired on Saville Row (with the 'suit ' acti ng 
as the genotype of the eventual customized, phenotype, rendition of the nucleus design). 
This al so provides an example and an expanded rendition of (digital) craft, in which , as 
Cullough ( 1998) considers "the possibility of craft lies not so much in the technology as in the 
outlook you bring to it. [here the] The great paradox of computing is that the better thi s think-
ing apparatus becomes, the more we appreciate the va lue of a conscious human being." . Here 
the tool provides an alternative variant for how a thing, a physica l entity, which is conceived 
through digital means, can expand the ambit wi thin wbich such th ings are formed that includes 
the tangible and material as an inherent entity in the equation, it opens up the possibility for 
true u er generated, mass customized, objects, which, through an intutive and already (quasi) 
fami liar interface will allow anyone to measure and adapt various core (template) designs to fit 
their specific needs, be the design a chandelier, a chair, or a cup .. . 
4.4.2 Touching Through the Screen 
Another example of, in this instance, hardware that has a more natural affin ity to the LF ways 
of making things is provided by the ' Phantom' device, made by SensAble2J , a haptic interface 
that allows one to ' fee l' the things viewed on the screen. The Phantom device enables one to 
manipulate virtual entities or representations on a screen that can be fe lt and ' touched ' through 
a stylus like, multi-axis, instrument that allows one to shape and sculpt th ings through the sense 
23 http://www.sensable.com/ industnes-design-model.htm#overview (accessed June 2007) 
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~;'~'Ei!l"--------~~=:::::::= Figures 4.5 The Sensable de-
vice, through which one can 
Figure 4.6 The surfaces can also be 
adjusted by ' painting' on a variety or 
textures . A similar tool can also be 
used to so ften or sharpen a surface pat-
tern. 
e 2008 Thomas Modee" 
feel the object dispalyed on the 
computer screen. A variety o f 
different stylus heads can be 
used to shape the d igital clay, 
Ranging fro m scalable spheres, 
rods, points, etc. to both ' push' 
as well as ' pull ' (and even add 
or bui Id) the surface. 
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of touch (F ig. 4.5). This apparatus, which seems to have initially been made for making figures 
for fantasy games", does, nevertheless, provide a very viable tool and added dimension for 
conceiving items, and eventually even architecture, through more direct digital means. 
The function of the device is based Oil the manipulation ofa 'digital clay ', a ' lump ' of material 
on the screen, which (voxel based) reso lution, and degree of firrnness (whi ch can be controll ed 
on a si id ing control bar), is set at the commencement of a design. The foundation design to be 
manipulated can also be imported from an ex ternal source as a STL fil e. The core des ign on the 
screen can be manipulated througb a variety of different means, most of which have precedents 
in most CA D or image manipu lation packages, however, how these are applied within the 
framework of Claytools (the software that accompan ies the Sensable device) provides, liter-
arily, a further dimension to bow these are operated, fo r here the results are inevitably vo lumet-
ric, and not only tbat, but any such manipulations have also a tacit impact on the design (Fig. 
4.5). The, say, texture-maps that one applies will here not on ly have a pattern of density and 
shape, but also a level or degree of, call it, arti culation of sucb textures. The tool also allows 
one to ' paint ' fine textures onto larger surfaces and volumes (Fig. 4.6), and one can zoom in or 
out ofa design (Fig. 4.7), and touch or fee l the object at a micro or macro level (inspect it with 
a gigantic or a minute 'finger'). There are a number of finer tacti le nuances the device allows 
for, such as 'blurring' or softening sharp ridges or corners, and the ab ili ty to not only push 
and pull the digital material on the screen, but allows one to even 'grow' or build new mate-
rial - add mass to a design according to need. This tool thus allows one to transcend beyond 
the front, side, plan and axonometric views of a regular CAD screen set-up, which would be 
somewhat useless and confusing in this contex t (it is eas ier here to have a set reference point 
which directl y corresponds the actions of the phys ica l device with its equivalent avatar on the 
screen, and rotate the object to tbe most appropriate angle), and allows for an analogous link 
to develop between the object being designed and how an equivalent phys ical object would 
be manipulated (rotated in ones hands or in space). The abstraction is here one step closer to 
how we actually perceive and experience things, and consequently allows the resulting design 
to be understood in a manner more intimate to the cutaneous means of perception. This tool 
allows the notion of a ' tactil e gestalt ', and hence a tactile form of imagination and creativity, 
24 All the instruction manuals and accompanying instruction videos seem to illustrate the capacities of the 
device on such figurines. 
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Screen shot Scal.ed Touch/ Vibration 
Figure 4.7 Scaled touch - here one can zoom in and out of an object, and correspondingly ' feel' 
the same texture at different sca les . The same convexities and concavities being much larger 
when zoomed in closer, and equall y the surface patterns reading much smaller when sensed from 
' further away'. 
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to take root. Eventually it should be possible to design the whole gamut of related things" - be 
these tbe miniscule cogs in a wri stwatcb or tbe topographical nooks and crannies of a land-
scape - through this type of a device for, just as we ' re able to envision and relate to such scale 
associated abstractions through visual means, we should eventually also be able to conceive 
such schemes through more tactile forms of imagination. This type of a more hybrid approach 
between different means of tools as well as sensory faculties sbould allow for a more saturated 
and compreh.ensive understanding to develop of any proposa l under development. 
Examples of how tbese classificati ons and conception methods bave been assimilated is shown 
in Figure 4.8., which also inc ludes a breakdown of the tactile classifi cati ons of the touch based 
case-studies, explained further in tbe upcoming chapters. 
25 ThIs should be possible, ifthe design is be real ized on a computer with high processing capacity. (The 
included work has predominantly been rea lized on a Toshiba Qosmio F I 0) 
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Figure 4 .8 An Ass imilation Chart - showing how the variolls classifications match and interlink with select des igns. 
5.0 Case Studies - Exploring Characteristics of the RMI LF Process Through 
Design 
The fo llowing case-studies were all derived from various features and processes unique to 
rapid manufacturing, which they apply as key features in tbe des ign. Each of tbe case-studies ' 
objectives include a ' wbat if' , syncreti c component in their aims, which was used to catalyse 
the case-studies objectives. They all involved some full-scale physical RM builds. 
5.1 The Stereolit/lOgraphy and Fllsed Deposition Modelling Bow/(s) 
Two bowls are made from a single STL file through botb the Stereolitbography (S LA) as well 
as Fused Depos ition Modelling (FDM) means of addi ti ve fabricati on. Tbe bowls, in size rough-
Iy 100 by 100 by 55 millimeters, are designed in a way where the default scaffolding supports 
of each system becomes an inherent component of the des ign. 
5.1.1 Objective 
Tbe aim of the bowl designs is to utilize the default supports of each respective fabrication 
technology as an intrinsic feature in the resulting design. It also explores the discrepancy be-
tween what is ' seen' or conceived during the design pbase, and what the resulting designs will 
appea r like, and, more importantly, how they will di ffe r even tbough based on the exact same 
digital (STL) design file. 
5.1.2 Method 
The same design is fabricated botb through a SLA and a FDM machine. When a hu ild is 
made, minute layer by almost microscopic layer, the material is distrihuted (FDM) or cured 
(SLA) in such thin stratums, that any overhangs would collapse by their own relative we ight 
before they could become thick enough to be sel f supporting. To counter this, the machines 
are programmed to automatically distribute support-scaffolding that will sustain and stabilize 
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1'I10TOPO~vtIE 
Single digital (STL) file 
Two di fferent CAM processes 
x-v-Z STAGE 
~ 
TABLE 
PLASTIC 
fiLAMENT 
SUPPl.V OOIL 
The Stereo lithography (SLA) Process The Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 
Process 
A pair of idiosyncratic fabricati on results 
Figures 5./ SLA and FDM Bow/(s) - Two bowls originating from exactly the same STL fil e. One, 
image to the left, fabricated through Stereolithograpby (SLA); the other, image on the right, real-
ized througb Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM). Both design include the (usually discarded) 
support scaffolding as an inherent component of the design ... 
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any overhangs until they are strong enougb to support themselves. In the SLA machine thi s is 
done by forming the same resin from which the build itself is made into very light and delicate 
network of support-trusses. These can then be manuall y removed from the build when com-
pleted. In the FDM machine the supports are made out of a different material that can, in the 
post processing stage, be di ssolved in a vat, using a liquid mixture specifically intended fo r this 
purpose. However in thi s instance these supports are not removed and are left to become a part 
and feature o f the design(s). 
5.1.3 Results 
The aim of the project was to discover and reveal how the default support structures of the two 
additive fabricati on processes could be utili zed as constituent in a design. However, in them-
selves, these supports do have a certain aestheti c appea l. They are also surprisingly strong, and 
the way the respecti ve materials are distributed have a distinct and recognizable patterns which 
can be uti lized as a features in their own right. Details such as the cross-like scaffolding con-
fi gurations formed in the base of the SLA bowl, or the co lumn li ke supports flanking the FDM 
bowl on four sides. Both of the bowls also seem to distribute the material in almost oscillat-
ing staccato patterns (when viewed from above) due to the stair-stepping process, crea ting a 
somewhat wave- like, uneven, sequence of almost wood-grain like annual-rings, that seem to 
stretch when the angle of the curvature is reduced, and, conversely, appear to shrink when the 
angle of the curve increases. All such fea tures can be appropriated and utili zed as manipulati ve 
characteristics of a des ign. This case-study was also an example of 'what is designed (in CAD) 
is not what will be built (in CAM), an unique factor which needed to be included as a founding 
consideration during the conception of this design. 
5.2 Adaptive StereolitllOgraphy Material Matrix 
Inspired and acting as a progression of the aforementioned design, the SLA Material Matrix 
performs a system more than an obj ect. The design is a tectonic tessell ated pattem, based on 
the ability of the SLA system to fabricate things at a close to microscopic scale, which can be 
adjusted and manipulated to perfo rm according to vari ous di fferent properties (Fig. 5.2). It 
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Figure 5.2 An early illustration of the process invo lvi ng the definition of particu lar material properties and how (some of 
them) could be translated, through the use of the addtivie CAM processes, into micro matrixes ... 
aims to be, in a way, SLA scaffolding wi th a 'brain'. 
5.2. J Objective 
The ai m was to provide create a minute structural matrix with a performative purpose. It took 
the actual material properties of a SLA resin! material as a starting point, and manipulated them 
into a variety of minute pre-determined patterns which allowed one to extend the ' intrinsic' 
properties of the material with a variety of additional ones based on how the micro-tessella-
tions were arranged and distributed. The objective was to provide a set of more comprehensive 
properti es to the material which could be controlled and ' tweaked' to perform according to the 
needs of a design, allowing a materi al to be customized based on the needs of the des ign rather 
than need ing the design to adapt itself to the default materi als avai lable (F ig. 5.2). 
5.2.2 Method 
The method involved the production ofa number of twenty five-millimeter cubes in whi ch 
a genetic algorithm (GA) was used to evo lve the small-scale internal structures of a material 
(in this instance a photopolymer) that cou ld be manufactured through Stereo li thography. The 
geometry of these cubes was based on a lattice connecting points in three-dimensional space, 
in effect a miniature space-frame structures. These were developed further in conjunction with 
Siavash Haroun Mahdavi , a computer scientist, and Sean Hanna, an architect and researcher, 
both from University Co ll ege London, who became collaborators on this proj ect. They wrote 
and developed the programming code for the initial rendition of the SLA matrix cube. 
Initially two cubes of same structure, but different sca le, in size 75 x 30 x 30 mm and 25 x 10 x 
10 mm, were produced (Fig. 5.3) which provided models for physical testing. 
In these initi al tests the geometry was optimized for high strength under compression, and low 
mass. On account of to some irregularity in the structural properties of the resin at thi s scale 
(bonding between the fused layers the brittleness ofthjn members over time), the fitness of 
each generation was injtially tested physically. This involved testing the twenty five-millimeter 
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Figure 5.3 A 3/4 view and side views of the 25 mm and 75 mm SLA Matrix Cube Facades. 
co 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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cubes under compression until failure, and weighting their mass. A procedural virtual model 
will then be derived from these tests . 
After several generati ons of physica l tests, a function algorithm could be found to map the 
results to a set of virtual models created by standard structural analysis software (such as Solid-
Works Cosmos - a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) program. Subsequent generations of the GA 
used this software technique to calculate the fitness of individual cubes rather than using the 
physical tests. This mapping was subsequently to be used to allow for more complex forms to 
be evolved virtually, potentially even without the need for physica l testing. 
5.2.3 Results 
Even these init ial samples of the two di fferently sca led cubes managed to convey a tacit tactile 
thrill, particularly when the two cubes are experienced together. For even thought botb cubes 
are, in form and structure, exactly alike, one only being three times larger than the other one, 
the difference in how they ' felt ', was substantial. Whereas the larger cube is rigid and unyield-
ing, the small er one, (made from the exact same material, from exactly the same CAD model), 
is slightly taut and fl exible. The cubes already carry traces of an affective tactil e presence, that 
can hopefully be contextualized as a fea ture in fu ture des ign. 
The evolu tion of these small samples was adopted as proof of concept that may be ex tended to 
produce more complex fomls, in which the internal space frame varies its geometry across the 
object . Conceived in this manner the fine scale structure would be optimized at every point for 
the inherent forces at that specific point, creating an organically evolved and responsive fabri-
cation. 
A more detail ed outline of the programming related principals can be studied in the papers 
included in appendixes one and two. 
5.3 Ghost Pal/ems 
The design is a case-study explored how, on certain of the pbotopolymers used in the SLA 
process, tbe res in gets ' burnished ' (a shade darker) when exposed to a number of repeated 
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Figure 5.4 Ghost Patterns - test ti le. 
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'sweeps' of the laser. This ability allows for the select control of the material s opacity, which 
can be utilized different function based purposes, such as degrees of privacy or shading control 
(Fig. 5.4). I. e. if the technique was to be used in the context of an architectural shade or parti-
tion, the surface's degrees of opacity can be controll ed and customized to accommodate the 
particular locati ons needs by blocking certain views by increasing the surface's opacity, or, 
likewise, can he used to selecti vely shade or expo e an area according to the particular loca-
tions needs and uses. 
5.3.1 Objective 
The ai m was to explore how this quali ty, the abili ty to selectively control and vary the opacity 
of the fabricated surface plane, could be u ed in a design . The ab ili ty to selectively control the 
degree of opacity, as well as the vo lumetric 'shape' of the opac ity within the material , a be-
spoke design can be achieved. 
5.3.2 Method 
The effect was achieved by overlapping or layering a number of shapesi models (in this in-
stance a cylinder shape) within the SLA file, causing the laser to cure the same location repeti-
tively (how many times depends on the number o f locati ons where, or objects, that overlap), 
resulting in a more dense shade on the locations where the most frequent intersections occur - a 
process that a llows one to contTol the lightness or darkness of the resulting ghosted patterns by 
varying the number of overlaps of a shape within the CAD (and STL) fi le. Apply less overlaps 
and the resulting shade will be lighter; increase the number of units that occupy the same (vir-
tual) space, and the shapes wi ll appear darker ... 
5.3.3 Results 
The des ign provided a suggestion for how this particular application of the SLA process could 
be utilized in future designs. The control of the surface's opacity depended both on the ty pe 
of photopolymer resin used, as well as on the strength of the chosen laser, however, this test 
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provided viable proof that the technique can be applied and used as beneficial means, also in 
an architectural context, for controlling anyth ing from privacy to using it as a bespoke shad-
ing device in wh ich the degree of shading (or a parametric, shadow based, chiaroscuro) can be 
customized to the particular location and intended function. 
5.4 Alice CliPS 
The Alice Cups, a set of cups which were manipulated to befit a select number of beverage 
consumption settings. [nspired initially by both D' Arcy Thompson's On Growth and Forn1 
(1961), and the size and proportion related conditions of Alice in Wonderland. 
5.4.1 Objective 
The study's intention was to use and refl ect on the capacities and methods, the manual para-
metric abilities, of CA D in the context of CAM, and to explore how by simple acts of stretch-
ing, pulling, flattening and selectively combining a core (genotype) cup, a variety of alternate 
(phenotype) functions could be achieved. 
5.4.2 Method 
The core cup was designed in Rhino, made roughly the size of a 1.5 decilitre teacup, which was 
saved as a STL fi le, and consequently manipulated to befit a number of defined functions, sucb 
as an espresso cup (shnlllk), cafe latte cup (stretched vertically) . [t was also made into a saucer 
(borizontally flattened and stretched), as well as a teapot (scaled up, stretched vertically and 
sligbtly flattened) . These were subsequently fabricated botb through SLA and SLS. 
5.4.3 Results 
The Alice Cups provided evidence that there is a viable way to use the technologies affiliated 
with Rapid Manufacturing to produce objects directly and according to, even wbimsical, pa-
rameters. Tbe methods used could easi ly be applied to a number of alternate household or otber 
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5.5 Early illustration of the Alice Cup 's parametric breakdown. 
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Figure 5.5 Clockwise from top left: 
Initial Rhino models of tbe Ali ce Cup 
designs; SLA builds of the pitcher and 
saucer renditions of tbe cup; FDM 
builds of the cream-pitcher, cappuc-
cino cup and the espresso cup versions 
of the Alice Cup. 
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items, and provide them with a straightforward means to be customized according to need or 
whim. 
5.5 Bead Pavilioll 
The designs was for a proposed 'adjustable space', here fomlUlated under the heading ofa pa-
vilion design, due to its somewhat unspecified and generi c quali ty of the term. The aim was to 
make the design multi-functional - entailing that it should be able to fulfill the role of anything 
ranging fro m a cafe, an exhibition area, or even a sma ll performance space. 
5.5.1 Objective 
The Bead Pavilion was an attempt to des ign a stnlcture by using currentl y availahle RM tech-
nologies. It expands the realm of the design described above by raising the bar, and thus the 
complex ity, on the issues in vo lved. The aim was to suggest a way how the additive fahri cation 
technologies could al ready provide a indicative way to make things of a more substanti al size, 
and how the abi li ties of the technologies in questi on (which includes other related fo rms of 
hardware, software and buildware) could be applied and combined in such a venture. It could 
also be claimed to represent a design that lacks a coherent 'image' - an appropriated notion of 
the weak or fragile architecture concept di scussed earli er in the text (Ch. 4.1 .5). 
5.5.2 Method 
The size of the pavilion design is approx imately 10 by 6 by 2.5 meters (the height of the pav il-
ion is somewhat variable). The breakdown of the main components of the des ign can be seen in 
the accompanying illustration (Figure 5.6).' 
In this context it has become apparent that even though the current study is stmctured in such a way that 
it, call it, 'assumes' a whole architectural stmcture can be constructed through the use of Rapid Manufacturing, 
it wi ll involve, at least for the foreseeable future, a fonn of hybrid constmction in which alternate construction 
techniques will be involved in the assembly and collation of the whole. The study aimed to suggest an additional 
parallel alternative for how we can conceive designs, not as a superseding model replacing other paradigms of 
conception or constmction, but as an approach which, in conjunction with other parallel means of making, can 
propose something new. 
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Figure 5.6 Exploded view of the proposed pavi lions main components. A) Roof periphery B) 
Primary roof supports C) Secondary roof supports D) Bead strand housings E) Mobile piston 
columns G) Strand beads H) Floor. 
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Here the three top layers (A, B, C), form a s tra ightforward grid-structure that is fixed and 
enclosed in a peripheral, half meter wide, metal skirting. The 'Bead Strand Housings' (D), 
support the main componen ts of the design , the Bead-Strands. The bead strand housings are 
removable and can hold up to seven bead-strands each. The Piston Columns (E) perform as the 
pavilion's default supports. These s ix columns, each split, in tum, into five separate, yet con-
nected and thus braced, narrower columns, have the abi li ty to move slightly up and down in a 
pi ston-like housing. The Strand Beads (G) foml the main, and most perceptible, component(s) 
of the design. The ' strand-beads' (when di scuss ing the qualiti es of the individual beads), or the 
' bead-strands' (when deliberating the collective quali ty ofa whole strand of beads), a re what 
determined the composition of the design. T hey were both the tools and the means by which a 
design is ach ieved. The floor (H), serves as an ' anchoring' element, a touchstone of sorts, that 
grounds the design and prov ided it with a referential constant against wh ich any of the pavil -
ions shifting permuta tions could be compared against. .. 
The key elements were: 
The Strand Beads 
Fonned the main build ing-hlocks of the pavilion. They were designed, fabricated and assem-
hied to perform, hoth in suspension and compression, the roles of partiti on or even structural 
' walls' . They were also made into vari ous kinds of seating, or desk supports. They can be made 
and positioned to insulate, to refl ect light, to release fragrances, to vibrate, to whistle, to en-
courage freezing (when located in more temperate locales) ... 
How such a variety of qualities, properties and nuances were achi eved and controll ed by some-
what emergent means where slight interventi ons on a micro level can result, when progressive-
Iy multiplied, in a potenti ally exponentia l va riation at a larger, more comprehensive, scale. 
The foundation to the whole set-up, as mentioned above, were the bead-housing, the connec-
tion point between two abutting beads. This somewhat conical, four-leaf-clover like, connec-
tion po int was designed to provide one with four poss ible positional options for each of the 
connections between the varying beads in a head-strand. This male - fema le connection is ge-
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Figure 5.7 Left - The bottom half ' male' bead end-plate. Right - the top-half ' female' bead-end 
housing. 
10 2008 Thomas Modccn 
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Figure 5.8 Illustrati on of tbe bead connection. 
Here with each of the connecti ons ' leafs' color-
ed and lettered. 
Figures 5.9 Left - A section view tbrough an asymmetrical bead that bas tbick-
er ribs on one side, and a bit narrower ribs on the opposite. Right - The ' legend ' 
bead fo r referencing the illustrations below. 
@ 2008 Thomas Modec ll 
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neric, whilst the bead itself (occupying the space in between the connections) varies. (Fig. 5.7) 
Tbe shape of tbis connection was also designed to be ' forgiving ' regarding the sligbt discrepan-
cies tbat occur due to the slight differentiation in shrinkage rates of tbe materials used by the 
various RM processes. Due to the connections coni ca l sbape, two adjacent beads made of dif-
feren t materials (that vary slightly in size) will still fit snuggly. (Fig. 5.8) 
Based on thi s Cartesian framework, the design 's qualities bad tbeir origin in the area between 
each bead's end-plates. For within thi s ribbed' area, by cbanging its composition even so slight-
ly, one can instigate a vari ety of poss ible interventions, as shown in the illustrations (F ig. 5.9). 
In the sample bead above (Fig. 5.9) one is provided with a binary condition in which tbe bead 
is more fl exib le on one side tban tbe other. When this is considered in tbe context of the four 
potential positions provided by the 'clover' connection a number of different compositions can 
be acbieved in a bead-strand . The bead strands act and appear in a marginally different man-
ner between being in suspension and compression. Wben in suspension tbe bead-stands act, 
more or less, as one could expect a, somewhat rigid strand (which can be removed by putting a 
ova l disc bead between two interlocking ' clover' surfaces of neighboring strand-beads), to act 
in a ' looser' and more responsive bead-curtain (F ig. 5.13). Their performance shifts dramati-
cally wben in compression' . As seen in the illustrations below, by shi fting each bead 's positions 
just slightly the whole composure of a compressed bead-strand can be changed and regulated. 
However, in the initi al images (Fig. 5. 10) all the beads are facing tbe same direction, tbus re-
suIting in an even concave curvature oftbe bead-strand when in compression. 
An alternate version based on tbe same means can be seen in figure 5.1 1. Here, by shi fti ng 
tbe direction of the beads one-bundred and eighty degrees half way down, the whole strand 
performs in a di fferent manner. This notion was further expanded by gradually spiraling tbese 
asymmetrical beads ninety degrees every three beads, creating an almost 'tbickening quality of 
tbe wbole bead-strand . These vari ous settings can be combined, according to need, in different 
degrees in a single strand (F igure 5.12). 
2 A compositional shape that become the default setting of the beads. 
3 Also, by changing the string that passes through the center of the beads from a thin stee l cable to nylon, 
one can manipulate the behavior of the whole strand .. . 
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Figure 5. 10 Two views of the same compressed bead-strand. Here with all the beads 
facing the same way. However, as the bead's are all a bit more flexible in one direc-
tion (direction '8),), the bead-strand fl exes in thi s singular direction. 
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Figure 5. 11 Two views of the same bead-strand, 
here with the direction of the fl exihle side switched 
180 degrees halfway down the strand. 
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Figure 5. 12 Spiralling bead strand . Here, in groupings of three which are seguentially 
rotated (one notch on the male-female corUJection) ninety degrees, resulting in the 
bead strand appearing to ' spiral. This composition will allow the stand to entwine it-
self(in a similar fashion to DNA) to other adj acent strands more easily. 
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This DNA like, ' play' with the various settings of the beads and bead-strands was included to 
demonstrate how, in this context, a very minute intervention of a simple binary condition or 
quali ty can be expanded and alternated almost exponentially wi th each added bead ... 
The beads in the strands work in symbiosis. As singu lars their role in negligible. Only in 
groups do their true character, nuances and all, come forth . 
This mode of assembly sbould a lso be cons idered in conjuncti on with tbe RM mode ofproduc-
tion. For, as mentioned earli er in tbe text, it is irrelevant fo r the RM machine ifit produces two 
items exactly alike or two items, of roughl y the same vo lume, but which are drastically dif-
ferent - the effort and time to manufac ture them will still remain roughly the same. Thus there 
was no need for an analog modular to even exist - the semiotic templates of a parti cul ar design 
process or parametric pattern can ex ist solely within tbe digi tal rea lm, in this instance predomi-
nantly within CAD, which can be adjusted, still based mainly on binary settings, only here 
these settings can be adjusted on a 'sliding-control bar' , allowing one to make particul ar design 
constituents smaller or larger, more or less pronounced, longer or shorter, more or less skewed, 
thicker or thinner, etc. Several of such qualities can, of course, be applied simultaneously to 
a sing le component, i.e. a bead can be made taller, as well as having its member thickened or 
multiplied, whilst its ribs curvature can be s lightly decreased, etc. How some of such vari ati ons 
could be classified is suggested by the illustration below (Fig. 5. 14). Here the qualities of the 
beads were changed by applying very simple shi fts to the various beads. In the initial phase, 
seen on the left, one can adjust the bead, in compari son to the 'median bead' on the fa r-left 
(inside the dark-pink circle), one can adjust the beads based on various binary qualities. One 
can make a bead tall er or shorter, more or less skewed, with thicker and more dense, or thin-
ner and a bit more sparse distribution of ribs, etc. These, in turn, can then be conceived in the 
context of beads that determine how one wishes the strand, or a bunch of strands, to behave; 
in other words, by utiliz ing double or triple beads on can ' bunch' up strands. By using 'transi-
tional' or ' in-between ' beads one can alter a strand 's size or change its fl exibility. These, again , 
can be contextualized according to more particular criteri a. A bead, or a strand of beads, can be 
made more or less ' furry' , to provide insulation. It can be made to rattle, float, or even freeze in 
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Figure 5.14 An illustration of various different bead settings, and how they could be applied in a bead-strand and how a number of slightly differing bead-
strands could be, in turn, bunched up to provide an additional 'enriched ' array of combined properties. 
a particular fashion. All such considerations need obviously also to be considered in the unison 
with a particular fabrication method and materi al .. . 
In Figure 5. 14 thi s ascending assembly, from the beads initial formulation to its fusion into 
strands, which then can be combined further larger groupings according to need, is summa-
ri zed. This set-up perfo mled as an avateri al taxonomy, and provided a number of the potentia l 
analog genotypes for the phenotype settings of the bead-strands and strand-bunches. It also 
provided a suggestion for the almost infinite vari ety of properties, tex tural qualities and even 
tectonic settings that can be achieved by such aforementioned means. The beads and bead-
strands can be made to act like a delineating partition, or a suspended seat, or as a supporting 
column, by varying tbe types of beads, and the combinations of such beads in bead-strands. 
Box Tnserl Application of Bead Pavilion 
The beads, in conjunction with the strands, provide a vocahulary and a suggestive grammar 
according to which a design could be formulated. 
The included example was for a winter rest-stop, located on 'Hauk Lampi ' , a lake in Southern 
Finland . The site is located close to a hiking or jogging path, approximately a hours walk from 
the closest paved road . The pavilion would function as a resting space for the various hikers 
or skiers that frequent the area. It would be predominantly for winter use, although it does al-
low, and is also designed to accommodate, accommodation during the summer months. All its 
components are designed to be assembled, disassembled and carried without excessive tools or 
lifting equipment. 
The pavilions main components are: the external self-acclimatizing shell, the inner insulati11g 
shell, the roof and the floor. 
As summarized in figure 5.1 8, the outer shell performs quite differently during the summer 
and winter seasons. 
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Figure 5. 15 FuU scale renditions, made by using FDM, 
of some of the beads ... 
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The pavilions outer shell is made up of mainly two differe nt types of bead strands - ' freeze-
bead-strands' around the periphery, and ' access-bead-strands ' by the intended main entrances. 
The freeze-bead-strands are what allow the outer-shell to adjust to the seasons. Inspired 
initially by 'rain-chains ' (Fig. 5.1 7), a quite common feature accompanying many a gutter in 
Scandinavia, which are used to direct or lead rain-water into a drainage ditch. These chains, 
free-hanging during the warmer seasons, freeze into rigid columns during the winter. These 
chains, that during the early months of winter form a thin, bark-like, stern of ice around the 
chain 's loops, can often grow into a rough 'trunk' of ice by seasons fina l cold months. It is this 
feature the freeze-strands try to accommodate. 
By shaping the freeze-beads in a fashion that encourages them retain the water that runs 
across them during early-winter rain-fall and the 'slush ' season (usually September early No-
vember), the bead-strands wou ld gradually collect and allow ice to attach itself to the strands 
to foml initially slender frozen sterns tbat, as the season progresses, wou ld grow to unite and 
form a solid wall. This process would reverse itself during spring'. 
This process would be predominantly self-sufficient, i.e. it wou ld need no external interven-
tion or energy for it to function. The pavi lion wou ld allow the wann summer wind to pass 
through its perforated exterior in July, and form a protective frozen bu lwark against the Arctic 
wind in February. 
The access-beads funct ion, as the name implies, as indicative point of entry. They wou ld be 
located roughly in the center of each of the pavilions four walls. They would not freeze in the 
winter due to their more streamlined shape. As one can observe in the beads in the illustration 
above one could also insert (bui ld) a small marble into the interior of the bead to make each 
bead-strand function as an elongated rattle, that, as someone enters the pavilion at the access 
points, wou ld make an indicative rattling-sound. During the summer months the pavilion can 
be entered even through the slightly stiffer, but not rigid, freeze-bead-strand (see Fig. 5.16). 
4 To quicken the freez ing process extra water can be poured or dripped onto the strands early in late fall .. . 
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Figures 5.16 Two images afrain-chains. 
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Appearance wise this external layer of the pavilion would also switch from a modest, almost 
covert, ' look ' in the winter, when the frozen white outer shell would fade into its snow-cov-
ered background, to a very noticeable ivory during the, mostly pine-green and brown back-
drop, of summer. 
The inner periphery of the pavilion is made up of ' furry-be ad-strands'. These are meant to 
provide an insulating and protective layer in the winter, and an easi ly adjustable, reflective 
skin during the wamler months (Fig. 5.17). 
This layer does have a preferred point of entry, located in each of its corners (indicated by the 
gradual lessening of strand density as they progress towards the layers edges), however, just 
like the outer peripheral layer during the summer months, it can be entered at any locale by 
simply 'walking through ' the bead-strands ... 
The floor is also slightly oblique, subtly ascending from the locales exterior periphery towards 
the pavilions center. It is covered with a subtly textural surface which has a friction pattern 
on it (which 'feels' rougher in one direction, smoother in the opposite) that can also be used 
to sense where one is moving. This feature will also aid in the drainage of the pavilion (Fig. 
5.18). 
The pavilions roof is simply formed by, and dependent on, snow forming a protective layer 
on top of the ceilings wood-joist. The forming of the roof should roughly coincide with the 
annual solidification of the peripheral (freeze-strand) wall. 
The center of the pavilion would be occupied by an open fire, intended primarily to provide 
its visitors with a brief breather, and a chance to warm their hands and feet, but it would 
also act as a subtle beacon that could aid people to locate it in the hours following sundown, 
during the short winter days. The base below the fire would be of a porous ceramic material 
that would insulate the fire from the ground or ice below as well as provide a surface satiated 
enough to retain the heat, allowing it to slowly seep into its environs long after the fire sighed 
out. The smoke from the fire would escape through a 'self-carved' aperture (an opening made 
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Figure 5.1 7 Illustration summarizing the pavilion's inner shell 's components and functions, including the' freeze-beads'. 
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Figure 5.18 Illustration of the pavilion volume distribution and floor pattem. 
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Figure 5. 19 Summary of the pavilion's snow insulated roof and interior with photos from the site ... 
Figure 5.20 Various sketches from the development stages of the Pavilions exterior and inte-
nor. 
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through the snow melting where the most concentrated heat hits the pavilion 's soffit) in the 
roof's snow cover (Fig. 5.1 9) . 
Seating would be provided by bead-strands suspended from the ceiling at both ends. These 
swing-like loops would also indirectly supply one with supplementary heat through the incon-
spicuous friction provided by the innate ly induced rocking motion that sitting on something 
that swings inevitably brings about (Fig. 5.19 and 5.20). 
5.5.3 Results 
The Bead Pavilion was an exercise that was aimed at exploring the adaptation of ex isting RM 
technologies in the making ofan architectural project. A number of fu ll scale beads were made 
through the SLS process, which allowed the viability of both the joints and the strength of the 
beads to be manually experi enced and assessed. This particular appli cation allowed, whil st 
still within their established remit, the technologies expand and be imagined beyond their 
usual scope, and provided a suggestion for how any why the technologies in question could be 
used in the implementation of larger scale builds. 
5.6 PaperCllts 
On a slightly different tack from the aforementioned case studies, the PaperCuts project uses 
the subtractive fabrication processes to make an additive assembly, a technique where, usu-
ally to create a topographica l representation, a number of cut-out profi les are combined and 
stacked to provide an analogue rendition of something volumetric. Here this method has been 
adapted and expanded upon by creating a set of layered compositions where each layer does 
not remain a default profile, but is altered, by changing its material, or twisting, folding, weav-
ing, saturating, soaking, painting, burn ishing each laminate layer in an appropriately differ-
ent fashion to provide the sandwiched compos ition a syncretic, and collecti vely considered, 
outcome. 
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5.6.1 Objective 
To use the advantages of the subtracti ve processes in tbe context of tbe additi ve fabrication and 
(bere manual) assembly methods and to create a set of more volumetric builds by sucb bybrid 
methods. 
5.6.2 Method 
Similar in method, only here executed manually, to LOM (Laminate Object Manufacturing), 
tbat creates physica l representations from CAD based files by cutting and layering sheets of 
paper, the process is here expanded on by differing and individualizing the treatment of each 
stratum, be thi s by phys ica lly altering it (by twisting, folding, changing its material) or change-
ing it by considering the transition between the layers (how tbe layers are attached to each 
other and bow tbe resultant partitions or gaps - sbadow or light gaps/ channels for air move-
ment - can be used as defining elements in the des ign's realization) . Here the core material 's 
'sheetness" is taken advantage of and used to provide a hybrid approach that aims to combine 
the advantages of both the subtractive and the additive processes in a single build! design. 
Here also the pos itioning and variation oftbe material under the laser is altered (by sbifting the 
material during a single build, or ' wrinkling' or selecti vely creas ing the material so as to vary 
the burnishing patterns that result from the laser-cutting process by bringing it occasionally too 
close to tbe laser, beyond its intended focal point (Fig. 5.23). 
A variety of different, predominantl y papers but also canvas-c1otbs, of different weight, texture 
and size are cut witb a C02 laser into a variety of different shapes and patterns whicb are con-
sequently combined, altered according to need, and manually assembled into various composi-
tions. 
The pieces ranged in size from, the largest ones, being rougbly 700 by 1800 by 120 millimetres 
(Fig. 5.22) to the smaller ones being approximately 300 by 420 by 150 millimetres (Fig. 5.2 1 
and 5.23). 
5 Strong enough to perfonn as a single unit, but still thin enough to be layered and allowed to functio n as a 
component in a collective. 
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5.6.3 Results 
The designs provided a suggesti on for how the seemingly opposing CAD-CAM fabrication 
methods can be combined. Engaging directly with al l the facets of the process, from the origi-
nal CA D based digital design, to tbe actual laser cutting of such a pattern (usual ly based on two 
dimensional either a DXF or Adobe Illustrator file) as well as the fina l combination and com-
posing of the layered design, provide one with an empirica l and literarily ' hands-on' experience 
and feel for what can be done, as well as how such related affects were be achieved. Here the 
notion of craft, from tbe initial making of tbe original digita l fil e, to the cutting of the patterns 
with a laser, followed by the composing of the, usually layered, final assembly, and the recipro-
cal repeat any such process inevitably entails, provided one with a more fundamental under-
standing between the make-up of a design and its wbole, from tbe burnished nunod cuts, to the 
texture of the trac sheets, to the consistency of the compiled procs. Here the rendition of the 
additive process through the manual assembl y of different profiles provided one witb a more 
intrinsic understanding of the processes involved and the potentials and avoidances of such 
fabrication methods, something of parti cular importance when using computers to make physi-
ca l th ings. 
The case-study also acted as a valuable conceptual foundation and testing-ground for how these 
techniques could be applied in architecture by providing essen ti al infomlation regarding the 
material parameters and considerations which needed to be applied when built at a larger, more 
architectural, scale. The way tbe material behaves did not always correlate in a proportional 
malmer (i.e. the proportional sca ling up of a des ign as well as the thickness of the cut materi al 
did not necessa rily match), nor did what is drawn in CAD always correspond, even wi thin tbe 
allowed tolerances, directly with was produced in CAM, as variations in the seemingly uni-
form materials used only revea led themselves during the cutting process. Factors such as slight 
variations in thickness of the material being cut, or the subtle level undulations in the surface 
being cut all had an impact in the quali ty of the outcome. 
The PaperCuts were displayed at the Asia House Gallery, London, March - April , 2008. 
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Figures 5.21 Examples of smaller scale PaperCuts. Here the burnishing marks of the laser-cut-
ting process were used as planned and defining features of the designs. The pieces were made of 
multiple stratums of paper, where the vari ous layers were, whil st still corresponding and com-
posed as a collective, differed from each other. 
C 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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Figures 5.22 Examples oflarger scale layered laser-cut designs, with the 'Archipelago' 
des ign above, and the 'Flap' design, inspred by midd le-eastern mashrabiyas, below 
(both roughly 700 by 1800 by 150 mm). Here the shadows and reflections, both on the 
pieces themselves as well as on the surroundings were allowed to flourish. 
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-Figures 5.23 A3 size PaperCuts clockwise fro m top left: PaperCut in which the paper was 
crushed before set onto tbe cutting bed, resulting in tbe grid distorting where the paper came too 
close to the laser during the cutting process; the remaining paperClIts all explored ways of cut-
ting, weaving, handling and banging tbe pieces that allowed fo r a variety of subtle responsive 
compositional variations (developed in conj unction with Maysaa AI-MlImin & Paul Brady), 
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6.0 Case Studies - Exploring Aspects of Sensory Perception Through LF De-
signs 
6.1 The Sellsory Follies 
This chapter aims to apply sensory considerations within the LF- model. The designs discussed 
were catalysed by a polemic that questi ons the predominance of vision and hearing, and the 
conceptual realms that accompany them, in the things done through computing related means. 
The designs included here all aimed to realize designs that are directly refl ective of the Rapid 
Manu facturing related fabricati on methods, but do so by producing designs that are based on 
the three senses least affil iated with computing, which are taste, smell and touch. The designs 
are titl ed The Sensory Follies, and include the GustatOlY Folly (taste/ digestion), OlfactOlY 
Folly (smell) and the Tactile Folly (touch). They each present a di stincti ve take of a physiologi-
cal or human feature which are unique to Rapid Manufacturing and some of the technologies 
related to it. 
6.2 Gustatory Folly - The Architectural Tidbit 
What would happen if one switched the colour ca rtridges on tbe Z Corp 's Z5 1 0 System to 
distribute fl avours instead of co lours? And instead of using an epoxy as a binder use something 
digestible, perhaps a glucose mi x or a digestibl e polymer, to bind the powder particles together. 
The idea is not too fa r fetched as similar techniques have been used in the customizati on o f 
pills, which can be made bespoke to a parti cul ar individuals medical needs I This Three Dimen-
sional Printer (3 DP), uses either a gypsum or starch based material, the latter which is edible, 
to fabricate its objects. 
The project was also interested in touching upon the idea of food consumption as entertaine-
ment, or as an experiential event. As much of what we eat, particularly today, has very limited 
nutritional value. Candies, pastries, soda-pop, various titbits and sweet-meats, as we ll as dif-
ferent 'diet' product which boast about their lack of calories, all involve oral intakes which are 
much more about the experience of consuming fl avours and textural compositions ratber than 
For a related example of chocolate being printed see: www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTdiTe5G40Y&featur 
e9'elated (accessed in August, 2008). 
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Figures 6.1 Top, a graph and, bottom, an sectional illustration of the Architectural Tidbits 
digestion and breakdown. 
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their dietary attributes. They are, in a sense, more about a limbic and (fl avour based) aesthetic 
craving than a dietary necessity. A case of a more fo lly-esque, sensory and sensual experience, 
than a utilitarian one. It is within this rea lm the 'Gustatory Folly' dwell s ... 
6.2.2 Objective 
The project endeavoured to explore the gustatory qualities through the use o f a spec ific addi-
tive fabrication process which allows for an edible piece to be built. [t also examines the literal 
process of digesti on of the design - how different fl avours can be released, intermingled and 
sequenced (Fig. 6. 1). 
6.2.3 Method 
Using the model a new design can be envisaged. Taking the standard CMYK co lours, Cyan, 
Magenta, Yellow, Black, and replacing them with the generi c fl avours of Salty, Sweet, Bit-
ter and Sour, and with the doughy nuance of Umami (sometimes considered the fifth fl avour) 
added as an gustatory catalyst, one could add a new idiom into the annals of conce iving things 
through RM. 
These fl avours would be applied into a multi-layered 'architectural-tidbit' (a chewable and di-
gestibl e item) you put in your mouth, the site onto/ into which the architectural brief is applied 
(Fig. 6.2). Here the gustatory logist ics are analyzed from a more spatial, procedural, mechani-
cal, tactile, olfactory, and culturally semiotic (architectural) tack. This entails exploring how 
the various layers of the tidbit will dissolve and collapse, and how they consequently blend and 
interact with each other. The project also considers how saliva, the pace of chewing and breath-
ing, the motility of the tongue, and how the di sparate flavours and senses would commingle 
and interact. 
6.2.4 Results 
An initial stereo lithography ( inedible and sour tasting) model was produced of the tidbit to get 
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Figures 6.2 Above - illustration of the Architectural Tidbits 'si te'. 
Below - A Stereolithography rendition of the Architectural Tid-
bi t. 
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an pbysica l manifestation oftbe tidbil. Its size, weight, texture and consistency seem, on the 
surface, appropriate, and accord ing to initial expectations. However, further testing would be 
needed to bring about a satisfactory example of the tidbit which would allow fo r a more truth-
ful assessment to take place. The process also benefi tted (the charting of the mingling fl avours 
and the refl ected physical aspects of the tidbit) from the more adaptable sequencing of the 
Avateri al model, which in its suppleness and interlinking of the conceptual and the physica l 
fabricati on aspect managed to converge into a coherent experience. 
6.3 Olfactory Follies - The Fragrant Tower and Mobile 
The Olfactory Follies are designs, both fab ri cated througb SLA, wbicb, in a similar fas hion 
to some of the earlier des igns, used the default scaffoldings of the system as components in 
the design. Here, however, tbe support matrix was utilized to retain the fragrant oil s which are 
used to saturate the torsos o f the des igns. The des igns aim to subtly affect their environments 
through the I imbic means of smell, di stributing noticeable, but subtle, aromas into the spaces 
they occupy, leaving fragrant mnemoni c traces onto passers by, thus allowing them to bear 
their infl uence far beyond the realm their modest sizes might initially suggest. 
6.3.1 Objective 
The aim was to make a design as subtle and di screte, yet as expressive and catalyti c as a fra-
grance. A design that could be experienced without being seen. A design that is sensed before it 
is comprehended. 
The designs form discrete interventions that interact with its surroundings through evocation 
rather than provocation. Like a symbiot parasite they aim to conj oin with ex isti ng conditions, 
buildi ngs and beings, stealthily adapting themselves to what is there. Powered and spread by 
the a breeze, air conditioning, the turbulence from a swinging door, even a sneeze, the des igns 
di stribute the ir subtle aromatic memes. The designs are 'mechanical ' in the sense a terrniles-
nest, a spiders-web or a beavers-dam is mechanical, aiming to fulfil their aims in a comparably 
congenital manner. 
As we inhale, we smell. As we exbale, we don't. There's an inherent binary pace and rhythm 
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to experiencing something olfactory. Here the des ign is not the protagonist, but the etbereal 
experience of the scent actually takes place ' in ' its audience, as tbe fragrance enters their bod-
ies througb their nose, mouth and pores. The experience of the des ign becomes an internalized 
event, where the usually optica lly derived formulation of semblance is forgotten. 
However, a fragrance is not always j ust a subtle backdrop to other acti viti es, it can also be used 
as a somewhat illusive means of suggesti ve control. It can be used to either repulse or to attract. 
A person exiting from a foul smelling public toilet will inevitably be afflicted with a refl ective 
degree of spite that is directly proportional to the leve l of olfactory repugnance emitted from 
his recently ex ited cubicle. Or, in an comparable but opposite fashion, the way we can be influ-
enced to take acti on by the exposure of the smallest whiff of aromas released by newly cooked 
food. 
All such considerations fo rmed the backdrop to the design development of the Fragrant Follies. 
6. 3.2 Method 
Usually there are three levels to a fragrance - a bottom (base), middle (beart), and top (head) 
note. The top notes are the most volatile, these are initial 'layer ' of an aroma one usually 
smell s first. The middle notes di ffuse more s lowly, and are usually floral essences. They pro-
vide the fragrance with a body. The base notes are tbe most fi xed of all tbe fragrances. They 
provide the foundations for the initial two levels. 
In all the Fragrant Designs tbe bottom and middle notes were the same (Base Note - ' Vanilla' 
with 'Benzoin Tincture' as a catalyst. Middle Note - ' Rose Absolute' ). Only the top notes were 
varied (both from the citrus family), with one heing ' Orange - Sweet' (Citrus Sinensis), and the 
other 'Grapefruit ' (Citrus Paradisi), thi s was done to provide some variation to their olfactory-
scape. 
Fragrant Tower 
Due to both its eventual size and fact that the design intended to use the default scaffo ldings 
to create both tbe bulk of its torso (in a similar fashion to the SLA bowl explained earlier in 
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Figures 6.3 Fragrant Tower - Top two images showing the outi sde elevation. 
Bottom image shows a corss-section through one of the stackable segments ... 
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chapter five) , as well as to entrap tbe oils which were used to emanate its subtle affects, tbe 
fabrication oftbe Fragrant Tower required fi ve attempts before a sufficiently robust rendition 
was produced. 
Made up of tbree stacked components, with a shallow male-female link between the compo-
nents, the tower's total height 720 millimeters. Its shape and aims were loosely based upon on 
the makeup of tennites nests, wind-scoops and wind towers, wbicb all provide different means 
to distribute air, and thus provide suggestions for transferring fragrances (F ig. 6.3). 
To better understand how the various viscous liquids containing tbe fragrances would move 
and occupy the tower, a test was made in which various coloured inks were poured into and 
through the tower segments. Beyond this action simply having a certain aesthetic appeal , it 
was quite an infonnative exercise and did provide suggestions for bow to apply and disperse 
tbe various aromas through the tower segments. 
Fragrant Mobile 
Designed as a mobile (Fig. 6.4), tbat would slowly sway on a the ledge of a shelf, table or 
perch , tbe design, di fferently from tbe Fragrant tower (which in purpose is the same), also uses 
the abi li ty of the Materiali se Magics software to manuall y di stribute support scaffolding across 
a build, here to selectively make the O1akeup of the design denser, and thus enabling it to retain 
the fragrant o il s saturating its torso for longer. 
6.3.3 Results 
Tbe designs of the case-studies were di splayed in a domestic as well as a public context. Both 
designs functioned as intended, di stributing their subtle affect into tbeir environments and did 
evoke a notable affect on the ambience of each space, as in each instance numerous visitors did 
enquire, and did try to discover, the sources of the subtle citrus scented perfume that went with 
the space' . 
2 Feedback was provided, in the fann of unstructured interviews, by visitors to the n OllS Gallery exhibition, 
that took place between Apri l - May, 2008, where the pieces were displayed. 
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Figure 6.4 Initial sketch and Final Model of tbe Fragrant Slug. The ' density ' of the sup-
port scaffolding that makes up tbe mobile's torso has been manually ' thickened', selec-
tively applying more body where needed. 
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6.4 Tactile Folly - Finger Run 
The Finger Run Tactile Panel design was derived from a desire to use available computing 
based means that included a haptic component as a key element in its app licati on. Allowing 
for this fonn of more immediate interaction rega rding how we conceive things and the way we 
actually realize them, when using the digital means, is crucial if a more intrinsic understand-
ing and refl ecti on of the aims are to be encompassed in the eventual design. [t appreciated the 
congenital link between vision and touch and its role in how we craft things, and aimed to 
include such an enriched palette into the di g ital (& tangible) processes involved in shaping our 
artefacts and environments. This type of 'senseware ' , to somewhat inaccurately appropriate a 
tenn introduced by Manabu Akaike (Hara, 2004), and which the SensAble device (discussed in 
chapter four) is an example of, will undoubtedly become increasingly important as the digital 
trades mature. 
6.4.1 Objective 
The des ign sought to, througb tbe lIse of SensAble's Phantom dev ice, make sometbing to be 
experienced and explored througb the sense of touch. Its aim was to explore how the baptic 
interface could be used to design things (through computing based means) which are designed 
through the sense of touch to be perceived through touch. 
6.4.2 Method 
The Finger Run design was made up of two, A3 size, rectangular panels, which, within their 
rigid, defined, and upright frames, contained what initially read as a textural cornucopia, but 
wbich on closer (tactile) inspection, revealed a number of intermingling stratums which each 
corresponded to a particular texture, pattern or touchable route. Their aim was to provide a va-
ri ety of tacti le impressions, which interacted with the various exploratory haptic dimensions, be 
these sensed through the kinaesthetic actions of the fingertips, fingers, palm, hand (wrist), fore-
ann, arm (shoulder), or even torso. Inspired by the apparent tactil e qualities of various inter-
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-6.5 Some of the intersections and roundabouts, found on Google Earth , from around the world, 
which provided the initial catalyst for the Finger Run project... 
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Figure 6.6 A number of the roundabouts were re-appropriated and assembled into a suggestive 
pattern and route ... 
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A3 Tactile Topography 
Panels . . . 
Haptic User Interface (HUI) 
Sensable & ClayTools . .. 
Figure 6.7 The appropriated routes and roundabouts were translated through haptic means into a 
tactile rendition of such a route, perceived through fingertips, fingers, palm, hand, and arm ... 
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sections and roundabouts found on Google Earth (Fig. 6.5 and 6.6), the design could be used! 
explored through any chosen means, however, it was designed to be experienced through the 
fingers and hand (Fig. 6.7), and at various kinaestheti c paces, which allow it to sense its diverse 
more subtle and del icate textures and patterns, read through the fingertips, usually inspected 
at a more slow and cautious (Doubting Thomas) pace, to its larger elements, which required 
one to move the hand and arm (usually quicker) along the quasi-ova l path that runs across both 
panels. The di stance between the two adjacent panels was twenty centimetres - small enough 
to allow them to be read as a unit, but large enough to allow for a 'Trick Finger Jump ' over the 
(imaginary) gorge separating them (Fig. 6.8) . 
The design intended to be a manifestation of the Sensable tool's abilities of conceiving a tactile 
topography accord ing to a set ambit of constraints, that through the notion of ' thinking through 
doing' explores and develops a materialization and a personification of a number of embedded 
tactile attributes which are specific to the means, yet still provide an adaptable haptic vocabu-
lary. Here the physical textural patterns, from the maxel stage upwards, was utili zed and al-
lowed to fluently interlink on a haptic level'. 
The device retains all the advantages of the usual graphic interfaces, on ly bere with an addi -
tional dimens ion. The abili ty to touch, or fee l, the surface of a design under deve lopment, while 
retaining the software related, more abstract, but by now to many almost second nature like, 
capacities like - zoom, pan, texture-map, the ' undo ' key, removing and adding (here virtual) 
material, etc .. , - a level of ' tactil e finesse' and refinement was achieved which would be almost 
inconceivab le through the use of any alternate (particularly digital) methods - the 'di stance' 
or indirectness between how things are made usually in CAD, and the way thi s dev ice allows 
3 There is here a similarity in approach to certain mid-twentieth century painters, the likes ofCy Twombly, 
Jackson Pollock, Franz Kline or even Morris Louis, ocassionally classified as 'Act ion Painters', where their ways 
of making the work and such methods', ca ll them, 'parametric freedoms' , have been exploited to their sporadic 
limits within their own corporeal and tool based confines. The resulting work retains the innate and literal mark-
ings, topographies, scratches, (tooU hand) prints, and more, of their makers, but also act as reflections of the art-
ists' phys ical beings through the aforementioned markings' shape and form, which allow one to 'read' the maker's 
finger, wrist, hand locations and motions in the arched shapes and arm-radiuses evident in the paintings. In many 
ways similar, ca ll them ergonomic or physiological. featu res are also evident in many more 'engineered' objects, 
like bike-handles and seats, cutlery, keyboa rds, as well as the variations of such things whether designed for a 
child, an adult (male or female) or an individual closer to the Autumn of their life. 
The Finger-Run design asp ires to similar sentiments, aiming to combine spontaneous and control based factors 
within a singular conceptual framework in a fashion where the intuit ive and cerebral are allowed to intermingle. A 
case where the notion ofa 'weak' ontology (as subscribed by Vattimo, explained in chapter four) is allowed to influ-
ence the eventual outcome of the work. 
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Figure 6.8 Haptic textures and routes - clockwise from top left: 
- Finger and palm kinaesthetic route (with finger jump). 
- Exploratory corner textures - A. Craters (manually realized), B. Rustication (manually real-
ized), C. Veins (manua lly realized combined with a route template appli ed), D. Termite pattern 
(manually applied). 
- Clockwise and counter clockwise spirals. 
- Neutral planes - touchstones made up of the default textures of the fabrication methods. Sets a 
point of comparison against which the texture patterns can be compared. 
- Coral pattern - a texture that ' bleeds' across and over some of the other patterns and elements. 
- Central gravel texture - an applied texture map - a manipulated default texture map provided by 
the Clay tools software. 
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one to 'directly' manipulate a (digi tal) material, is diminished. The degree of tactile empa-
thy or imagination, between wbat is being conceived and how the eventual design is actu-
ally perceived, is, though not the same, much closer. It was the development of this hreed of 
qualities - virtues which combined not only the facilities to delve into and control the slight 
textures sensed through ones finger tips, and also to discover (through zooming out and ex pe-
riencing the design from a, virnlal , ' distance') how it would feel from a more comprehensive 
kinaesthetic view point - that introduce a fresh paradi gm for how designs can be realized (Fig. 
6.9) ... However, was is important to also recognize that even thougb one could claim tbat the 
processes through whicb tbe actions were acbieved were ana logous to actual pbysical actions, 
they were still not tbe same. The range of motion was more limited and tbe way tbe pbysical 
interface bebaved, the ' fonm ' of ones hand and arm moti on and position ing, was controlled and 
detenmined by tbe joints and axis length of the device. These factors, in uni son with the linked 
software, provide a unique mode of making things through the digital means that was a step, or 
dimension, closer to how the eventual design wi ll be perceived (Fig. 6. 10), and, in some ways 
superior, to actual cutaneous, one to one, sensing, as the device affords access to dimensions , 
angles and locations in the design wh ich would otherwise be difficult to penetrate, manipulate 
or understand. It is also important to realize that the process should not be considered as some-
thing rep laci ng an ex isting process, but something that perfonmed rather as an adjacent way 
of conception (an add itional or mod ifi ed extremity or temporary capacity) which one can use 
when making something worthy. 
These methods were a means to an end. A way to make and understand better something that 
would ultimately be used, perceived, and thus judged by direct physical contact and interaction. 
6.4.3 Results 
The case-study's two panels were fa bricated through SLA (Fig. 6. 11 ), and did provide a viable 
rendition and refl ection of what the original intentions of the design. The two physical panels, 
made through a semi-transclucent stereolithography photopolymer, 'feel' very much as as-
sumed, the only difference perhaps being that the ' digital-clay ' , the analogous 'substance' with-
in the Calytools software through which the panels were designed, provides a slightly softer 
tactile impression that diverges a tad from those oftbe eventual physical builds (Fig. 6.1 2). 
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Figure 6.9 Screens hots of the 'Clay tools' software, contro ll ed through the Sensabl e device, in 
action ... 
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Figure 6. 10 Detail images of the 'Clay tool' software images and manipulations of the Finger 
Run panels ... 
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Figure 6.11 An SLA rendition of the Finger Run 's, roughly A3 size, panels ... 
In the rea lized piece the panels were displayed turned around 180 degrees, as it seemed 
like most (right-banded) people explored and ran their band across tbe panels clockwise, 
which in thi s arrangement tumed out to be more natural and comfortable ... 
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Figures 6.12 Close lip details of the SLA rendition of the Finger Run panels .. . 
0 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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Figures 6. 13 Images from the Syn_athroisis Exhibition held in Thessaloniki in January 2008. 
For this event the Finger Run panels were reproduced onto high-density foam through a multi-
axis CNC milling machine. This rendition of the design were never actually, beyond through 
photographs, viewed (perceived) by the author. The STL fil es were sent through ftp directl y to 
the exhihition and fabricated locally. However, even though the files sent were the same, tactile 
impress ions inevitably did differ from the panels produced through Stereolithography. 
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But the sca le and roughness oftbe textures were fabri cated as anticipated, and the ' flow' of 
the hand and fingers across the panels is natural and lends itself to the aimed arch-like, elbow 
centered, motion. On more extended tactile exploration, done without the benefit of vision, the 
design's layers of different forms of textures and patterns become palpable, and do provide 
an emphatic refecti on of their process of making. Here the refined maxel size, which allows 
the finer designed tex tures to revea l themselves, does also provide a smoother transition into 
the nunod reso lution of the des ign, pennitting one to conduct much of the explorati on solely 
through the fingertips. 
A CNC-milled rendition of the design was a lso fabricated for the 'Synathroisis' exh ibition that 
took place in Thessaloniki, January 2008 (Fig. 6. 13). 
6.5 Tactile Folly - Ground Design 
The project was initially constructed around a competition brief provided by the Swedish 
fl ooring company' Pergo'. The brief was left somewhat undefined, requesting its participants 
simply to design something 'innovative', and that such novelty should happen in/ on the plane 
below ones feet. .. 
How such an open brief was developed for this particular project was initially prompted by the, 
to some extent peripheral, qualitie of the paved surface around the neighbourhood of London's 
Exh ibition Road in South Kensington, an area occupied by number of the city's main muse-
urns and galleries . However, it wasn' t necessaril y the more, ca ll it, ' highbrow' aspects of thi s 
locale that were of interest, but the more peripheral marks of human! urban occupation - the 
blots of di scarded chewing gum that seemed to saturate the streetscape. There must have been 
thousands, tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands of these, predominantly off white, specks 
carpeting the main segments of the road and flanking sidewalks. 
Observing these blots closer it was interesting to note how one could decipher their approxi-
mate location on the road simply by their shapes and the patterns they formed. They were very 
dense around and just outside the sidewalk curb . Dense, but more pronounced, by pedestrian 
crossings; less dense and elongated by the main or central footpaths (where the gums had been 
stretched in the direction of the footpath by a multitude of pedestrians); and sparse by the in-
side (build ing side) of the sidewalk (Fig. 6. 14). 
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Figure 6. 14 The project was catalyzed by the 'fi eld ' of di scarded chewing-
gums on London's Exhibition Road. These patterns were used to suggest how 
the consequent patterns of the surface should be implemented. 
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These patterns, somewhat suggestive of Braille (the tactile reading and writing method used by 
the visually disabled), provided tbe initial c lue for how to proceed . . . 
What if, instead of merely passively interpreting tbese aforementioned patterns, one would 
provide tbem with meaning, immerse them witb performati ve attributes tbat could infoffil one 
of tbeir immediate vernacular on a more plalllled and specifi c level? Could one, by manipulat-
ing sucb patterns ' surface and consistency, create an additional strata of, non-intrusive, sensory 
stimuli that, ideally, would not only enri cb the streetscape on a purely perceptual and affec-
tive leve l, but craft something that could also act as a functional too l for conveying e mpirical 
information to tbose with, and without, a sensory di sabili ty? Could the surface be made to 
perform an amplifying rol e in clari fy ing the features of its immediate environs? Could it, as 
McCullough (1998) states, be a permeated example of the entire body eventuall y ' knowing' a 
dance, becoming an example of an instance where knowledge is all the more likely to be physi-
ca ll y inscribed, without an overtly intellectual componen t? An approach that acknowledges 
tbat how we perceive intrinsica lly entails a more comprebensive realm of considerations that 
reaches beyond the mere conceptual and needs to include the body in all its varied and intricate 
deta ils and customs. 
6.5. 1 Objective 
The project was instigated based on two defining parameters ... 
Firstly, to produce a sensorially inclusive design. To produce a design that ' looks' 
beyond visual , or visually derived, stimuli . To allow the haptic (touch), auditory (sound), 
kinaesthetic (motion), and all the substrata of such perceptual formul ations (temperature, vibra-
tion, pitcb, treble, rhythm, obliqueness, texture, fri ction, etc.) to play a more involved role in 
the conception of a design. To produee a des ign framework within which sueh aims can be 
achieved . . . 
Secondly, to use Layered Freefornling in the formulation of the designs conceptual 
foundation as well as for final physical fabrication. To suggest how the technologies could be 
formulated in a way that refl ects and utilizes its intrinsic qualities instead of merely mimicking 
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Figure 6. 15 Illustrations of how one can ampli fy the affecti ve qualities of the surface by simple 
binary means - making it more or less pronounced, wider or narrower, small er or larger, etc .. 
The scale pattern can also be made to curve orl and angle towards various relevant nodes in its 
vernacular. .. 
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alternate fabrication methods ... 
How such concerns were put into practice required that the aforementioned gum-patterns be 
conceived within a formal framework. Here randomly distributed gum-blotches were con-
ceived as a fish-scale like array of small tactile components that allow for a surface with a 
binary and directional pattern - the surface is smoother in one direction, and ' rougher ' in the 
other (Fig. 6.15). 
The texture was 'enriched' by applying simple binary ' deformations' to the core pattern. The 
scales of the surface were made (gradually, as on a sliding sca le) smaller or larger, thinner or 
wider, more or less pronounced, etc. , according to various predetermined a nd intuitive haptic 
iconographies. The fi sh-sca le pattern was also curved towards, and obliquely angled, to show 
and insinuate various surrounding features (say, the entrance of a building or an approaching 
pedestrian cross ing). 
By manipulati ng the consistency of the fab rication material through to the minuteness and ac-
curacy at which one can control the composition of a material, outlined in the chapter four, to 
change its tactile and auditory qualiti es . By making the surface more or less dense, and by pat-
terning according to various utili ty and performance configurations, from this ' feel' and sound 
different (when walked upon) at various locations (Fig. 6.16) ... 
Here it is worth noting that the paradigms within which the aforesa id notions have been con-
ceived in have all been guided by a framework set by what the relevant technologies (software, 
hardware and buildware based) allow for. This entails that the size, patterning and modulation 
of the designs become dependent on a set of cri teria different from those that have been used 
until now - for to fabricate the design(s) it is its mass and volume, not its complexity or the 
repetition of a set formulae, that matters . Here there is no need for a fabrication template (en-
tai ling a set of identical pieces) as for the RMI LF machines it is equally laborious to produce 
two (or more) alike physical pieces as it is to produce a number of, roughly equal in mass and 
volume, but still drastically different components. This is both the processes advantage and its 
crux, as the seemingly almost infinite freedom thi s means of production seemingly entails, it 
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the adaptiv. truss system ... 
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Side Short .id. 
Figure 6. 16 Illustrations of how the consistency of tbe surfaces thickness could be customized 
according to the principles outlined in the Materix secti on, i.e. here not only the surface texture 
is made refl ective of a pre-defined tactile vocabulary, but the 'feel' , the softness and hardness, 
as well as the epidermis' auditory impressions (what it sounds like to walk on tbe surface) can be 
adjusted according to need by controlling its materix patterns ... 
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still needs to be defined and thus confined, according to some fonn of predetennined param-
eters - a protocol that Mether aims to suggest an adaptable modus operandi for. 
6.5.2 Method 
How such aforementioned interests could be applied in a design is illustrated in tbe example 
following. 
In a generic streetscape four key nodes of a pedestrian sidewa lk are recognized: the main (or 
'spine') path of the sidewalk, the entrance to a building, the curb, and the area of a pedestrian 
crossing (Fig. 6.1 7). 
Applying the aforesaid principals to each of these fo ur key locales the various surface proper-
ties could differ as follows (F ig. 6. 18) ... 
- The main path of tbe sidewalk: 
- Directional (fi sb-scale) pattern applied along the ma in spine of the pedestrian passage. 
- 'Medium ' porous consistency. 
- Level, horizontal, surface. 
- Surface sound ' A' (generi c surface sound). 
- The entrance to a building: 
- Directional fi sh-scale pattern towards the entrance of the building. 
- More sol id surface consistency than along the main path. 
- Slightly convex slant (surface obliqueness) towards the building entrance. 
- Surface sound 'B' (a ' harder' sound than sound 'A'). 
- The curb: 
- Directional , skewed, fi sh-scale pattern . 
- Higher, more pronounced, texnlre. 
- Surface level slightly higher than a long the main path (the surface is oblique down 
towards the 
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Applic a tion of a fo r ement i oned principl es within a design (exte rior) . . . 
Thu8 , to illu.tr.t. how .uch conc.rn. can b •• ppli.d in pr.ctic., the &bOY. outlin.d m.thodology 
i • • ppli.d to ., .om •• h.t g.n.ric, .tr •• t.c.p • . .. 
In th. illu. tr.tion b.low four typic.l nod •• of a .tr •• t are d.fin.d , 
AI la the main ped •• trian . pine along which mo.t of the .tre.t. u •• ra atroll . . . 
8) lndicat •• the .ntranc. to • buil~ing . . . 
C) lndic.t •• the a re. flanking the curb .. . 
D) D.tin •• th. ar •• ot a pede. t rian ero •• i ng ... 
generic .tr.et axio ... 
Figure 6.17 A generic streetscape in which four key nodes are recognized ... 
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Figure 6. 18 Breakdown of the vari ations in perceptual properti es between the fOllr key nodes 
of the generic streetscape .. . 
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- More solid surface consistency. 
- Surface sound '0' (more ' hollow' than surface sound ' A'). 
- The pedestrian crossing: 
- The fish-sca le pattern fades into blister paving. 
- Slight, graduall y increasing, concave surface tilt towards the crossing. 
- ' Softer' surface base consistency. 
- Surface sound ' 0 ' (more ' muted' than surface sound 'A') . 
Even by the application of such a reduced taxonomy of iconic nodes an almost infinite vari ety 
of interpretative options and variations of patterning can be applied to the surface. The inherent 
fl ex ibility of this parametric process also allows for the adjustment of the surface for a vari ety 
of different formats, be these for interi ors, entailing a ' toning down ' of the surfaces coarse-
ness, or even more cold and tesing environments, where the surface is needed to be perceived 
through thi ck so led boots or gloves. 
6.5.3 Results 
Physical prototypes were fa bricated, with a Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) machine (Fig. 
6. 19), and a Stereolithography (SLA), allowi ng for the testing both the tactile surfaces opera-
ti onal , wear & tear and function related, practica lities, as well as the surfaces ethereal charac-
teristics, i.e. how it actually 'felt' and how easy or intelligible the surfaces intended expressive 
qua lities actually were. The des ign did introduce a novel approach and vocabulary for how a 
more tactile method could be included into the general realm of design considerations. It also 
did provide a viable so lution to a complex brief and consequently was considered a success. 
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Figure 6. 19 A, 'Rhino' modelled, sectioned Selective Laser Sintering 
(SLS) model of tbe Tactile Paving, sbowing an early version of bow, 
by varying tbe density and di stribution of a set of small ' magents' 
under the sca led top surface, the feel (the buoyancy) of the surface 
could be varied. 
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7.0 Snakeskin - A Manuductory Interface 
Tbe Snakeskin (haptic manuductory' interface), located usually along transitional areas, pro-
vides a tactile mapping ofkey approaching elements along its route. The gu iding principles of 
tbe Snakeskin design' was the same as in the floor based GroundDesign, described in the previ-
ous chapter, only now applied in a stri p format to the wall. This adaptati on of tactil e medium 
and mode (from feet to hand) requi red a number of adjustments, for not only is the hand the 
main enti ty we use in sensing th ings through touch, but it also is mucb more 'exposed' that OUI 
feet, which are usua lly buffe red by footwear. This increased degree of sensitivity inevitably 
compl icated things, but also uncovered many additional possibilities. For not only is the hand 
in many ways a more dexterous machination than a foot, but, due both its location at tbe upper 
end of our torso and tbe unavoidable conditions that brings forth regarding various soc ial and 
cultural factors and dynamics' , how it is used includes many more limits and preconditions as 
well as necessaril y learnt skills and avoidances that need to be mastered in compari son to the 
foot. 
Tbese considerations were prompted by tbe taxonomies and tactile semantics, di scussed ear-
Iier. Wben applied into the context of the Snakeskin a more particular set of criteria necessary. 
Tbese factors included the way we perceive touch whilst in motion, whicb includes not only 
our awa reness of be ing in motion, a rendition of the stereognostic and kinaesthetic senses, but 
also the way our physiologica l extensions, our limbs and their digits, react and behave when 
interacting with a surface patterns (Fig. 7. 1). We have a set of preferred fingers (tbe three cen-
tral, indicator, long and ring fingers, see fi gure 7.2) through whicb we experience and explore 
tbings, but, conversely, tbe role of the main protagoni st finger may change when used to sense 
whilst is mWign4 (Fig. 7.3 and 7.4). The medium through which thi s form of toucb al so shifts 
I The word 'manuductory ' is a somewhat obscure term, however, as its meaning ' directing or guiding, 
leading by the hand', is such a close fi t to the aims of the Snakeskin , it has been allowed to remain as a part of the 
title and text. See: http://www. tiscali.co.uklreference/dictionaries/di ffieultwordsldatald0007969 .html (accessed 
May, 2008). 
2 The word <manuductory' is a somewhat obscure ternl , however, as its meaning' directi ng or guiding, 
leading by the hand ', is such a close fi t to the aims of the Snakeskin, it has been allowed to remain as a part of the 
title and tex t. See: http: //www. tiseali .co.uklreference/dietionaries/d i ffi eultwords/datald0007969. html (aeeessed 
May, 2008). 
3 For Example, what can be touched, or how one can! should touch various things. Actions such as, say, 
whose hand to shake, how to shake it, how strong should the grip be, etc. These considerations vary depending on 
if you are in the UK or Abu Dhabi , they are also dependent on your gender, and the gender and position to whom 
you are talking to ... 
4 Even though we usually seem to have a preferred finger we use to explore. pick on, something, it seems 
that during extended 'touching' whilst in motion the main finger gets 'tired' and needs to take a back seat while 
one of its companions takes the lead role for a while. This oscillating substitution of the lead finger allows for the 
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Figure 7. 1 The Snakeskin is perceived, through the hand, whilst in motion. 
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Figure 7.2 Earl y renditions of the Snakeskin design. Most of the terms m the image 
above has since been altered . 
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Kinaesthetic Perception 
Haptic Definition of the Hand ... 
(Prioriwed ill regard.! to the SnakHkiD) Loag 
Kinaesthetic Perception 
The Motility of the Band ... 
Back of the Hand... 
(Prioriwed ill regard.! to the Snueskin) 
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Th1llllb 
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Figure 7.3 Two illustrations showing bow the various fingers, and sides of the hand, seem to 
prioritize certain fingers or areas of tbe palm over other when ran across the Snakeskin relief 
patterns. 
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Figures 7.4 The three ' protagonist' fingers which seem to be 
the preferred fingers to use in conjunction with the Snakeskin . 
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during prolonged stretches of haptic contact, from the cushion side of the finger tips, to (by 
allowing the fingers to curl over) the finger nails, introducing a configuration of touch where 
the textural input is transmitted througb a nerveless medium, the nail, ratber tban the epider-
mis itself(Fig. 7.5). Tbe design aimed to consider these both forms of cutaneous sensing in its 
implementation. There is an alteration, a latera l skewing or shifting of sorts, in what the fingers 
explore, with the three central fingers changing which areas of a surface they're exp loring, and 
how the hand, forearm, and arm respond to such affects (Fig. 7.6). 
Along with directly tacti le or sensory considerations, factors such as the placement of the 
texture on a vertical surface, and the body's positioning along it, as well as the way the body 
relates to a space/ place and other bodies in the vicinity, also matter. As the design is usually 
located by the periphery of a space or route (as people usually use the centre of a space or 
passage, making the access to the wall easier), be thi s a narrow corridor or a more vo lumetric 
space', the user based spatial concerns were included as significant elements in the des ign (Fig. 
7.7). This included the sound when the fingers run across a patterned texture, or, in a auditory 
fashion, the ' hollowness' of the design was varied to produce a distinct type of sound when in 
use or even when consciously tapped (7.8). This involved making the design hollow around the 
central part of a Snakeskin stretch, and more dense towards the ends, providing it with an aural 
dimension to match that of the tacti le. 
7.1 Key SlIakeskin Features 
The Snakeskin is made up of five integrated components, which, even tbough perceived in 
uni son, do each provide a distinct function. These are: tbe Tacti le-Spine, Tbe !-landscape, the 
Clicks, the Quivers, and the Fire-Spine (Fig. 7.9). Each of these are explained in more detai l 
below. 
7. 1.1 Tactile Spine 
The Tactile Spine forms the central raised spine which runs all along the length of the Snake-
perception of the Snakeskin to remain' fresh' and constant throughout. 
5 Where, in the case of the latter space, some of the auxi liary senses might perhaps be compromised due to 
distracting noise, hindering one from perceiving the ambient features of a space; or because of other distractions 
usually affi liated with crowded piaces. 
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Figure 7.5 In prolonged use of the Snakeskin the fingers have a tendency, parti cularly when 
the pace increases, to 'curl over ' , necessitating for the design's features to be ofa perceptible to 
both the cushion side of the fi ngertips (the usual means of perception), as well as their top-side, 
tbe nails ... 
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Figure 7.6 Two ill ustrations showing the range of motion and areas of cutaneous perception, 
here noted through the finger-tips, fingers and wrist, as well as through various rotational band 
positions ... 
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Snakeskin Beach 
Figure 7.7 The Snakeskin design should be accessib le to all , placed roughly at the 
height of a default handrail (1\ 00 mm). 
Figure 7.8 By altering tbe sound the Snakeskin makes whi lst in use, the degree of 
hollowness of the design, can also be used to ampli fy the information the design 
is intended to transmit. It could, fo r example, be made to sounds gradually more 
' solid' as the end of a stretch is approached. 
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Exploded View of the Key Snakeskin Components ... 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
A . Quivers 
B . Tactile Spine 
C . Clicks 
D . Fire Spine 
D. 
E(l) . Tactile Scales - Top 
E(2) . Tactile Scales - Bottom 
E(l) ~ 
B(2) . 
Figure 7.9 A breakdown of the Snakeskin 's main elements ... 
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Snakeskin Elements 
Tactile spine - Main source of information. Expressed through a select 
number of 'Tactile ICODS'". 
Figure 7. 10 The Tactil e Spine, provides the most literat or graphical tactile means through 
whi ch the Snakeskin communicates. It imparts its message through a set number of 'Tactile 
Icons ' along its raised surface which each convey a parti cular bit of in fo mlati on, data such as 
'speed-up ', ' slow-down' . It can info ml its user of an approaching route s lit, or when the route 
will tum left ... 
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skin (Fig. 7. I 0) . Along thi s spine a set number of Tactile Icons communicate their message 
through various figurative patterned concavities and convexities. Tbese tactile icons are divided 
into Tactile Nodes, wbicb inform the Snakeskin's user about approacbing features, and Tactile 
Coaxes, tbat provide suggestions for actions that its user migbt wish to follow. Examples oftbe 
tactile nodes, were, for example, a sign indicating an approacbing left or right turn, or perbaps 
a route spli t! intersection . The coaxes, infonn us about, for example, an extended stretch dur-
ing which nothing wortbwhile takes place and we can speed-up. At the end of sucb a stretch an 
'opposi te' coax icon would infer one to slow down. The tactile nodes and coaxes are preceded 
by a 'Take-Note' icon (F ig. 7. I I), which functions as a generic notifi cation about an approacb-
ing (variable) tactile icon. Tbe take-note icon works in combination with tbe other icons (nodes 
and coaxes), extending tbe stretch during whicb the gist of tbe icon, its message, is commu-
nicated (Fig. 7. I 2). The Tactile Spine takes the central role of an unvarying and settl ed touch-
stone against which tbe remain ing, more 'animated ' , features oftbe Snakeskin can be com-
pared. 
7.1.2 Handscape 
If the tactile sp ine acts as the design 's backbone, the Handscape perfonns as its body or torso 
(Fig. 7.1 3). Made up of a 'scaled ' friction surface , which has frictional resistance in one direc-
tion than the other, and thus provides an intuitive suggestion for in which direction one should 
move (the direction of least res istance) . The Handscape amplifies the message conveyed by 
the tactile spine by providing an intuitive and suggestive interpretati on of its expression. It 
does this by varying the pattern of the surface's sca les - increase the friction of the sca les to 
insinuate one should slow down, decrease the friction to indicate it is time to speed-up. Subtly 
angle the planes (as in a racetrack) before an approaching turn whilst gradually and lopsidedly 
increasing the degree of friction of tbe scale patterns on eacb side of the tactile spine (more on 
tbe side of the turn, slowing it down; less on tbe other side, speeding it up) , causing tbe hand 
to progressively twist in tbe direction of tbe turn (Fig. 7. 14) . Tbe scale patterns were employed 
for other features - by routing tbe scales in various directions, or by sizing and scaling tbern, 
'soften ing' tbem (througb the use of Clay tools and the SensAble Phantom), skewing them and 
angling them in different ways - the surface suggested a number of alternate indicati ve tex-
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Take Note . . . ! 
(Tacti.le Coax ) 
Figure 7.11 The ' take note' tactil e icon, whicb proceeds all tbe other tactile icons .. . 
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Ri9ht Turn .. . 
(teet-U ...... 1 
Spe*<S Up .. . Slow Down ... 
Figure 7. 12 Tactile icons - tbe ' turn left' and ' tum right' nodes above, and the tactile coaxes 
'speed-up ' and 'slow-down' below ... 
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Snakeskin Elements 
Handscape - 4 direc1ional tactile !riCUOD sur/ace ... 
Figure 7. 13 The Handscape forms the main , and most visible, component of the Snakeskin 
Tactile Relief Pattern. It fomls a supporting envelope around the Tactil e Spine, prov iding it 
with a supporting stratum of tacit information. 
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Hands cape Variations 
• 
-' -
Take Notel 
Figure 7.14 Two views of the Handscape, showing how the friction pattern of the surface 
scales can be manipulated to suggest various actions - gradually increase the degree of fric-
tion intuits one should slow down; increase it on one side whil st decreasing it on the other, 
resulting in the hand beginning to rotate (towards the direction of the more frictional side), to 
suggest a turn . 
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tures" On a di fferent but related note, the altering the visual appearance of the design was also 
considered, both from the perspective of graphi cal clarity (Fig. 7. 15), as it turns out that ap-
prox imately ninety-fi ve percent of those class ifi ed as officially blind can see at least partially 
(Barker et aI., 1995), and, as the hand is the main interface through wh ich the design is per-
ceived through, it inevitably wi ll invo lve a degree of wear as we ll as accompanying staining, 
which in thi s instance can be used as a means for increas ing the design's graphical or visua l 
clarity (Fig. 7. 16). 
7. 1.3 Clicks 
The Cli cks are an array of regular 'bumps' placed at every meter along the top ledge of the 
Snakeskin (Fig. 7. 17). They provide a tactil e cadence, which acts as a set and uniform (exter-
nalized) standard aga inst which the remaining variable features of the Snakeskin can be com-
pared, ego the di stance travelled. 
7. 1.4 Quivers 
The Quivers occupy the bottom periphery of the Snakeskin, and provide a variable set of un du-
lating patterns which are particular to a spec ific locale (F ig. 7. 18). In other words the variously 
shaped profiles (with quasi-zoomorphic names such as rabbi t-teeth or sharks-teeth) are used to 
di stingui sh one place/ departmentJ wing! secti on! di vision and even subdivision from another. 
Each such segment was provided with its own individual Quiver zone which acted as a tactile 
icon for the place. The Quivers were subd ivided with various textures or sub-profiles on the 
Quivers themselves (smaller 'teeth ' covering the rims of the larger Quiver contours). 
7. 1.5 Fire Spine 
The Fire Spine's function is to guide its user to the nearest fire exit. The strip, a forty millimetre 
6 Alternative friction patterns to the scales were considered, patterns such as 'breaking waves' (sequential 
strands of gradually varying 'ripples') , or finger-flutes which can be used to 'lead' ones fingers. However, the ad-
vantage with using the scales as a more or less default unit to manipulate is much easier to contour and man ipulate 
- to direct, individually angle, skew, size, and eventually group at consecutive stages (groupings) of the scales, 
which were discussed and named according to the Avaterial classifications. Any of the alternate, nurb-based, con-
trol formats turned out to be much more difficult to actually realize ... , 
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Snakeskin Colours 
ldnIly, IhI Saatnm Ihould IlIIIIiII I uatnl colav (Ibite), IS this mid allow it to bI 11111 adaptUJa frail I Usip 
pmp.ctin. Imnr, !hi DS! of caIGan has Hln cwidlnd, 10_ that frail a punlJ, el11 it, U&Pbical, aplautol'J 
or cIaritJiDt studpoiDt mid IIIIb liDS!, particuIarUJ IS oDly 5% of those clusifitd IS bIiI4 ba" 10 IWon at aD, !hi 
IIIIIiIIiDg 15% bl9l partial, bI it blurrt4 or ~Iocbd tisioD. .. 
Figure 7. 15 Examples of various more vi sual or graphical renditions of the Snakeskin . 
Dirt, Dust & Scratches 
The 'quiver' ledge will also 
show s~us of usage, although 
probably not at tbe same level 
The zone on eacb side of 
the central tactile spine 
will show some wear, as 
it engages with thl main 
hand digits 2, ~, and 4... 
as the other Snakeskin features ... 
The wall area flanking the 
Snakeskill, the band of 
'clicks', will eventually 
gain a rh)'lhmic shade ... 
The tactile spine will 
most likely display signs 
of active engagement... 
1InItU~ 1ht SUkatia IiII show Its !(t, prticaIarilJ If .. colllisttlltlJ . ngvdfISS 11 what IIIIIriaIIhI nIiIf is IIdI If 
1ht sips of age, IIIr & Itar - utrophJ, IiII nlDtDallJ Iitcolll apparut. nil, u.mr, _'t uassuilJ ban to N a bad 
WIg. IS _ sips 11 DU cu acI\IIllJ be iIcIadH IS Iatutrs in 1ht cwtptiaIlI IhI UsitD. 
Figure 7.1 6 An illustration exploring the assumed wear and staining patterns of the Snake-
skin. 
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Snakeskin Elements 
Clicks -A tactill measuring constituent, a means for measuring tbe 
distance one progressed ... 
Figure 7. 17 The Clicks are a metri c (regular) ' swell ' pattern taking place along the top ledge of 
the Snakeskin. The clicks provide a default measuring pattern, with a 'swell ' taking place at a 
one per meter sequence, which allows for a more generic point of comparison. 
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Snakeskin Elements 
Quivers - Define througb tactile means the area, department, section that 
the snakesin is progressing through ... 
7.18 The Quivers provide a bespoke pattern on the Snakeskin 's lower ledge. These are used 
to indicate a particular general location, di stinguishing, say, the Chemical Engineering Depart-
ment fro m the Mechanical Engineering Department at an University; or Terminal One from 
Terminal Five at an Airport. The Quivers can also be customized with secondary patterns to 
allow for sub-divisions within the main patterns (smaller 'waves ' covering the ledges of the 
larger ' dune ' patterns) ... 
© 2008 Thomas Modecn 
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wide scaled surface, occupying an adjacent, but not directly linked, position above the main 
body oftbe Snakeskin. It was made to ' point' (lead) at most in two directions, regardless of at 
which location one stands, the Fire Spine will always guide you to the closest, or most easily 
reached, escape route (Fig. 7.1 9). 
The Fire Spine can was applied in two different degrees of resolution. As a generic pattern , the 
friction surface is uniform throughout, the sca les being homogeneous whatever the location, 
their only duty being to lead the user to his or her desired destination . Ln a bespoke application 
the sca le-patterns would be customized to reflect their approximate distance to their destina-
tion by varying the friction surface's resi stance. Elongating the sca les of the surface, hence 
lessening their degree of friction without reducing their intelligibility, suggests that the user is 
still some distance from the target and needs to hurry up . Making the scales more pronounced 
closer to the ex it (thUS making them indicative of a tactile condition affiliated with slowing 
down and consequently an approaching exit) indicates that safety is near. 
7.1.6 Alternate Features and Elements 
The start of a strip, called the 'Intro Lofo', and the finish of a Snakeskin segment, named simply 
'Strip End', both provided adaptations of the above features . 
The Lotro Info located at the start of a Snakeskin length, is an modified segment, a topogra-
phy and feature map of sorts, of the design that operates as a brief summary of the upcoming 
section , listing key aspects of the upcomiog route such as turns, doors (which is inclusive of 
information on what to expect behind the door), and action coaxes. It also includes a guide for 
directing or leading ones hand to the start of the Snakeskin (Fig. 7.20). The transition from the 
Intro Info to the actual Snakeskin is indicated by three consecutive smooth depress ions in the 
tactile-spine. 
The Strip End, in turn, is a means to indicate that a stretch of the Snakeskin is approaching its 
end (Fig. 7.21). It achieves this in simi lar tactile means to those found in an approaching turn 
- by using on the tactile spine the 'stop' icon, and by an initial gradual increase in the friction 
of the handscape, but which, different from the texture ofa turn, begins here, to, step by step, 
smooth out both its guiding elements and textures to conclude in a smooth, finely textured, 
surface, which fades into the wall. 
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Snakeskin Elements 
~ - - - - - - - -. - - - - -. - - - -
Fire Spine 
Fire Spine - A sepante directional lactile spint which oDly purpOSI is 10 provide I 
rout, 10 the clOSlst emlltillCJ llit... 
Texture Direction - The atrO\\'I show the direction of less friction ... 
= Er 
The File Spine ila smaller, separate, texture spinl, flanking the main Snakeskin on top, which sole purpose is to indicate 
the direction of the closest emergency exit. Thus, for each unitlMllpted run of the spine, it can oDly have I maximum of two 
dil!erent directioll.l ... 
Figure 7.19 The Fire-spine is a separate tacti le relief stip located above the Snakeskin. Its sole 
purpose is to provide a tacti le route to the closest fire-escape. 
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Transition 
Zone 
[ 
Intro 
Info 
Hand 
Lead 
(C~pturc) 
Figure 7.20 The Intro Info oftbe Snakeskin - 'Captures' and prov ides tbe Snakeskin 's user 
with a summary of the upcoming segment of the Snakeskin . 
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End Transition/ Fade Off 
Figure 7.21 The Strip End of the Snakeskin - Concludes a particular stretcb or segment of 
tbe Snakeskin. Here tbe texture gradually fades out and into the wall behind .. . 
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The concept could be extended to the floor where two lengths of Snakeskin are separated by a 
intersecti on or a perpendicular passageway. The links, which overlap with the main wall reli ef 
segments of tbe Snakeskin, provide and act again as an augmenting means to tbe principal 
hand-based transmission method, whicb prov ides its user with a corresponding ' pedestri an', 
foo t based and transmitted, indication of an approacbing junction to tbose suppli ed by the hand 
(Fig. 7.22). 
Tbe des ign was conce ived so that the tactil e spine and handscape were sensed togetber. Nev-
ertheless, tbe categori es provided a convenient means, and a set of encompassing terms tbat 
have been belpful in tbe elaboration of the project. A number of iterations for how the des ign 
was angled on the wall or raised off the surface (a railing, parapet, or other such partition) were 
considered (Fig. 7.23 and fi g. 7.24). The one chosen was flush with the wall as this rendition 
was the least in trusive 
7.2 Mapping the Snakeskin's Featllres 
The planning of the Snakeskin , and its various variable fea tures, became a logistic exercise in 
its own right, as, whil st the general guiding elements and principles of the design are limited, 
the variables accord ing to which they are applied can fluctuate considerably. A system for map-
ping the design was needed. The suggestions for what thi s might enta il was already suggested 
by the classifications that were used during the actual CAD design of the Snakeskin, which 
invo lved a set of made-up symbols and markers to di stingui sh its various patternings and func-
tion based locales (Fig. 7.25). These applicati ons were experiential as a way fo r documenting 
the designs actions, a notati on system inspired by both the London tube map (with its empha-
sis more on nodes rather than distances (Fig . 7.26) and Labanotation, a notation method used 
for documenting dance choreography (Fig. 7.27). This system of tactile notation has made the 
process of planning and documentation of the Snakeskin 's assortment of variables much less 
cumbersome (Fig. 7.28). 
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.. .. .. --..... 
-- .......... ~ .. 
Figure 7.22 At locations where the Snakeskin reli ef cannot pass along a wa ll surface, the strip 
switches from a wall based to a fl oor based surface, so as to allow one to cross a path or inter-
section without losing touch (literarily) with the reli ef surface ... 
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Snakeskin Profile & Setting Variations 
A) Convex Wall Relief 
B) 45 Degree Angle 
C) Perpendicula r 
D) Concave Pocket Relief 
Figure 7.23 Examples showing samples of the various angles considered for the Snake-
skin re lief. 
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Snakeskin Profile & 
Setting Variations 
Sections . .. 
A) Convex Wall Relief 
B) 45 Degree Angle 
C) Perpendicular 
D) Concave Pocket Relief 
Figure 7.24 Sectional view of various angled positions for the Snakeskin relief 
strip. 
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Figures 7.25 Markings used in the placement of the Snakeskin design 's various features, entail-
ing a appropriated language of its own .. . 
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Figure 7.26 London tube map, an inspiration for the tactil e mapping 
of the Snakeskin. (Source: www.london-tube-map.co.uk . Accessed 
January, 2007» 
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Figure 7.27 An example of Labanotation, the most established no-
tation system for dance. (Source: www.ballet-dance.com . Accessed 
January 2007). 
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Figuers 7.28 Top image - a Tactile Notation sheet onto which a stretch of Snakeskin can be 
planned and documented. 
Bottom image - shows how the Tactile Notation sheet can be used, here with various graphical 
notes relating to the various features of the Snakeski n - the friction di rection of the Fire-spine, 
the metric measurements of the clicks, the profi le of the Snakeskin, the various symbols of the 
Tactil e Spine, the particular patterns of the Quivers, topographical sections of the Handscape, 
and its the degree of friction .. . 
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7.3 Building the Snakeskin 
The Snakeskin design is a boundless design, as it lacks the need for a finiteness affi liated with 
most designs. It provides information and tactile stimulus about its environment, it remains 
indi fferent regarding where, when and for how long it should do so. Thus it became, to some 
extent, quite tricky to define what to include, and how to contain, a physical rendition of the 
Snakeskin . Eventua lly its 'theme' and parameters were decided based on the number oftac-
til e nodes that wou ld be useful to include, as well as by an determination to build something 
sizeable, something unusually big even for these, RM related, means. The process proceeded 
from the bottom up and resulted in a physical Snakeskin prototype of 10.72 meters (Fig. 7.29). 
Parallel tests were conducted and modelled involving small, but full scale, tests built through 
various additive processes. A plasticine model was also used (Fig. 7.30), to test the guiding 
fundamentals of the design, such as the size and ' pronunciation ' (roughness of smoothness) of 
the handscape's scale surface, or the appropriate width of the tactile spine, wh ich needed to be 
central and wide enough to allow for the tactile icons to be easily noticed and 'read' (sensed), 
yet unobtrusive enough to not overwhelm the other features of the composition. The prototypes 
were subsequently developed further by building Stereolithography useable prototypes (Fig. 
7.31), of over one meter long (110 centimetres each) strips named ' Sense Sticks' (7.32), which 
each summari zed one particular icon-segment of the Snakeskin, i.e. a set of builds that allowed 
one to test how the tactile spine and the handscape performed in uni son - the clarity of the 
tactile icons and the readability of the scale textures. The Sense Sticks provided a viable and 
reali stic means to experience and test how a longer stretch of the design would be perceived. It 
was through this form of testing the appropriate height and width of the tactile spine, and the 
size of the scales of the handscape, were achieved. 
7.3. 1 The Digital Phase 
Various linked CAD modelling methods were used to reach the rendition that was fabricated , 
with the initial version being built in Rhino (Fig. 7.33). This initial model was chopped during 
the CADing process due to its level of detail and fi le size (Fig. 7.34). The model existed as a 
set of thirty-seven consecutive matching pieces, which were saved as a set of separate STL fil es 
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Figure 7.29 A comparative chart promoting the impressive size (length) of the LF 
(RM) fabricated Snakeskin relief strip ... 
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Figures 7.30 Early plasticine model which allowed one to the opportunity to quickly test 
and' feel' what rough proportions would he most suitahle for the Snakeslcin design ... 
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Figure 7.3 I An early SLA rendition of the Snakeskin haptic interface. 
C> 2008 Thomas Modeen 
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Sense Sticks 
Summaries of Tactile Nodes 
Figure 7.32 The Sense Sticks - test segments (procs) of! for the Snakeskin, allowing one to 
try out and assess how the various elements of the design work in unison. Each of the sticks is 
slightly over a meter long (roughly 110 cm) and were made through SLA. 
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Figure 7.33 Top image: Initial illustra tions of the Snakeskin sample strip showing the various icons and phases of the design. Middle image: A friction map 
of the above des ign. Bottom image: A levell11ap of the design. 
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Figures 7.34 Snapshots of the screen, taken during the CAD (Rhino) design process, 
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Figures 7.35 Rendered versions, the whole strip and a close-up, of the initial Rhino model... 
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Figures 7.36 The final Claytools (Sensable) version (whole strip above, close-up be low) of the 
Snakeskin Tactile Relief Strip, tbe 'zebra' striations are used to enhance tbe, slightly, in length , 
varying, segmenting of tbe design .. . 
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(Fig. 7.35). 'Cuts' were made between the segments which, by sbaping and curving the cut-
joint between two adjacent pieces one not only increased the bond surface between the pieces 
wben they eventua lly would be (re) attached' , but the groove between the bonded pi eces also 
formed an additional regulated textural marking. 
These files were imported into Clay tools, the software tbat accommodates tbe SenAble hap-
tic interface device, wbere they were modified according to a preset set of features that were 
systematically applied througbout the design (Fig. 7.36). Amendments included 'softening ' 
the sca le patterns around the bandscape 's edges and around the transition area between the 
hands cape and the tactile spine (whicb allows one to 'fee l' when one is approaching the edge 
of the Snakeskin, regardless of tbe direction, size or level of the handscape's sca le-pattern), the 
removal of any sharp corners or features tbat migbt cause ones fingers to get caught, and the 
tactile testing and re-moulding of various other features that revea led themselves wben sur-
veyed through the medium of the SellAble device (F ig. 7.37). 
Once completed, the tiles were checked in Materiali se Magics developed specifically for such 
undertakings. The pieces in seventy-two separate sections (F ig. 7.38) to provide more fl ex-
ibility regarding arranging and optimizing the layout of the pieces within the fabricators build-
chamber (F ig. 7.39), of the 3D printer. 
7.3.2 The Build Phase 
The Z-Corp Spectrum Z5 l 0 3D Printer (Fig. 7040), located at Lougbborougb University, was 
the means through whicb the design was built (Fig. 7041). 
The material used was a composite powder provided by Z-Corp, wbich is predominantly 
gypsum based. However, as the result ofsucb 3D builds is a set of 'green ' parts, wbich in 
themselves aren't as of yet, due to fragility, ready for use, a means, wbich was botb economi-
ca l as well as practica l, needed to be found for infiltrating and hardening the design's numer-
ous components. A number of options were discussed, including the printing company's own 
infiltration products, but whicb turned to be, due to tbe size of the build, comparatively too 
ex.pensive and, within the set timcframe of tbe project, would have taken too long to acquire. 
Other options di scussed included superglue (too expens ive and difficult to get a hold and of and 
7 Obviously this is the first time they would be physically allached as all previous links between the pieces 
have happened as avatars ... 
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Figures 7.37 Screen-shots from the Claytools software, showing the ' so ftening' process applied 
to select areas of thc Snakeskin design. The image above shows the 'before and after' image of 
the process; the image below shows bow such selections can be ' painted' onto the surfaces. 
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Figure 7.38 The illustration outlines how the inevitable segmenting of the design can be taken 
advantage of through using the transi ti on gaps between the segments as a tactile node. 
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Figures 7.39 Two screen shots from the Snakeskin build. The image to the left showing a rep-
resentation of the bui ld-chamber and the stacking compos ition of the various pieces. The image 
on the right shows the application template for the binder at onc parti cular slice (layer) of tbe 
build. 
Figures 7.40 The image on the left shows a segment of the Snakeskin being built hy the 3D 
printer. The image on the right shows some of the 'green' pieces in the process of being cleaned 
of any excess powder. 
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Figures 7.41 From top to bottom: The green parts, ' fresb' out oftbe 3D Printer; Tbe individual 
pieces drying after being treated with wood-hardener; initial attempt to assemble and code the 
built pieces. 
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apply in the quantities needed), PVA (too viscous), various ' home-mixes' (too cumbersome), 
and even plain water (untested and result probably not strong enough). Tbe product that was 
ultimately chosen was 'wood-hardener", which is more commonly used to harden soft-wood 
window frames. This product, consists of epoxy in an acetone solution, was relati vely cheap 
(approximately seven GB pounds per 500 mill ili tre container at retail prices), and, after tests, 
d id provide a suffic ient degree of strength to allow the design to be used and tested in a man-
ner close enough to how it wou ld be used upon implementation in an actual space and context. 
In total the bu ild required between e ight and nine li tres of wood-hardener to so lidi fy the whole 
design. It was applied onto the pieces manually, through brushing the hardener directly onto the 
segments. They were left to dry over a number of days in a well ventilated area. Once dry and 
completed, a set of industri al strength 'Velcro ', hook and loop, attachments (which can hold up 
to five kilos per square centimetre) were attached to the backs of each piece. This was done so 
as to allow this sample rendition to be displayed at a number of locales rather than just one, as 
would be tbe case in any bespoke rendition of the design. Its first outing took place at the nous 
Gallery, an architectural ga llery in London's Kings Cross area in April - May, 2008, wbere a 
larger communi ty had a chance to try out and comment on the piece (Fig. 7.42,7 .43,7.44). 
7.4 DisclIssion 
Regarding the adaptation of the icons or language of the Snakeskin it, even though intended to 
have a more intuiti ve or subconsciously suggesti ve side to it, was not self explanatory and did 
require one to initially learn the the shape or fo rms of the tactile icons as well as to recogni ze 
something through touch rather than through vision and! or hearing'. This fo rmat requirement 
is analogous to the the difference between Apple's Newton message-pad and accompanying 
software Calligrapher, and Palm lnc.'s equi valent device, and its associated software Graf-
fitpo Wilst the former aimed to learn each users personal handwriting, with somewhat dire and 
unreliable consequences, mostl y due to the extensive variabili ty of even ones own shorthand. 
8 A product suggested by architect Paul Brady. 
9 This, in a similar fashion to Brai lle, requires some studious focus, as it actually takes a whi le (especially 
for someone used to re ly on his or her eyes to preceive things of a similar scale) to even recognize the six dots 
(three stacked rows of two dots each) that make up the alphabet. It takews even longer if one is expected to recog-
nize the variations bet\veen the signs solely through haptic/ cutaneous means ... 
10 Inspired by the 'Opinion' article titled What We can Lea,." from Apple s Recipe, by Saul Metzstein, in 
Building Design, issue 1827, July, 2008. 
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Figure 7.42 An assembled view and consecutive close-ups of (most of) tbe built, almost eleven 
meter long Snakeskin strip. 
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Figures 7.43 Further close-ups of the built Snakeskin - Top: section show-
ing a ' click' and a Rabbit Teeth 'Quiver. Middle: a 'speed-up ' section of the 
Snakeskin . 
Bottom: the 'Door' icon, a grooved elevati on that leads the fingers above 
(and across) the door-frame. 
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Figures 7.44 Textural close-ups of the Snakeskin 
3DP build. Here both the 'stair-stepping' pattern 
of the fabrication process (3D Printing) as well 
as the edge 'softening ', achieved in the Clay tools 
software, can be observed ... 
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Tbe latter gadget required its user to learn a simplified script as defined by the device, wbich 
required its user to do the adapting. The Snakeskin is in its approacb more like tbe Palm [nc, 
device, requiring one to master a small number of tactile signs (tbeir number capped to only ap-
ply to more permanent features such as directional friction patterns, or features like stairwells, 
doorways, etc.) which, once adapted and absorbed on a more visceral level, wi ll allow one to 
perceive tbe more subtle tactile vari ations of the design 's grain and textura l patterns. 
It is also, however, important to state that the strength of the medium, and thus tbe design, 
isn ' t necessarily in the above, somewhat standardized, listings of the elements involved, but in 
the way they can be adapted and manipulated through botb the CAD and the (additive) CAM 
metbodologies. The levels of finesse and nuances tbat tbe surfaces can be provided with, and 
wbich can be customized according to any remit or context tbe design is used in, is wbere the 
design's forte is located. The eventual applications of tbe aforementioned elements cou ld, and 
sbould, even tually be very different indeed from wbat tbe above migbt currently suggest as tbis 
ability is an inherent aspect in the LF process. Tbe pbysical outcome, wbere the maxels can be 
sensed in tbe stair-stepping topographies and tbe fluency of tbe friction sca les, analogous to a 
'swarm ' of nu nods, all allow for a more fluent transition and expression of the united pbysical 
and computing based concepts and entities (Fig. 7.45). 
7.5 Con elusion 
The aim of the Snakeskin project was to establisb a way of designing something that utilized 
and was instigated by digital (CAD) based means, througb the use of Rapid Manufacturing, but 
did so wi tbout omitting the more innate sensory qualities of what usually makes one respond 
and appreciate a design (its phys ical presence, tbings such as its texture, apparent weight, or 
even tbe subtle 'sounds' it makes). By considering all the various tactil e, auditory, in addition 
tQ the more obvious visua l, aspects of the design already in tbe initial (digital) conception stage 
oftbe project, along with tying in with the process used for fabricating the design, an accom-
plished way for how one could achieve a more sensorially provoking end result is produced. 
The design aimed to act as a 11011-iutmsive, yet, for tbose actively seeking or are just genera lly 
more perceptually aware, source of informative stimuli tbat would provide an enriched strata of 
embedded infonnation tbat reflected and interacted with its users and environment. 
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Avaterial 
Here defined by the 
build resolution of 
SLA 
(100 -10 microns) 
A single scale of the 
Handscape can be 
defined as a Nunod 
The Hanscare, flanking 
each side 0 the Tactile 
Spine, to which the same 
classification afPlles, Is 
an example 0 a Trac 
• • ~. 1!'~'%l-~ , - - , 
Describes a defined 
unified unit of the 
Snakeskin - a single 
performative collective 
Figure 7.45 Avateri al taxonomy applied to the Snakeskin design. 
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The intent oftbi s project is to suggest an approach to how architecture, here considered accord-
ing to a more intrinsic tactile and sensorial paradigm, can be perceived and conceived. Its aim 
was not to exclude the otber senses from the equation but to create a more comprehensive and 
attuned understanding o f bow, what we usually define as ' touch ' , could be included into the 
grammar and vocabulary according by whicb we read, define, design and build ' architecture' 
by ll . By utilizing something as immediate as touch as a catalyst for the brief the hope was to 
form the foundations of a more personali zed and di stincti ve approacb for how to understand 
and define our built environment. An approach tbat transcends the purely pictorial (conceptual) 
and ocular dri ve that saturates what we today conceive of as architecture. 
11 Chapter 9.2.4 introduces nOlions triggered by the Snakeskin design within a larger, more trad itional, 
architectural remit. 
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8.0 Discussion 
The thesis aims to deal with subjects beyond mere technology. It proceeds under the assump-
tion that technology doesn't necessarily make li fe easier; it doesn' t lessen the amount of 
choices or alternatives one has to take into account. It does provide alternati ves to consider. It 
reformulates the questions at the beginning of a des ign, and it affects tbe way in which design 
structure is realized. In the LF-model, design moves away from an unquesti onable fa ith in tech-
nology. With the LF-model the interpretation of technology is closer to the term techne, the act 
of rationally producing an object or objective and in whicb the process of making something 
is congeni al with tbe end resul t (Hartoonian, 1997). Here making is thi nki ng. Here material 
empathy is assimilated into a contemporary context, and into a form that recognizes cerebral 
and physica l constraints, as well as norms o f the past and today, which set tbe foundations fo r 
tomorrow. 
These latter max ims also summarize the tone thi s thes is has been pursued in. Even though they 
hopefull y manage to convey a true commitment and passion regarding its subject matter(s) 
- the accompanying technologies and associated ideas fo r how they can be utili zed in tbe con-
ception of things - it still contains an acknowledged and intentiona lly included morsel of doubt 
regarding their declared significance. Tbis s ligbt hesitati on regarding thei r inevitab le impor-
tance holds the key to furthering their development and creati ve evolution. This ambigui ty of 
conviction will hopefull y keep them fro m becoming set dogmas, and encourage their develop-
ment as a continuous process rather tban something with a set finiteness. 
The core of the thesis lies in making th ings, and thinking about why they are the way they are. 
A simple, ascetic, statement. However, it is remarkable how often one comes across projects 
that have compromised on one of the two claims, i.e. des igns that are conceived wi thout any 
clear consideration or plan fo r how a design is to be made; or, vice versa, projects that are made 
without any apparent agenda for why they are fa bricated the way they are, or wby they need to 
be made in the firs t place. It is the symbiosis of the initial abovementioned aims this tbesis is 
targeting. This doesn' t necessarily mean tbat the project(s) bave to be recognized as completed 
- on most projects the goal posts seem to grow and change as they progress - but tbat the 
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processes used and intentions aimed for include such aim and process related aspirations from 
the beginn ing. Thi s also inevitably entails that aspects such as material, procedural (CAD and 
CAM based), logistical (micro, meso, macro scale), social and cultural (generali zed idiosyncra-
sies, perceptual), ergonomic (sensory and physiological), and emotional (personal, subjective 
and aesthetic) considerati ons need to be included in the equation that results in a 'design'. By 
appropriating the noti on of techne these two core notions are combined, and a door is opened to 
new design capabiliti es which are inclusive of emoti ve express ions and intent - a move which 
brings us back to craft, a practice which encompasses simultaneously such cerebral and physi-
cal customs. 
8.1 Olltcomes 
A synopsis of the thesis' outcomes are included below. 
Firsl Bullet - Foundation Polemic 
Additive fabrication processes form the foundations of this thesis. First aim being to reassess 
CAD based methods used in the conception of a des ign - a process closer to a fonn of fransi-
lion rather than the current, ' over the fe nce' , translational process. This symbioti c response to 
fabri cati on means and methods of conception are closer in approach to methodologies outlined 
by the Itali an philosopher Gianni Vattimo, whose ideas regarding weak or fragile thought, 
which the Finnish architect lubani Pallasmaa appropriated into the context of architecture, than 
the more solitary and monocoque renditions put forth by proponents of moderni sm. Based on 
assumption - triggered by related literature, Layered Freeforming (LF) was defined as differ-
ent from Rapid Manufacturing (RM) in that, unlike RM, LF does not compare itself aga inst the 
manufacturing trade in general, but is selecti vely self-referential to the additive processes - tak-
ing its cues based on the di sc ipline itself, rather than externalizing its pursuits. Thi s should nol 
be read as an exclusion, or preference, over other means of fabrication, but an acknowledge-
ment that the additive fabrica tion mcthods have yet to reach a degree of conceptual maturi ty, a 
settling of its theoretical foundations, to allow it to be compared to traditional forms of manu-
facturing which have gained a certa in gravitas, often by default, due to hav ing been around 
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longer. Tbe thesis argues this is a position of strength, and will allow LF to develop furtber as a 
protean medium though wbich tasks and products can be conceived in responsive and fl exible 
ways. As a consequence tbis also introduces a new model of production, the LF-model, through 
which designs, simultaneously of both a micro and a macro scale, can be achieved. 
Second Bullet - A Particularised Method 
The dissertation takes a material approach to digital design, something which, hand in hand 
with the development of tbe more tbeoretical components of the thesis, has allowed for a form 
of oscillating procedure to develop where a variety of designs and test-builds have fed the more 
theoretical supposition which, in turn, bave again engendered additional material builds. This 
regular osmotic ebb and flow between the two realms bas resulted in a gradual embedding 
of the foundations of an identifiable di scipline and craft. An approacb that was classified as 
pragmatism, which was formulated according to definitions by Sennett (2008), whose articula-
tion of a more embodied and phys ical understanding of a process has provided the dissertation 
(here with a more relativistic frame of reference) with an inherently more hands-on and fluent 
medium througb which its actions can be considered. At the same time as tbese were being 
cu ltivated, an accompaniment to the processes began to develop - a set discipline-specific tax-
onomies of interlinked words - neologies and process defining portmanteaus started to gradu-
ally materialize . These fairly idiosyncratic temlS became, as the thesis progressed, a significant 
part in tbe daily parlance surrounding the projects and, even thougb a vast number of tbem 
fell by the wayside as the work pressed forward , a number of key terms did withstand. These 
survivors, wbicb include terms such as Avaterial, Mether, and Maxel, to mention a few, have 
allowed for a LF specific jargon and accompanying model (the LF-model) to develop and can 
be considered evidence of a maturing discipline. 
Third Bullet - Making them Real 
A core standard for the builds tbat accompany tbe tbesis has been to make them through the 
various additive fabrication affiliated methods and that - regardless of at which stage in the de-
velopment the design, wbat size the build is, or through which fabrication metbod it is rea lized 
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- tbey are all fabricated at full , one to one, scale, and tbat tbe eventual completed pieces sbould 
retain the inherent qualities (textural, material) of the chosen fabrication processes and materi -
als. Consequently any designs produced througb these methods need to consider such textural 
and materia l qualities already during tbeir conception stage, and allow the use of such features 
to not only benefit, but potenti ally even become defi ning attributes (USPs) in the eventual de-
sign. Thus the aim is not to make the projects simulate the ' look ' or fUllction of vacuum-form-
ing or injecti on moulding, but to ce lebrate the inherent peculi arities of the additi ve fabrication 
methods themselves. 
A set of case studies were developed to explore the LF-model. The SLA and FDM Bowl(s), 
and Alice Cups were projects that directly made use of the material and! or procedural par-
ticulars of addi ti ve fabrication methods. From these fi rst two studi es the results suggested bow 
design features exclusive to the fabricati on means could be furthered. By combining the struc-
tural configurations of the fonner, with the parametric control factors of the latter, the Adaptive 
SLA Matrix resulted. Tbe Ghost Tile explored how the opacity of an, initially clear, SLA build 
could be manipulated, and the PaperCuts investigated how aspects of a subtracti ve process 
could be taken advantage of when applied in an additive context. The Bead Pavillion design 
provided a template for how ex isting R.M technologies could be utilized in the making of some-
th ing of an architectural scale. 
Accompanying the model explorations of physica l bu ilds, tbe 'S liding Control Bar Pri nciple' , 
provided a suggesti on fo r how an interface could be developed for parametric conception and 
fabricati on as a variant of ' mass customization' . 
The other notion, wbich expanded and took as its starting point the original more cutaneous 
interests presented, used a SensAble's Phantom haptic dev ice to explore the link. between the 
representation of sometb ing being made and the way it is actually pbysically and sensoriall y 
perceived and discerned. This tool, whicb allows for a more dimensional (at tbe same time both 
visual and tactil e) approach to computing based des ign, lends itself more readily to the design 
of things which use tbe additive fabrication methods as it includes a tactile component as an 
inherent element in its interface . Here the medium of touch, even though still working through 
representational interface, was used to prov ide an empiri ca l estimate of how the physical out-
come wi 11 fee I. 
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Fourth Bullet - Perceptual Designs 
The Sensory Follies took the process based notions one step further by particularizing them 
into a perceptual context. These designs, are a reaction against the excessive ocularization of 
design in the context of ubiquitous computing and explore how digital processes can be utilized 
to make designs that are not predominantly based on vision or bearing, the two senses easies 
assimilated tbrougb computing based means. The the Arcbitectural Tidbit, and the Fragrant 
Tower and Mobile, respectively provide a gustaory and olfactory renditions of what such de-
signs can entail. 
The thes is has three tactil e design components, which explore various tactile impress ions, 
sensations and formats of awareness regarding making and directly fabricating things through 
computational means. Their application was influenced by , and have been directly inspired by 
the taxonomies and haptic qualiti es tbat result from fabricating things tbrough RM . 
The Finger-Run, perfomls the rol e of a tactile folly, which, through its two adjacent panels, 
prompts one to explore its various patterns and textures, wbich have been designed to be felt, 
stroked, poked, rubbed, padd led and patted, surveyed and investigated with ones various 
cutaneous digits and appendages. The design, which was initially triggered by studies of vari-
ous roundabouts and intersections found on Google Eartb, and wbicb was designed primarily 
witb the SensAble device/ interface, bas also provided an idiom of its own for creating designs 
through computing related means. Here these facilities bave been utilized in a somewhat atypi-
cal fashion to the tool's original intentions in tbat its tactile abilities are actually used to explore 
the design's eventual touch-based impressions, ratber than as a dev ice for realizing various (as 
the promotional material accompanying the device explains) dental or surgica l reconstructions 
or gaming fi gurines in a quicker and more conveniently way than through any more traditional , 
and manual, sculpting methods, but wbich, although made easier through the inclusion of a 
tactile dimension into the modeling process, are nevertheless not solely based or dependent 
upon it. In otber words, the shaping and appropriateness of the resulting, say, dental or cra-
nial prosthetics can be facilitated by the use of the device, but the processes and the resulting 
products inherent tactility isn't at the same degree of importance as their anatomica l accuracy 
and physio logical appropriateness, something which, compared how the device has been used 
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in tbe making o rthe Finger-Run panels, in wbich the tactil e explorations are tbe main feature 
o f the ensuing design, bave introduced a novel set of semantic criteri a to the making of tbings 
through this device. Here the tool's tactile abilities, tbe apparatus' ' there-tbere', instead of its 
time-saving or more visual fac ulties, are wbat matter. As a result bow the device is utilized bere 
as a medium allows for a di stincti ve paradigm in wbicb a proposed surface treatment was con-
ceived as 'pure texture', as what was fe lt and manipulated was pure representation and not an 
actual materi al.This 'avaterial ' can be tweaked and adj usted, in regards to consistency (buoyan-
cy), scale, size and degree of friction. Here tbe des igner has tbe choice to dec ide how it sbould 
feel, instead on merely appropriating and manipulating an ex isting material to accommodate 
such qualities. Due to the ability to abstract the baptic, tangible sweeps and hand-sized gestures 
can result in as small and subtle a marki ng as to fit between the ridges of ones finger-prints, or 
can be as omnipotent, gigantic and fi erce as to create furrows the size of Grand-Canyon. In this 
instance the tactile imagination is only guided (within the parameters determined by the tool) 
by tbe dexteri ty, spontaneity and skill of the users hand. 
Tbe Snakeskin expanded the Finger-Runs brief to include a wider remit of tactile sensibili-
ties tbrough the addition of more ambulatory and somatic perceptual experiences. This design, 
which not only infomls its user about approaching fea tures in his or her vernacular, but also 
aims to, as a continuation of the themes introduced by tbe Finger-Run design, expand on the 
tactile vocabulary as a more general and intuitive semiotic language. The design creates a form 
of ' touch-place' (an appropriation of Kenneth Frampton's noti on of ' place-form ' (Frampton, 
198 1), a tactile reading of space) whicb allows for a loca le to be deciphered through a more 
haptic glossary of tangible sensations, some more apparent than others, that, in conjuncti on 
with the body's momentum and own inherent paces and patterns!, encourages one to from a 
more comprehensive sensorium through which to perceive. 
The design used a variety of methods, some more notable tban others, to explore various haptic 
impress ions and qualities. Tbese explorations ranged from a plasticine model, which provided 
one with a more immedi ate proportional and sequential understanding of the design's vari-
ous components, to a number of more developed versions, all madc through a variety of RM 
allowed one to experience and test the des ign at a more developed level. All of 
way we breathe in and out, our heartbeat, the saccades of our eyes, the pace which we chew at, swal-
low at, scratch at, walk at. .. 
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these different methods played a crucial role in defining the eventual final design, which was 
presented as an almost eleven meter sample strip of the Snakeskin. This build, which weighted 
in total almost thirty kilos, can be classified amongst the most substanti al single builds (when 
assembled) made through the add itive fa brication methods. 
8.2 Conclllsion 
Just as it is generally accepted today that our past is not made up of a single history, but a 
seemi ngly infin ite number of more individual strands of histories (Vattimo, 1988), tbis the-
sis is not ai ming to provide a comprehensible summary of what they are, or how the addi tive 
techno logies should be used, but aims instead to provide a thread, a soft or frag ile po lemic, of 
thoughts and actions which form a reflection of the discipline. 
The eventual aim is, whi lst also developing more man-size artefacts, to do larger sca le things 
through these means. To one day ' print' houses, and house sized things; buildings and building 
sized things; and ultimately even bigger entities . However, such goals need to be achieved one 
- if not cautious, at least cons idered - step at a time. Size does matter, but this reference should 
not exclude the minute, and needs to be simultaneously inclusive of entities and considerations 
of all sizes and sca les . These concurrent size related factors, where the ki ndred techno logies are 
be ing developed to accom modate both the nano as well as macro scales, are already well under 
way. Such somewhat ' non standard prax is", where the simultaneously sizeless and a ll -sized 
are allowed to occupy the same semantic realm, is where the potential of Layered Freeform-
ing nests. It is also probably from here fo rm where the foundati ons of this developing craft will 
eventually emerge. 
This thesis provided a few suggestions and glimpses of what to expect in terms of the addi-
tive fa brication technologies and their application in design and architecture, the latter (macro 
scale) disc ipline which inevitably here includes the former (micro and meso scale) practices 
within its confines, and, hopefully, inspiring further interest and exploration into this fasc inat-
ing and ground breaking discipline. 
2 A tern, appropriated from the heading of a conference help at MIT in September 2004. See http://archi-
tecture.mit.edulprojectinsp/ (accessed June, 2008). 
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9.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 
This chapter summarises the research work undertaken to develop and use RM as a defin-
ing component in design, and to develop a more sensorially inclusive conceptual process and 
fra mework for conceiving such designs. It presents the conclusion and contribution to knowl-
edge. It also highlights the recommendations fo r further research. 
9.1 COl/elusiol/ al/d Colllribuliol/ 10 Origil/al KI/owledge 
The research argues that the RM technologies, by being inherently linked to both the digi tal 
(CAD) and the physical (CAM) aspects of fabrication, provide a natural means to reso lve the 
rupture currently di viding the way we conceive computing based designs fro m the way we 
construct them, a factor that has come about due to the present pervasiveness o f computing and 
the inevitable ocular bias such means lead to in the conception of design and architecture. It 
contends that by applying a more inclusive sensory paradi gm when conceiving des igns througb 
RM a more complete and congen ial take on design, regardless of scale, can be achieved. 
The thesis used the technologies affi liated with Rapid Manufacturing as de fining components 
in the conception of its designs. Such aims were explored through the execution of a number of 
case-study designs which were conceived by uti lizing particul ar qualities of the technologies 
which are unique to RM, and would be di ffic ult or senseless to be made by alternate fabrication 
methods. This process, which acts as an inherent refl ection of the fabricati on means, became 
known as Layered Freeforming. It is within thi s framework the case-studies were fo rmulated, 
fabricated and appraised. 
The rationale and motivation for this research emerged fro m lack of engagement of the AF 
related di sciplines with the illherent method based advantages thi s form of fabrication, a means 
which provided a natural bond between the digital processes and the material methods of rea l-
ization. Nor is there a clear theoretical template according to which such endeavours could be 
advanccd. Thc aim of the research was thus to use tbe additive fabrication metbods as defining 
components in the conception of its designs, and to conceive such designs by applying a design 
approacb which considers both the computing based as well as fabrication and material centred 
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factors in their realization. These objectives were formulated through a more inclusive sensory 
and perceptual perspective. These aims were achieved througb the accomplishment oftbe fol-
lowing objectives. 
I) Build a clear understanding of comparable design based projects and research . 
2) Rev iew and define tbe scope of ex is ting literature relating to the thesis aims. 
3) Develop a metbodology wh ich is refl ecti ve of the particular processes and fabrication 
methods involved. 
4) Develop a design taxonomy related to the methodology. 
5) Develop a set of case-studies that refl ect the unique qualities of the additive fab ri cation 
processes. 
6) Develop design based case-studies wh ich are founded on a particular sensory paradigm. 
7) Chose a particular paradigm to deve lop further. 
The metbodology was formulated according to a qualitative method which used the exp loratory 
and basic approaches in its fulfi Iment. The methods used for data co llection were observation, 
literature review, unstructured interviews and case-studies. The methodology adapted a more 
bespoke take of the qualitative research approach by employing the notion of 'pragmatism' as a 
key element in its development. This approach, which considers LF a more craft-led approach 
to RM, allowed for a more hands-on and intuitive research approach to develop. As a parallel 
and anc illary act to thi s, the notion ofa syncretic approach was advanced. This position, which 
blends together two or more different systems into an unified symbiotic unit, was also encour-
aged in the inception of the case-studies. The adopted methodology accompli shed the research 
objectives and hence research aims. This research's contribution to original knowledge could 
be summarized as follows : 
9.1.1 Layered Freejarming Concept 
Rapid Manufacturing as a viable means of bespoke fabricat ion is gradually gaining recogni-
tion. However, the way the di scipline is still viewed is as competition to more traditional 
methods of production (Park, 2008), rather than a complementary practice. The use of RM in 
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the production of design and architecture is currently at most nominal, occupying the fringes 
of practice and academia. This is partly due to a lack of a framework according to wh ich such 
pursuits could be structured. The tbesis provides a way for using Layered Freeforming (an 
original defi nition of RM which was based and catalysed directly by RM technologies) in both 
the conceptualization and the actua lization of designs and architecture. It conceived des igns 
through exploiting the processes capabilities and to make designs that directly benefit (be it in 
something as subtle as in its texture or materi al consistency, or something as fundamental as its 
form) , from making it through AF, and which would be difficult or pointless to realize by any 
other fa brication methods. The research provided a theoreti cal framework refl ective and be-
spoke to the RM means of conception. It outlined a way for how RM could transcend into LF. 
Such intents were derived from precedents originating from a variety of disciplines, outlined in 
the literary review, which were unified through a form of syncretic merger. These approaches 
formulated along the lines of Vattimo's (1988) and Pallasmaa 's ( 1996) 'fragile' thought and ar-
chitecture; Porphyrio's ( 1982) ideas of structuring of ideas based on homotopic and heterotopic 
forms of though, and Leach et a l. (2004) who made a distinction between classical and gothic 
means of conception, were all applied and contextual ized to refl ect the RM means of concep-
tion. By considering the practice of RM through the framework of LF, a more innate channel 
for formulating physica l design through dig ital means was provided , 
9.1.2 LF-Model and Related Terminology 
The Layered Freeforming Model provides a ' open-source ' (adaptable) taxonomy in tune with 
the AF affiliated methods of conception, The LF -Mode provided a foundation for how AF 
processes can be described. It refers to associative positioning and scaling where groupings are 
sequential but not necessarily linear, entailing that one link or node can have several (different) 
connections or continuations. The links of the various scales is proportional rather than metric. 
Adjacent categories are defined according to ' lesser than' and ' more than ', or 'adjacent to' or 
'controlled by', rather than as specific quantities, positions or sizes, The proportional distri -
bution can also be asymmetrical, with certain volumes or proportions (aspccts) of thc design 
having a larger quantity of certain sub-categories than others Such conceptual groupings or 
arrangements are relevant because they prov ide means through which a number of adjacent and 
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overlapping features, programs, elements can be described and defined. They provide a sugges-
tive and generalized system for defining something tbat doesn' t necessarily lend itself naturally 
to systemization. Their intent is to provide suggestive mind-maps without necessarily stifling 
subjecti ve interpretation and usage of the terms. They provided a grai n or resolution for a proj-
ect conceived through these means that affords it with a set of interlinked reference points, a set 
of logisti ca l buoys that act as ancbors for any conversations (be these internalized, non-vocal, 
or externalized, amongst others) about related matters. Here the ' meaning' of a class ification 
was not built around a core spine (a centrali zed approach), but is instead attached to the unit, 
the fragment or cell (tbe Mether related terms) which, in conjunction witb other units, makes 
up the body of a notion (a clustered approach) - be tbis applied in tbe des ign of an idea of an 
artifact. The LF-model and accompanying terminology were generated along side the develop-
ment of tbe case-studies and provide a integrated metbod fo r conceiving designs through AF 
related methods. 
9.1.3 Applying the LF-Model in Design 
The hypothetical proposition put forth were tested and amended according to the results of tbe 
case-studies. Six of the eleven case studies were designs that were generated by features and 
processes exclusive to RM . These case-studies were: 
SLA & FDM Bowl(s) 
The project explored bow the default support structures oftbe two additive fabrication pro-
cesses could be utilized as defining constituent in a des ign. It was also an example of 'what is 
designed (in CAD) is not what will be built (in CAM)', an factor unique to certain AF methods, 
which needed to be included as a founding consideration during the conception of the designs. 
Adaptable SLA Material Matrix 
Tbe aim was to provide create a minute structural matrix witb a performative purpose. It took 
tbc matcrial propcrtics of a SLA rcsin! matcrial as a starting point, and manipulatcd thcm into 
a variety of minute pre-determined patterns wbicb allowed one to extend the ' intrinsic ' proper-
ties of tbe material witb a variety of additional ones based on how the micro-tessell ations were 
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arranged and di stributed . Two samples were built as proof of concept wh ich may be extended 
to produce more complex forms , in which the internal space frame varies its geometry across 
the object . Conceived in this manner the fine scale structure would be optimized at every point 
for the inherent fo rces at that specific point, creating an organically evolved and responsive 
fabrication . 
Ghost Tile 
The case-study explored how, by using select SLA photopolymers, markings can be ' burnished' 
into the fabricated resin units. The design provided a suggestion for how this particular applica-
tion of the SLA process could be utilized to fulfill various opacity related des ign features. 
A/ice Cups 
The case-study's applied the capaciti es, the manual parametric abilities, of CAD in the context 
of CAM, and explored how by simple acts of stretching, pulling, flattening and selectively 
combin ing a 'core' cup, a variety of alternate functions could be achieved. The resulting de-
signs fu lfill ed and functi oned according to initial intentions. 
Bead Pavilion 
The case-study attempted to design an architectura l structure by using currently available RM 
technologies. A number of full scale beads were made through the SLS process, which allowed 
the viability of both the joints and the strength of the beads to be manually experienced and 
assessed. This particular application allowed, wh ilst still within their established remit, the 
technologies expand and be imagined beyond tbeir usual scope, and provided a suggestion for 
how AF could be used in the implementation of larger scale builds. 
PaperCuts 
The case-study applied the subtractive fabricat ion processes to make an additive assembly, a 
technique where, usually to create a topograph ical representation, a number of cut-out profiles 
are combined and stackcd to provide an analogue rendition of a mass or volume. However, 
here each ' layer' could also be altered and customized, allowing for the a different take of what 
' layered ' fabrication entails. The designs provided a suggestion for how the seemingly oppos-
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ing CAD-CAM fabrication methods can be combined and how the advantages of each method 
could be united . 
Collectively these case-studies provided a suggestive framework of techniques and features , 
unique to AF, which can be adapted and app lied to fuLfill a vari ety of different function and 
aesthetic based requirements. 
9. 1.4 A Sense Based Application of LF 
The designs included here all aimed to realize designs that are directly reflective of the Rapid 
Manufacturing related fabrication methods, but do so by producing designs that are based on 
the three senses least affi liated wi th computing, i.e. taste, smell and touch . The designs are 
titl ed The Sensory Follies, and include th e Gustatory Folly (taste/ digestion), Olfactory Folly 
(smell) and the Tactil e Folly (touch) . Each presented a distinct take of a perceptual sense by 
also applying particular AF feahlres unique to Rapid Manufacturing. 
Gus/a/ory Folly 
Thi s case-study provided a novel appli cati on of AF. It endeavored to explore the gustatory 
qualiti es through the use of a specific additive fabrication process which allows for an edible 
piece to be built. [t also examined the literal process of digestion of the design - bow different 
flavours can be released, intermingled and sequenced. 
Olfac/OIY Follies 
Two designs were made, which were as subtle and di screte, yet as expressive and catalytic, as 
a fragrance. Design that could be experienced without being seen, sensed before comprehend-
ed. Both designs were built through SLA, and used the support scaffolding for storing various 
fragrant oi ls, which were gradually released into the vernacular. The case-studies functioned as 
expected, distributing their subtle affect into their environments and did have a notable affect 
on the ambience of each space. 
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Finger Run 
The case-study, a tactile folly, sought to, througb the use of a ' pantom' haptic interface, make 
something to be experienced and explored through the sense of touch. It aim was to explore 
how the baptic device could be used to design things (through computing based means) wbich 
were designed through tbe sense of touch, to be perceived by the sense of touch. The design 's 
two panels, wbich were fab ricated through SLA, did provide a viable rendition and reflection 
of the design's origina l intentions. The scale and roughness of the textures were fabricated as 
anticipated, and the ' flow' of the hand and fingers across the panels was natura l and lent itself 
to the aimed arch-like, elbow centered, motion. On more extended tactile exp loration, done 
without the benefit of vi sion , the design 's layers of different forms of textures and patterns 
became palpable, and did provide an emphati c refection of tbeir conception and fabrication 
process. 
Design Ground 
The case-study was for a textured floor pattern used to provide understated cues to its ambu-
latory users. The design introduced a novel approacb and vocabulary for how a more tactile 
method could be included into the general realm of design considerations. The design did pro-
vide a viable so lution to a complex brief and was considered a success. 
The Sensory Follies advanced and expanded the remit initiated by the initial set of case-studies 
by developing the brief to include alternate external considerations. By contextualizing their 
brief according to a particular set of conditions derived by selectively limiting sensory percep-
tion, the case-studies provided an alternate and original take on what computing based design 
en tai led and thus did achieve their objectives. 
9. 1.5 ManuductOlY Tactile Mapping 
Snakeskin, a manuductory interface - perfonns a 3n example of a design that has been directly 
catalyzed by, and inherently dependent upon, tbe technologies affiliated with Layered Free-
forming. It became a culmination of all the aforementioned designs, and did utili ze many of the 
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processes and material affects revealed during the preparations of the case-studies. 
The Snakeskin is a wall based tactile relief mapping that informs its user about key approach-
ing and surrounding vernacular elements and features. It is ' read ' through cutaneous contact, 
which is communicated through a Braille- like vocabulary but which, instead of using a six-dot 
system like Braille, utili zes a set of ' tactil e-icons' (sensed through the hand and arm whil st 
moving along the strip) to relay its message. A number of physical rendi tions were made 
through various RM methods of the design, which eventually resulted in the final version, an 
almost eleven meter long sample strip of the Snakeskin, made through 3D Printing, which 
consisted of seventy-two different pieces which were assembled into the final strip. The design , 
which weighted almost thirty kilos, is amongst the largest builds made through RM. 
9. 1.6 Publications and Exhibitions 
Three papers have been completed, presented and the writings were included in the conference 
proceedings. 
I. Modeen, Thomas; Pasquire, Christine; Soar, Rupert - Ubiquitous Customization -
Utilizing Rapid Manufacturing in the Production of Design and Architecture. ARCOM 
05, London, 2005. 
2. Modeen, Thomas; Pasqui re, Christine; Soar, Rupert - Design Ground - An Iconic 
Tactile Surface. ACADLA 05, Savannah, GA, 2005 . 
3. Modeen, Thomas; Pasquire, Christine; Soar, Rupert - Exploring the Tactile Traits of 
Additive CAD-CAM Production - The Role of Touch in ContemporGlY Architectural 
Form Finding . Sources of Architectural Form, Kuwait City, 2007. 
Select pieces of the included work has also been exhibi ted at various venues. These include the 
'Syn_athroisis' exhibition in Thessa loniki, Greece, in January 2008; Asia House, London, in 
March 2008; and the nous Gallery, London, in Apri l - May, 2008 (Fig. 9.5). 
Further exhib itions have becn confirmed for the Fall of2008 at the Dar AI-Funoon Gallery in 
Kuwait; and the La Fontaine Gall ery in Manama, Bahrain. 
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9.2 Research Recommendations 
The recommendations are the facts identified, ideas explored or new concepts developed based 
on academic endeavour that need to be advised, praised or commended by others (Othman, 
2004). They can also be certain aspects of the subject being studied which are recognized as 
potential candidates for further work. 
9.2.1 Adopting the Sliding Control Bar Approach in a Web-Based Application 
The research proposed an application of a parametric control procedure, the sliding control-
bar principle, accord ing to which a core (genotype) RM based design could, through manual 
means, be sequentially altered to befit particular (phenotype) conditions. A case-study, the Alice 
Cups, was produced accord ingly. These means, as a screen or even web-based appl ication, 
have the potential to be applied as a way for RM to be utili zed in a more direct and commercial 
context. It could allow a des ign to be manipulated , by sizing, stretching or ex tend ing it accord-
ing to a x, y, z volume, to accommodate set circumstances, be these manipulating a intricate 
shelving-system to fit a particular niche; or adapt a lampshade 's size and the size of its perfo-
rated pattern to suit specific lighting conditions. 
9.2.2 Including the LF-Model in Ongoing Research 
The approach to RM put forth in the thes is cou ld also be applied in ongoing research projects. 
The ' Wonderwall' project, currently run under the auspices of Buswell el al. (2005) exp lores 
using Freefonn Construction related technologies in tbe realization of large sca le builds. It 
endeavours to develop a more, in concept, mutable walV partition which, through the use of 
an evolved rendition of the additive processes (FC), can be made to accommodate a number 
of differing functions and conditions. By appropriating elements and features of LF, and the 
open-source hybrid practices is allows for, the research would benefit from an expanded set of 
resources and analogies according to which its objectives cou ld be advanced (Fig. 9. 1). 
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Figure 9. 1 Features fro m the 'Wonderwall ' project, exploring vari ous hybrid systems that could 
be combined with the evolving addi tive (Freeforrn Construction) processes - a combination of 
full y bespoke (Layered Freeforrning/ Freeform constructi on), semi-bespoke (transitionaV con-
nective components), and generic (halbzeug/ mass produced) components and fabricati on meth-
ods ... 
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Figure 9.2 A bespoke Mashrabiya (a privacy screen and sun-shade - a type of midd le-eastern 
oriel) made for a particular window (located at the Dar AI-Funoon Gallery) in Kuwait. The 
mashrabiya 's shape and patterning was determined by the desired shadow patterns rather than by 
the material screen itself. The shadows came first - the screen design followed ... 
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Figure 9.3 The mashrabiya is made up of twenty-eight bespoke coded ti les which slot 
together. 
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9.2.3 An Adapted Mashrabiya 
The' Parametric Mashrabiya ', an updated rendition of the privacy-screen! partition usually 
found in the middle-east (an 'ori el' is an occ idental rendition of this). Based on designing the 
shadows rather than the screen (Fig. 9.2), which are simulated in CAD, the design reverses the 
means of design, and provides a bespoke response to a particular location and condition, where 
the distribution of light and views, as well as the shadow-patterns it fornls, have been custom-
ized according to the spec ific needs of its user or proprietor. The design is made of twenty-eight 
separate and di ffe rent framed components which all slot together to fOffil a 175 cm by 100 cm 
fra me (Fig. 9.3). The design is currently in process. 
9.2.4 Expanding the Tactile Scope 
Research is also ongo ing regarding the expansion of the ideas explored during tbe initial stages 
of the Snakeskin des ign and during the making of the Des ign Ground and Finger-Run. These 
include making a whole wa ll plane into a haptic surface, and appropriating the lessons learnt 
during the making of the Snakeskin into a whole tactil e (mostly hori zontal) fi eld of a tactile 
surface that introduces a whole new, more comprehensible, and less directional, domai n within 
which related matters can be explored and expanded into (Fig. 9.4). 
9.2.5 Expanding the Tactile Means 
There are inherent advantages and potenti ais in using a haptic interface in des igning phys ical 
artefacts. However, as a design tool, particularly in tbe context of des ign and architecture, tbis 
medium would benefit from further linkage and assimilation of various CAD and scripting 
based softwares and plug-ins. Allowing for a smoother and more error-free transition between 
these conception modes and integrating the means through which they are controlled, would 
hopefull y allow the more material and qualities, textures and kinaesthetic attributes, of a des ign 
to be comprebended and appreciated. 
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Figure 9.4 Plan view of a tactile field, where a larger area of the ground plane is 
treated as a tactile topographical surface. Here the vocabulary used in the Snakeskin 
is expanded and applied to a more comprehensive context, where the surfaces planes 
and textures aim to suggest, but not dictate, how the field should! could be used. The 
image also shows examples of 'Designer Puddles' which, when dry, form subtle, al-
most un-noticeab le identations in the plane. However, in the aftermath of a rain, these 
slight cavities retain a slight quantity of water, fonming shallow reflective pools wh ich 
are shaped into various images, forms, suggestive demarcations or even letterings that 
exist for a short whi le, until eventua lly even they dry up ... 
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Figure 9.5 lmage from the 'Residue' ex.hib ition at tbe nous Gall ery in London 's Kings Cross, 
held in April - May, 2008. Both subtracti ve as well as additive (LF) processes were used in the 
making of the pieces on display. In the foregrou nd one can observe the Fragrant Tower; in the 
background can a section of tbe Snakeskin be observed. The lit steel sign above, made bespoke 
for the gallery, spell s out the gallery 's name through over 3300 laser perforati ons ... 
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Appendix 01 
Exploring Microstructure Optimization through the use of Stereolithogra-
phy 
By Jamie O'Brain, Sean Hanna, Siavash Haroun Mahdavi & 
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Abstract 
Our aim is to demonstrate that a strong yet lightweight material, with an optimized internal struc-
ture, can be designed through a heuristically selective process and produced with rapid prototyp-
ing. The heuristic we have used is a genetic algorithm which allows us to produce structures with 
a level of internal complexity that would otherwise render the material all but undesignable. We 
acknowledge that other heuristic algorithms may be used in this process but we have employed 
GAs because of their proven reliability, flexibility and robustness (Bentley, 1999, p8). 
Rapid prototyping (RP) is a computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) procedure whereby an object 
or material can be generated by creating a build file in a computer-aided design (CAD) package 
and exporting the data to the RP equipment. The RP machine then interprets the data as a series 
of miniscule deposits, built up in layers until the object is fully formed. Our interest in this CAD-
CAM process extends from the possibility of employing a heuristic algorithm at the CAD level 
to establish optimal struts in a CAM-generated material, thereby enabling us to produce intricate 
yet strong materials. For the purposes of the project we used Matlab for running the GAs, 3Ds 
Max for devising and exporting CAD files and a XXXXX stereolithography machine. The algo-
rithm we devise will, we intend, be available for use in a variety of engineering or architectural 
projects. 
This paper will cover the design and implementation of the algorithm and the material and dis-
cuss the broader issues of creating optimal materials with heuristic procedures. We have taken 
an interest in the use of RP in biomechanical procedures and how this medical application has 
assisted researchers understand the properties of bone - itself a complex yet optimized organic 
material. This observation provides, we believe, a useful analogy to draw upon when designing 
inorganic materials. The analogy will be outlined below. 
1.0 Background 
1.1 Artificial and natural structures and materials 
Materials for building any structure need to be strong enough to support the stresses and strains 
exerted on the structure under a variety of circumstances. In previous generations, folk knowl-
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edge of the properties of materials, whether wood, stone or otherwise, was the preserve of the 
craftsman and sufficed for building simple structures and machines intended for specific tasks. 
The increased use of iron in the nineteenth century however necessitated an understanding of 
materials and structures based more on mathematics than folk knowledge. Thus the development 
oflarge-scale bridges, ships, railways and heavy machinery, etc., accelerated the pace of change 
in materials science. In recent decades the ever increasing use of computing in design and engi-
neering has further pushed the possibilities of materials science and today the field may involve 
many disciplines from the physical and natural sciences, engineering and design. 
In this way the very sophisticated performance of modem structures are effected by the behav-
iours of their materials. As non-designed structures in the natural world depend on the minutiae 
of their chemical components to avoid decay, so in the human sphere, our endeavors to surmount 
the obstacles of nature or the limitations of our own biology necessitate the development of 
strong, light and flexible materials; hence the aeroplane wing: a structure which is strong yet 
flexible enough to withstand the immense physical forces exerted against it and light so as not to 
hinder the plane's flight. 
It is only relatively recently that we have begun to understand the physics of stress against a 
material, as well as the strain resulting from that stress, and the physical roles of springiness and 
stiffuess in a material. The discoveries have however revolutionized the design of materials and 
therefore of structures. 
Developments in the science of structures also allowed for the design of beams and trusses. 
Beams, like girders and train tracks, are solid materials and are able to take the strain of cantilev-
ers by accommodating different types of stress within their fabric. Trusses are usually a collection 
of such beams and were employed initially, in modem times at least, to build railway bridges: a 
truss system is able to support the weight of the train as it shifts along the structure. Such bridges 
today are often constructed from strong and rigid Prat! trusses or Howe trusses. 
It has often been noted that there are similarities between artificial structures and natural struc-
tures. D' Arcy Thompson's classic work On Growth and Form outlines this theme and provides 
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many such examples of natural phenomena such as bone, wood and shell that are structurally 
strengthened by a process of evolutionary modification. Our interest in this intriguing observa-
tion is not so much the way in which things can be made strong at the material or organic level, 
but how such materials and organs can be designed for strength at a more fundamental stage: in 
organs this stage may be the genetic or cellular level, in materials this stage may be computation-
al or micro-mechanical. The means by which such fundamental modification may be achieved 
artificially will be outlined in section 1.2 below. 
1.2 Rapid prototyping and Biomechanics 
In their paper 'Simulation of cancellous bone remodelling, structure and biomechanical stresses 
associated with osteoporosis' (2000), Morgan, Langton and Fagan outline the use and benefits 
of computer-aided design and manufacturing (henceforth CADCAM), in a biomechanical pro-
cedure. In short, they aim to understand the effects of this bone disease by artificially modelling 
bone-like structures with rapid prototyping equipment. 
1.2.1 
Rapid prototyping (RP) is a range oftechniques for fabricating a part or an assembly using CAD 
data. The technique was first developed in the mid-1980s by 3D Systems, California, as Stere-
olithography (SLA) and has since been developed into a range of RP systems: Selective Laser 
Sintering (SLS), Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM), Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), 
and Solid Ground Curing (SGC). A lathing process, Computer Numerical Processing (CNC), is 
also used in conjunction with FDM. 
Stereo lithography is currently the most widely used RP technique. In brief, it is able to fabricate 
a model by shining a laser into a vat of photosensitive resin which hardens, or 'cures', on contact 
with the beam. The model is made on a platform which moves vertically in a continuous action 
and downwardly in incremental steps, each step selected to a desired measure of thickness, typi-
cally about 0.1 mm. The model is eventually built from successive layers added in these thin 
'slices' of cured resin and then sanded to smooth of the traces of steps on the surface. 
Selective Laser Sintering was developed in the late 1980s. An SLS machine consists of two pow-
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der magazines on either side of the work area. A levelling roller moves polymer-coated powder 
over from one magazine, crossing over the work area to the other magazine. The laser then traces 
out the layer. The work platform moves down by the thickness of one layer and the roller then 
moves in the opposite direction. The process repeats until the part is complete and the excess 
powder brushed off. SLS' advantage over SLA is in the property of the materials which are far 
less brittle, less prone to stress and approximate the modifiable properties of thermoplastics. 
The Fused Deposition Modelling process was also developed in the late 1980s. The fundamental 
process involves heating a filament of thermoplastic polymer and channelling it through a small 
tube to form into the RP layers as it cools. This technique is of particular relevance to this paper 
as it is a commonly used technique in biomechanical modelling (Callicott, 2001, piS 1), and al-
lows two separate polymers to be used in conjunction (the latter point will be addressed in more 
detail below). 
1.2.2 
We noted above that load-bearing natural phenomena such as skeletons are often similar in struc-
ture to artificial structures. To illustrate this point we can draw further on the example of human 
bone. 'Bone' is two things, an organ and a tissue, and each responds to the stresses and strains ex-
erted on our bodies in childbirth, occupation, disease or aging, and so on (Bagge, 2000, p 1349). 
In this way, the biology of bone is intimately linked to the ways in which we live (hence the 
relationship between humans and nature). The very shape and density of our bones often reflects 
our occupation or our diets or lifestyles, (Roberts and Manchester, 1983, p105). 
As bones change form at the organ level so they are also responding to our lifestyles at the struc-
turallevel, the tissue level and the cellular level. This relationship between the over all structure 
and the internal composition of bone is of particular relevance to the CADCAM process, in that 
a synthetic structure can be optimised by engineering its internal form. In this respect it is worth 
noting the complexity and dynamic behaviour of bone growth, the process of which is outlined 
below. 
Bone can be treated as a material, and in this respect it has unique properties. The purpose de-
scribing bone in this way is to demonstrate how it behaves as a dynamic system of compounds 
working together to improve its over all performance in a whole range of situations - both simul-
taneous demands, such as in a leap or fall, and in the changing types of demands over the span 
of a lifetime. 
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Bone has the ability to remodel biomechanically: the properties of its tissue and the design of its 
structure allows it to respond to this extraordinary range of demands. These demands are physical 
stresses and strains: tension, compression and torsion (the results of pulling, pushing and twisting 
respectively). 
As with any type of material, the stress (the pushing forces of compression or tension), on a bone 
is measured either in kilograms per square centimetre (kg/cm') or meganewtons per square me-
ter (mnlm'); strain (the pulling forces upon atoms and molecules during stress), is measured as 
the percentage increase in length after stress (in bone as fractions of a millimetre). Elasticity is 
measured in Young's modulus (measurement E correlating to kg/cm') of stress/strain (that is, the 
force per unit divided by the change in length as the result of that force). Strength is measured as 
the amount oftensile force required to break the material. 
Bone is stronger than the sum of its compound parts, unusually so for a mineralised material, 
with a tensile strength parallel to the axis of the whole bone of about 1128 kg/cm', and perpen-
dicular to the axis of about 705 kg/cm'. Its tensile strength is about 1008 kg/cm' and compressive 
strength about 1509 kg/cm'. It's Young's modulus is about 210,930 (figures taken from Shipman 
et ai, 1985, pp53-54). The hollowness of a bone also contributes to its strength in that it allows 
for a more complex internal mechanism to deal with a range of stresses and strains. However, 
changes between the compounds of bone over a lifetime (for example, the increases in molecular 
bonding and decreases in collagen and hydroxyapatite bonding), result in increased brittleness 
and weakening. 
The compounds from which younger bone is made contribute to its resistance to breakage. They 
come in two forms of matrix, the organic (or osteoid) and the inorganic. The organic matrix (pri-
marily made up of collagen), gives bone its elasticity, whereas the inorganic matrix, (primarily 
the calcium salt hydroxyapatite), gives bone its hardness and strength in compression. The com-
pounds respond to the supply of blood throughout the bone and serve different functions: forming 
either cancellous bone (bony tissue surrounded by blood vessels), compact bone (blood vessels 
surrounded by bony tissue) or subchondral (less vascular than compact bone, more vascular than 
cancellous bone). The deposition of these types of bone varies according to the maturity of the 
bone, resulting in different forms of new bone (woven, laminar and fine cancellous), performing 
different functions and each contributing to the development of mature or adult bone, known as 
lamellar. 
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The cellular make up of bone allows this complex behaviour at the tissue level. Bone cells come 
in three forms - osteoblasts, osteoctyes and osteoclasts - and have the functions of producing 
new bone and reabsorbing old bone by way oftheir internal organelles (chiefly the Golgi appara-
tus). These three types of cells work together to constantly grow and remodel bone. Osteoblasts 
are the cells which produce bone by secreting osteoid; osteoctyes have the effect of responding 
to the body's need for a balance of minerals in bone and soft organs; osteoclasts reabsorb bone 
for use in other bone production. 
It is not necessary to describe the function of every bone in the body but, needless to say, the 
particular pressures placed on each bone are responded to at the tissue level and therefore the cel-
lular level in a process of selection. These minute responses in nature are localised responses to 
selective pressures (whether molecular or ecological pressures, or both) and are triggered at the 
genetic level. In understanding and harnessing this process we can begin to design more respon-
sive and more economical materials and structures. 
1.2.3 
The feature common to biomechanical modelling to CAMCAD is a simulation process, finite 
element (FE) analysis. This is a computational method that subdivides an object into a system of 
very small (but finite) elements to create a finite element model. Each element is assigned a set 
of equations, describing mechanical properties, boundary conditions, imposed forces and so on. 
These equations are then solved as a set of simultaneous equations to predict the emergent behav-
iour of the object; the greater the number of finite elements, the more accurate the analysis. 
The use of this in biomechanics is extensive. It is used, for example, in modelling bone stress and 
adaptation, reconstructive surgery and implant design. Ultrasound scanning can also be used to 
model internal organs, bullets from gun shot wounds or embryos, the data of which can all be fed 
into CAD programme and then used for Fused Deposition Modelling to aid surgeons. 
The proximity of this medical procedure to the CADCAM process outlined in this paper provides 
an intriguing opportunity to also apply search algorithms to the design process. In a paper on the 
microstructural adaptation of a femur after fracturing, Bagge (2000), seeks to demonstrate how 
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the spicules of bone achieve an optimal path to seal the breakage. This process of biomechani-
cal optimisation may provide the model for applying search algorithms to a synthetic modelling 
process. Our research has attempted to realise this possibility and the process we have employed 
is outlined in section 3, below. 
2.0 Search algorithms and evolutionary systems - a brief introduction 
2.1 A few examples 
GAs are one type of method among many in the field of generative systems. Other algorithms 
include simulated annealing and tabu search. Generative systems, such as expert systems, cellu-
lar automata and genetic programming, are able to produce streams of data, select the best data, 
or paths of data, and store those 'decisions' for future use. Although generative systems rely on 
a user to input 'rewards' or 'punishments' for good or bad decisions, their value is in their ability 
to produce highly complex systems over many generations that the user is incapable of conceiv-
ing unaided. The field of generative systems will now be described very briefly by way of a few 
examples. 
Stephen Wolfram in his book A New Kind of Science (Wolfram, 2002) devises thousands of 
examples of cellular automata - simple elements processed through simple rules that, after thou-
sands or tens of thousands of generations, produce extraordinarily rich and intricate pattems, 
suggesting something of the way in which nature also produces such complexities. 
Karl Sims (Sims, 1999) developed artificial creatures, made out of computer-generated shapes 
(usually squares and rectangles), which at the design stage moved to specified rules (for example, 
a twist-bend rule, a revolute rule, spherical movement rule and so on), and were rewarded when 
they achieved their fitness function of advancing forward in a simulation of swimming or walk-
ing, leaping or following another creature. Over successive generations Sims built up a sequence 
of successful movements that resulted in the creatures appearing to move in a remarkably life-
like way. 
In genetic programming the elements of the test case are initialised, so that the 'genome' ofthe 
specimen can itself be altered. Gruau (see Banzahf et ai, 1998), for example devised a six-legged 
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insect based upon cellular code and the 'legs' as trees of these cells, establishing a neural network 
of joint neurons and sensor neurons in each leg. 'Walking' values were included in the algorithm 
so that the movements could be encoded at the programming level. 
2.1.2 Search algorithms and the evolutionary approach to design 
Designs in both engineering and more creative fields can benefit from a randomised algorithmic 
search for an optimum factor, similar to the evolutionary process in nature outlined in the preced-
ing section. The following section will serve to outline the principles of search algorithms useful 
to the design process, focussing only on the two algorithms most relevant to the focus of this pa-
per, (a practicable explanation of this process is beyond the scope of this paper). 
Genetic Algorithms 
Of all evolutionary design techniques GAs are the most widely used (Reeves, 2003, p2). This may 
be due to their reflecting the 'innovative flair of human search' and their reliable flexibility, their 
robustness (Bentley, 1999, pS). Importantly, and despite the randomness of its search mechanism, 
the process of designing with GAs is controlled by the user. 
For a GA to work, its search space and solution space must be defined. The search space is a popu-
lation of coded solutions - analogous to the genotype - and the solution species the actual form 
desired by the designer, onto which the search space must be mapped - the analogous phenotype. 
The code of the search space is a series of Is and Os, (the 'alleles', to draw another analogy from 
genetics), and are formed in a string as a binary chromosome. 
In a 'simple' or 'canonical' GA the genotypes of the elements in a population are given random 
chromosomes and the evaluation of their fitness begins. The more fit the chromosome according 
to the phenotype specification, the higher the score it is given. Those chromosomes achieving the 
highest fitness scores are channelled back into the next algorithm to produce a successive 'mat-
ing pool'. Parent chromosomes within this pool are then selected randomly, and offspring are 
generated from their mating (or 'crossover operator'). And so the process continues until either 
all the fitness functions have been fulfilled or the algorithm has completed the desired number of 
generations. More advanced GAs can detect greater detail within its own search - such as when 
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evolution stops occurring or the development of 'elite' chromosomes passing through more than 
one generation. 
Simulated annealing 
In brief, annealing is the physical process of heating a solid and then cooling it slowly in order to 
strengthen it. The strength is brought about by the atoms realigning during the high temperature 
phase and then settling into a crystalline pattern as the temperature gradually reduces. During 
this gradual cooling, the various states at which the solid arrives can serve as models for possible 
ways to achieve optimisation, such models can be simulated by an algorithm and iterated through 
a computer programme. 
The simulated annealing algorithm makes a random selection from the alignment of atoms, 
changes the alignment (in a simulation of temperature change), and then compares these two 
atomic solutions to establish a cost function. If the cost function is negative then the new solu-
tion is taken to be the current solution, if not then the former solution remains; in either case the 
algorithm repeats (that is, the 'temperature' changes), until optimisation is achieved. 
3.0 Experiment outline 
3.1 The programme 
The data for this experiment was sourced from the physics of structures and from a Matlab 
programme which computationally fixed random points in space, and shown in the software's 
visualisation package. The GA then searched through various combinations of these points, with 
possible paths drawn between them (shown as read lines in the visuals), which represented the 
trusses or, one might say, the 'spicules' of the bone-like resin that we intended the stereolithogra-
phy machine to produce. A series of forces was computationally exerted against these trusses and 
the truss under the greatest stress was demarcated in purple in the Matlab visualisation. 
The GA gave either reward and penalty scores for structures that accommodated stress well or 
poorly respectively, and also for the weight of the trusses with penalty scores imposed for heavi-
ness. Other penalties were given for trusses with an angle less than 30 degrees as the stereolithog-
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raphy resin would loose strength and resolution. 
The GA also proved highly effective in searching for optimal structures as, with around 3 billion 
possible combinations of trusses, it would otherwise take several years to search through every 
possible structure. None of the thousand generations was discarded however as it was not pos-
sible to select optimal structures until the entire programme was complete. 
3.2 The physical structures 
Given the wide use of the technique, and its established reliability, we elected to use the stere-
olithography (STL) equipment at the Royal College of Art. This STL machine (a 3i Systems Vi-
per), is technically able to produce resinous nodules to a standard resolution ofO.05mm (although 
a resolution ofO.025mm is possible), yet despite the broad acknowledgement of the equipment's 
mechanical prowess (REF CALLICOT??), it was nevertheless essential for us to establish the 
physical properties, benefits and limitations ofthe resin in a variety offorms and under different 
types and levels of stress. Test structures were computer modeled in 3Ds Max, which is able to 
export STL files, involving a sequence of columns varying from 2mm - O.lmm in diameter and 
90 - 30 degrees in angle, and a series of holes, in a sheet 2mm thick, with widths varying from 
2mm to O.lmm. 
The lasers in the STL machine can be set at different orientations to produce arrange of textures 
and qualities. The variability in the angles of the columns was intended to test whether the shape 
of the structure would be effected by the orientation ofthe lasers. 
Firstly, however, we noted that the rigorous cleaning process meant that all of the finest columns 
(O.lmm) had snapped off the model. Also, as the resin is cured by exposure to ultraviolet light 
(usually for around four hours in a curing oven), exposure to any unfiltered light would cause it 
to harden and become less flexible and more brittle, (for the purposes of our test we cured it for 
eight hours to increase the hardness). The tensile strength of the columns therefore depends on 
the age of the unprotected material and a minimum diameter ofO.2mm is recommended. 
The columns were then tested by exerting a constant force against them, the flexibility of the 
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resin meant that they bend to a certain angle before snapping. We took the maximum angle to 
which they can be bent as a measure of their strength. These results were tabulated, below. 
3.3 Producing and testing the trusses 
Once the GA had produced a certain number of solutions, the points in space could be plotted in 
an AutoCad file as 3D spheres, the paths between them that the GA had established could then be 
established as members in a structure by drawing them with CAD cylinders. Once one element 
had been created in AutoCad we were able to produce an array of them, joining the members 
together along rows and columns until a mesh-like structure was formed. This AutoCad file was 
then exported to 3Ds Max for rendering, and an STL file created. 
Three models of different scales were made, 2.5 x 2.5 x 5cm. 
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Appendix 02 
An Evolutionary Approach to Microstructure Optimization of Stereolitho-
graphic Models 
By Siavash Haroun Mahdavi & Sean Hannal 
A paper summarizing some of the key programing related components described in chapter 5.2. 
The author provided the founding concept which was explored in the paper an is acknowledged 
in its 'Acknowledgements' section. 
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An Evolutionary approach to microstructure optimisation of 
stereo lithographic models. 
Siavash HaronD l\fahdavJ 
Dcp:utmcnt of CompuLer Science 
University College London 
Gowcr SL London WC lE 6BT. UK 
tnahdavi@cs.uclac.uk 
Abstract· The aim or thls work Is to otl11ze on 
evoluladolUll')' algorithm to evolv. the microstructure 
of an object creared by a stereolllbograpby mocblne. 
This should he opdml<ed to be able to withstand loads 
appUed to It whUe 01 lb. same tbue minimizing lIS 
overall weight. A two part algorithm Is proposed 
which evolves Ibe topology of the slructure with a 
,euedc algorithm, while calculating the detaUs of the 
shape with a separate, determlnlstlc, lreradv. pro<ess 
derived from slandard priodples or structural 
engl_rlng, The division of the method Into two 
separare processes nUowo both Oexlhility to cbunged 
design parameters without lb. need ror re .. volutlon, 
&od seatabllity or tbe microstructure to manufacture 
obJ""1S or tnerenslng size. The resullS show that a 
structure was evolved lbat was both Ught aod slabl •• 
The overall shape of the evolved latdce resembled a 
honeycomb structure lbat also satisfied the restrlctloDS 
Imposed by the srereoUthogrephy machine, 
1 (ntrod uction 
In his influential 1917 treatise On Growth and Fonn. 
O' Arcy Thompson describes the processes determining the 
shape of living organisms as consisting only partly of 
Darwinian evolution and partly of the external forces 
imposed on the organism as it grow.; in its environment In 
the case or bone, for instance, he states: 
'Here. for once, it is safe to say that 'heredity' need 
not and cannot be invoked to account for the 
configuration and arrangement of the trebeculae: 
for wc can see them at any time of life in the 
making Wlder the direct action' and cOntrol of the 
forces to which the system is exposed.' 
(Thomson 1917) 
While initially intended as en explanation of biology. his 
work has had 8 great fonowing among ensineers. and it is 
in the tradition of his proposal that we propose an 
algorithmic method of deriving an object's internal 
structure based partly on evolution, and partly on 
deterministic structural engineering' principles. This 
structure is analogous to the fibrous interior of bone, both 
lightweight and strong. to he manufactured by 
stereotithography. a computer controlled manufacturing 
process which uses a laser to set a form in a tank of resin. 
A series of linear structural members acting in either 
Sean Hanna 
Bnrtlctt School of Architecture 
University College London 
Gower St, London WCI E 6BT, UK 
s.hanna@cs.uci.ac.uk 
tension or compression traverse the volume of the object 
to be made and meet at node points,. much like a 3D space 
frame,. only rather than consisting of identical members at 
fixed angles from one another. their position and 
orientation are dependent on the forces that the object is to 
c8ll)'. 
Stereolithography builds the entire structure as a unit, 
so complexity costs nothing. With a resolution ofO.OSmm. 
the proCess can currently build the structural members 
under a millimetre in length resulting in a material similar 
in texture to sponge. This material could he formed to any 
shape required, and be organized at the smallest scale to 
carry e",emal rorees most efficiently. 
In a very basic example ofan evenly loaded rectangular 
beam for instance, points above the central axis are in 
horizontal compression, and JXlints below are in horizontal 
tension, and these forces increase vertically from this axis, 
and decrease hori7.ontal1y from the centre of the beam, see 
Fig.1. Rather than adding and removing large areas of 
material from the beam's cross section as in the case of a 
typical 'I' cross section, the small scale structure at each 
point of the besm can he optimised ror its structural 
capacity and least weight see Fig.2. 
Fig.' A simply loaded beam. 
VI (\f' f"-: 
!/ V If\, 1\ f\ 
!\ /\ ..;' V V 
l"\J I\, V, 
Fig.2 ,The mass of a I~pic:d or beam is cOnccntrated ar its 
extreme edges. A similar effect can be achic\'Cd by altering the 
microstnu:tun::. 
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Typically structural optimi",tion methods seek to 
minimize the weight ofa structure capable of withstanding 
a given set of forces. Th. work presented hore is the first 
step in ferming more complex s1nJctures than the simple 
beam; at this stage we present a method which is scalable 
in terms of both size and complexity, and produces a 
generic inttmal structure which is not under specific 
loading cooditions. External fa-ces are assumed to be in 
equilibrimn and therefore the structure has a regularity .t 
the intermediate scale, but the method is set out for 
increased complexity in the future. 
2 Background 
1.1 Stor •• lithography: The Pr ..... 
Stereolithography i. a method of creating solid 3D models 
of CAD drawings, see (Brain 2002) Cor a fuller 
explanatim It is ooe of the many types of machines 
collectively called 'rapid prototyping machincs'. k the 
name suggests, their primary usage i. with the rapid 
building of prototypes for testing by engineers and 
designers. However as the technology has been 
dramatically improving over the past several years, it has 
becane evident that this process can be used fa: more than 
building prc<otypcs and can be itself a method for 
constructing parts. 
The stereolithography machine coosists of. tank filled 
with liquid phot~lymer which is sensitive 10 ultraviolet 
light. An ultraviolet laser 'paints' ate of the layer., 
exposing the liquid in the tank and hardening it a platfocm 
then drops down into the tank • 1Tacti<n of a millimetre 
and the laser paints the next layer. This process repeats 
until the model is c:omplete. 
Once completed, the object is rinsed with a solvent and 
then baked in an ullraviolet oven that thoroughly cure. the 
plastic. 
1.1 Structural Optimlsatlon: Prevl.us W.rk 
Several techniques have been devised fa- generating the 
topology of cootinuoos ",lids analysed by the Finite 
Elemenl Method (FEM). Both GA and non-random 
iterative methods have been used. Marc Schoenhauer 
reviews a number of GA methods fa generating topology 
in 2D QC 3D space to optimise structural problems 
involving continuous shapes. The genetic representatim in 
these cases can determine a configuration of holes ond 
solid using Va-onol diagrams a: a list of hole shapes 
(Schocnhauer 1996). Yu-Ming Chen uses a non-random 
iterative process of shifting node points in the FEM 
representation toward high stress zones to examine similar 
problems (Chen 2002} The .. methods can determine the 
nmnber and positim of holes in a cantilcvered plate, for 
instance, but do not deal with ttuss-like structlres. 
The majcrity of research into the optimisation of 
discrete element structurcs (lrusses, space-Il-ames) ha. 
been in the rer.ning of the shape QC mom ber sizes, mthor 
than the topology (in term. of members connecting the 
node points of the structure). Adeli and Cheng use a GA to 
optimise the weight of space 1russes by determining the 
width of each member in a given structure. The shape and 
load points are fIXed in advanced, and the cross sectional 
are .. of groups of member. are encoded in the genome, 
then selected to minimize the total weight (Adeli and 
Cheng 1993} Yang Ji. Ping has developed. GA which 
determines both shape and topology, however the 
algorithm must begin with an acceptable unoplimised 
soluticn and refine the topology by removing omnectiOllS 
(Ping 1996). 
2.3 Stenollthography: Previous Work 
Stereolithogmphy and other rapid prototyping techniques 
are now beginning to be investigated as an alternative 
method of cons!ruction fa objects of high canplexity, 
particularly with intricate internal structures. This has not 
yet become commercially viable fa ma .. producticn, but 
several researchers are preparing fa' the increasing 
accuracy and decreasing cost of the technology in the 
future. Molecular Geodesisics, Inc. is investigating 
structures based on • regular tensegrity spacell-ame which 
would, at a miaosc~c size, be useful as biological or 
industrial fihers (Molecular Geodesics 1999). 
3 Method 
3.10v0rvlew 
The volume of the overall object is divided into • three 
dimensional grid of cubes, each forming. modular unit to 
which will be referred to as 'unit cubes'. As the work 
presented here is concerned with relative perfamance 
rather than • specific complCll loading con<filicn with real 
world units of farce ond size, no real wald units are used 
throughout. This unit cube defines the basic unil of 
measurement used in the algcrithm and has a volume of 
onc. The actual size of these is dependant on the madline 
and material used but is in the range of me to several 
millimelres. In a loaded object the stresses at all points can 
be calculated using the element analysis equations (see 
sec. 4.1) and can be seen to vary oontinuously !ran point 
10 adjacent point Each one of these cubes cootains a group 
of s!ruts aiented to optimise its efficiency fa the sir ..... 
incurred at that particular point and its adjacenl units 
cootain a very slightly different structure for • slightly 
different stress <",dition. In the object as • whole the 
arrangement of each cub. varies considerably, but does so 
gradually and continuously over its yohnne in response to 
the external Corces, sec Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. An array of26 outer cubes surrowlding the central cube. 
Two separate processes are used to dctermine the 
structure: the connections betwet.'Tl nodes evolved by a 
genetic alg:<rithm (GA) and their positions by a 
deterministic analysis of the forces. Given n points in 
space, a graph of connections (the 'connectim graph ') can 
be formed bdween them that does not vary topologicnlly 
as the locatioris of any of the points change. The number 
ofpossihlc graphs is 'n factorial', and it is this cmnection 
graph between the nodes that the GA evolves. This process 
takes some time and by its nature involves randomness. 
The actual position of the nodes however, is detennined by 
a separate. iterative process of moving points in space to 
achiC\"C structural equilibriwn. This standard analysis of 
structural equatioos is deterministic and efficient. 
The placement of the node points in 3d space vanes 
from point to point, but tllt.if connections to me another 
do not. This accompli~cs two things that we find 
necessary for sealability. First, it avoids breaks in the 
continuity of the structure by nllowins a difference 
betwceo one unit cobe of structure nod the next whieb can 
be scaled to arbitrary units of precision. These break points 
would literally be break points if the connection grajit 
were to change, as adjacent units of inccmpatible 
structures would be zones of weakness in the overall 
object Second, it allows ooe sinsle graph of connections 
to be evolved "hich can be applicable to all points. This 
allow. an object of any si7" and any number of units to be 
evolved once., rather than running the GA many times to 
generate structures foc large objects or complex load 
cooditioos. 
Analysis of an overall complex odlope or oomplex 
loading is a standard procedure usually performed by the 
finite element method (FEM) and by many existing 
software applications, as such it is not considacd in this 
paper. Instead, the work presented here is the creation of a 
structure at the simple end of this range. designed to test 
the method. EY(llution is p...,.formed to optimise the 
connection grajit under • range of differing tensile 
conditims but the overall object is not subjected to 
complex load, at varying point~ and as such, the final 
position ofnoocs in each unit cube does not vary. 
3.2 Geometrkal R<p ...... tatlo. 
Associated with each unit cube are n points that define the 
nodes at which two or more linear structural members 
ma.1. The structural members forming: connections 
bct:wet..'Tl these points are determined by the connection 
graph evolved by the GA and their size and the location of 
node points determined by the iterative process described 
below. Eaeb node point may be connected to any mnnber 
of other points in either its o\\u unit or any adjacent unit to 
form a basic structural unit of the design, repeated in each 
unit cube of the structure. Although the unit cube dermes a 
volume of space, the node points are nol constrained by it 
and are free to extend this structural unit beyond any of the 
boundaries. thereby overlappins the adjacent structural 
unit. 
There are n points in each unit cube. therefore each 
point may he connected to any of the (n - 1) point. in its 
0\111 unit, or any of the same n point, in the 26 (including 
caner 8djaC\..~cie:;) adjacent cubes. This results in a total 
of (27n -I) possible connectioo, to each node poin~ see 
Fig. 3. 
4 Iterative Structural Analysis 
4.1 Method. of Analyol. 
Standnrd vector methods were used in the analysis of the 
structures. Given a tensile or comprt.'SSive focre F acting in 
the direction of the structurnl element this can be 
decompoSt:d into it. (x.y.z) COOlponent. aloog eacb of oor 
axcs .. For each node JX>inl to be in a state of equilibrium, 
all of its connecting members are considered using the 
element analy~;s equations:, such that: 
EF,=O EF,=O 
The simultaneous analysis of multiple elements is 
performed using the direct stiffness method (DSM). (See 
(McGuire 2000) or other structW'llI anal).i, textbook for a 
full cxplnoatioo of this technique.) As mentioned in 
Section 3.1. at this stage the optimisation process is 
designed to achieve relative pcrfmnBnce. rather than m~"1 
a specific load condition, so nU calculations are simplified 
by being performed without tmits. The modular unit cube 
serves as the measure of length. and elastic moduli and 
cross sectional areas are considered equal in all members 
so are set to one in the DSM equations. 
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The structure is nnaJ)'Scd as a pin jointed system rather 
Ibon a frmne in bending. so no moments need be 
considered in the equalions. 
4.1 It .... ti .. Dctmni •• tiOI of Node P"";ri ••• 
Whil. Ibe GA generales Ibe pattern of connectiens, Ibe 
.ctual posilion of .ode points in space is determined by • 
dctenninistic process invoh·ing no randomness. These arc 
based purely on lb. connection graph and the gh ... 
ditcctiOll and Sil.e of forces aceing on each point in lhe 
stmcttU'c_ Gi\'Cn a connection grnph indicating which 
nodes are to be COMcctcd to onc Mother, the location or 
each node in -space is determined by an itemlh-e process 
",-bieh moyes each node from an initial start point in the 
direction required to bring thQ force$. in each connected 
member into equilibrium. To begin Ibe pr"""" .. all nedes 
ore placed at lb. aigi. (0.0,0) point in 3d space. For each 
iteration Ibe list of node points is traversed, and the (x,y,z) 
coordinOles of each point updated 10 the ,,~ighted .'=Se 
of Ibe coordinates of oil points 10 which il is ccnn«led. 
Thus the nod. poinls .... pulled fi:om the centre of Ihe unit 
c:ube in the directions of the adjacent cubes 10 wbich they 
arc connected. The process is stopped when the ma.~mum 
mo,-emcnt of any point is \\ilhin a gh·-cn tolerance (0.1 
unils) or after • set number ('00) of iterations. 
All points are moved at each itcmtion~ therefore the 
structure tends 10 oscillllle Mound a solution. Ol\cn lite 
ideal poiDts nrc convCfged upon quite quickly but 
somctimC$ the process continues for more than the 
maxim ... number of oIlowed ilerations. If this «curs Ibe 
given points arc considered to ha\'C been oscillating 
around a state of equilibrium, and have therefore not yet 
found a solution. Thus the points arc less fit and the 
solution is pcn3lil.cd in the fitncss function of the GA. 
Abot because there ore no Jh:cd points in the structurc. the 
entire Icl oC points could mo,'e in space as equilibrium is 
established between thc members. At each iteration 
thcreforcp 1he: mean coordinates of lh'c entire set of points 
is reset 10 the origin. 
As mentioned abc)\'c. the e\:o1"cd connection graph is 
mCtmt ,to Ix: liable (with sOnlC translation of nodo 
positions) under a rnnge of tensile or compressi"e forces in 
any direction. ·Weighting the above calculation in the 
diroction of the forcos 10 be appliod simulales differenl 
loading conditions for each unit cube. The 
stereolithography resin is able to act in both tension and 
compression so onc set of tensile calculations was used for 
hoIh. To weight the calculatien of Iho node positiou, 
• pplied forces are brol,.n into lIteir respectiv. (x,p) 
component ,·!Xtors as arc each of the members in the 
ealcula(iOD~ and the node point with its connecting 
mcmbcn trented as an isolated struclumJ unit under those 
forccl:~ to be soh'Cd by the clement anai)!lis equations: The 
different component ,'cctors of the applied t01Sians arc 
dh·idcd between the lInit ''CClOr$ of the members. and the 
resulting tcnsiaa sol\'oo b)' the dcmenl annJ)1,is equations 
used to weight the a,-ernging cnlculation. Thus under 
differenl looding condition. the sh.po of the Slruelore is 
seen to shift to accommodate the change in forces. sce Fig. 
4. 
!-'I8- 4. A tmit I,lube fual hruI been micmatoo tc. mnnin in 
equihbriwn \\hen exposed 10 foro:s coming from different 
directions:, (f~1 lensioo in a1l axC3,. then S:1 in the x. y and z 
8~ts respt."Cth'Cly,) 
Th. clJ'lCien.y of the •• lcul3tion is impro,~ by taking 
ad,'antnge of the fact that thO'C is a grcmer difference in 
the position of the points found under each load condition 
and lIteir stnrting poinl at lb. origin Ib .. between eilltcr of 
We different solutions f01lnd. The point locations arc first 
found for on equally tens,iolled condition, that is a tension 
of onc unit along each axis,. and this result is then used as 
the SI .. ing position for each of the other eonditiens. A 
tension of fivc units was used for each of the (x,y.z) axes 
in !equence. 
4.3 AnalysiS or Ih. SoIall08 by DSM 
The resulting solutim is a list oC fixed points in !paCe 
connected by membcn of kno\\n length and orientation is 
lhen C\'aluated for deflection using the direct stiffness 
method. The set or.u nodes in lb. unj~ "ith Ibeir inlernol 
connections and Ibose 10 ndj .... 1 unil cubes, are 
eoosidcrcd as an isolated structure placed under the 
applied external forces. The deneetion of each member i. 
calculated. and these used in the fitness function to assess 
the solution. 
5 Material considerations 
In construction. the structure is formed in a liquid 
slercolithography rCsin as a series of hori7"ntol layers . 
This results in an inhctmt hori1:ontal 6&rain' in e\'CI)' part 
or lite medel and DD. inability to construct th. undorside of 
any portion III an angle of les. Ihan 30" from horizontal. 
Members constructed .1 differing angles 10 Ihi. 'grain' 
Ibercfore ha,.. differing .trenglbs and Ibeir calculated 
deflection. ,,= medified accordingly in assessing the 
fitness ofth. solution. 
A Series of tests were made of small sample members 
"8I');ng from O.~mm to I ~_!'imm. and constructed at angles 
ranging from 30" to 90" from hori_to!. Each srunpl. wn. 
lested for strength and il was found Ibat the ,·crtieal struts 
were roughly I"ice as strong as thooo near 30". A .function 
dctermining ,trengllt from Mgle was determined b:lScd on 
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this data with all angles below 300 at a strength ofzero, $ee 
Fig. S. Then, in determining deflection for the fitness 
function, the calculated deflection of all members was 
divided by the value of this function. The method for 
calculating the strength of the struts was one used for 
testing the strength of fibres, This method. bend strength 
testing, is a standard method of evaluating the strength of a 
fibre or a thin rod. that cannot be compressed without it 
bending, An equation then relates this bend strength to the 
compressive strength of the strut 
ReIMIve bend Int ttrIr!gIhI .... consIruction.npll: *V 
'f" ,:~" 
'::1 Vi I.. ~' ,/', ' J 0 ~ . 1"1- .: ' 
" 
" 
j::[L 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
COIlItnJction ~ Me; 
Fig. 5. floc ortlle angle \'S. relative st1\:ngth. 
.. .. 
The stereolithography machine used has the ability to 
manufacture geometry to a resolution of O.OSmm. 
However because the liquid resin has to drain from 
nn>1hing built in the machine, and the designed structure is 
full of holes. an experiment was done to investigate the 
minimum size hole from which the resin could drain. 
A plate Wcl.S constructed with holes ranging in radius 
from Smm to O.05mm, It ""'as observed that the smallest 
hole from v.-hich resin could drain was O.6mm. This was 
taken into consideration v.hen deciding on a scale to 
oonstruct the structure.. 
6 The Genetic Algorithm 
6.1 Chromosome Structure 
The genetic algorithm is used to evolve the connedion 
graphs. \\hich describe the connections between the nodes. 
The structure of the chromosome is a series of upper 
triang.ular matriceS (lITM) that describe the connections of 
these nodes to one another. The first trrM describes the 
internal connections of the n nodes within the cube. The 
other 26 UTMs describe connections between the nodes 
Within the original centre cube and the copies of 
themselves in the surrounding cubes. Below is an example 
of the 27 trrMs Men just four nodes are used. see Fig. 6. 
Fig 6, An example of the 27 UTMs O5in8 4 nod .. , 
If any point row contains entirely zeros this indicates a 
lack of connections and the point is effectively eliminated 
from the structure. The chromosome is constructed to 
allow this to occur as an implicit method of simplifying 
the overall structure. If such a simplification occurs under 
crossover and mutation and is found to increase the fitnesS 
by reducing 'M!ight and still maintaining a stable structure 
this will be likely to influence future generations, 
gradually reducing the effective number of points over 
time. 
6.2 Initial Population 
For the initial population. eam bit is created randomly. 
The probability of having a 1 in the first mM (connection 
between 100 internal nodes) is O.S. By intuition~ the 
prooobility of having a t in any of the other UTMs is set to 
around 0.03 (connection between internal nodes and the 
copies ofthcmselves in the surrounding cubes). This low 
value was selected as an equal number of each bit \\Quld 
result in far too high a number of connections. and as 
evolution \\Ould bring this number down over time. Thus a 
head start was given. This assumption was verified as the' 
number of cross cube connections decreased trom 0.03 to 
0.0016 <luring evolution in the longest run of the 
algorithm. presented in Section 7. 
6.3 Crossov~r 
The point numbers have no effect on the topology of the 
connection gniph, so the numbering of the points is 
arbitrary. The crossover Cunction is therefore not 
performed by takins • ""ole length along the 
chromosome. instead x randomly chosen points from all 
the 27 mMs are taken from each parent and the two 
corresponding values arei swapped. The final crossover 
rate used was 300'1.. 
6.4 Mutation 
The mutation mechanism is separated imo two types: one 
for the central cube and another for all of the other 
surrounding cubes, For the central cube, a number of 
mutation points are chosen. depending on the mutation 
rate, and these bits are then flipped (0 replaced with I or 
vice versa). 
As each mutation is intended to forge or break 
connections with similar probability, the sparseness of the 
connection graph for the surrounding cubes requires the 
mechanism for the rest of the cubes to be a little different 
Because of the very large number of Os in these: outer 
cubes, if a standard mutation was carried out on random 
bits. then the number of external connections oould 
dramatically increase in the follo¥Ang generations. To 
overcome this. the program decides on vAlether to f1ip a 0 
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or 1 mth a probability of 0.5. If a 0 is chosen, one of the 
Os in the outer UTM is found randomly and flipped. lfa I 
is chosen, ooe of the Is in the outer UTM is found 
.andomly and fliwed. This has the effect .fmutation and 
can over time vary the proportion of Os and Is. 
6.3 FiIMSS FUDdion 
The factors taken into consideration when determining the 
fitness of each indi\idual in the population are as folio",,: 
• The number of angles below 30' 
• The 0\",a11 weight of the ind\idual 
• The maximum deflection within the system 
• Whether the iterative node placement had found a 
solution that settled down 
The cffec1 of each one of these factors was weighted as 
folloM. 
A • 2.0 
W c 0.4 
D 
-
3.0 
C 
-
2.0 
The values of A and C have to simply be high enoughto 
ensure that individuals mth angles below 30' (a material 
constraint) and those that are not in equilibrium have a 
~gnificantly lower fitnes, 
The values of W and D were chosen so that the weight 
of the structure and its strength have a .oughly equal 
importance. These four variables were then put into the 
following equation fa. each test IJI1der a different stress 
conditim (T): 
The fitness of each indi\idual " .. then the sum of the Ts 
for each of the four test. 
6.6 Stlt<60D 
The individuals in the population were selected using 
roulette wheel selection. The genetic algorithm \WS elitist 
in that the top two individuals of each generation were 
placed directly into the next generation. This meant that 
the fitness of the best member of the populatioo at each 
generation never decreased. 
7 Results 
All initial test runs of the algorithm showed similar rates 
of increase in fitness. for the longest run, the population 
size \WS set at SO and the program \WS run for 10.000 
generations. The time taken for.,ch indi\idual \WS about 
half a second {all four test conditions} making the total 
rime tal<en to run the whole experiment around three ~ 
The follomng plot displays the fitnesses over time for 
this longest of several test runs of the combined algorithm. 
This resulted in the structure mth the highest fitness 
found. The plot shOM the maximum and average fitness 
of the indi\iduals at each generation, see Fig 7. These 
values start, in the first generation. at a maximum value of 
0.OS7S and an aversge value of 0.0322. By the end of the 
final generation. these values increase to 0.3766 and 
O.ISSO respec1ively. 
fis. 1. A ploc of the maximum and UerBSC filness at each 
generalion. 
8 Analysis 
In the course of several test flIlS. the follomng were 
observed: 
• The number of connections to adjacent cubes 
always decreased. 
• The number of internal connections ahw.ys 
decreased 
• The angles of the members a1wsrs increased 
beyond 30' mth a preference for steeper Wlgles. 
• Point reduction over time was observed, 
The diagram of a single unit of the best indi\idual found 
from the plot shown in Fig 7 is depicted below, see Fig 8. 
It is Wlrth examining this structure in more detail. This 
solution is noticeably simpler than Wl averagesolurion 
fOood in the early stages of evolution, See Fig 9. The 
number of outer cube conneCtions has also dropped 
considerably 10 only three-
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Fig. 9. A unit cube of an average individual evolved. 
As mentioned In Section 6.1, the simplification of 
structure by point elimination is possible over time. This 
has occurred here. Of the twelve initial points in the 
connection graph, two have been effectively eliminated 
from the solution by removal of all their connections to 
other points. 
As can be obsen-.d In the unit eube diagram, the 
solution is not an omious one. However once the 
Indhidual unit is arrayed. one can see that a very 
interesting solution has heen evolved. The shapo of the 
repcatiug pattern very much resembles thal of a 
honeycomb structure. Seen from above, the structural 
membe~ are aligned to the edges of a tiled pattern of 
almost regular hexagons with approximately equal angles. 
When viewed from the side however. near \'ertical 
elements predomiuate due to Ihe material constraints 
mentioned previonsly: because the hardened photopol}roer 
has a gre.l1er structnral strength at steeper angles, the 
structure appears elongated in this direction. Also, no 
members at an angle of less than 30' are found. Both lhe 
satisfaction of Ihese constraints, and lbe shapo of Ihe 
honeycomb structure can he seen in Fig. 10 below. 
Fig. ID. The top and side vlewsofthe final structure evolved. 
The module can be repeated as a unit eube to manufacture 
the fin.ll object of any size. The resulting structure is self-
snpporting and optimized for the material properties of the 
liquid photopolymer, the stcrcolithography process and an 
idemical stress condition throughout, see Fig. 11. 
Fig. 11. A 10 x S x 5 example of the evolved structure. 
9 Conclusion 
The aims were to generate a repeatable structure which 
minimisod weight and ma.,imised strength, while 
considering the specific properties of the material in which 
it is built. This was 10 have the abilily to transform 
continuously to accommodate Ihe range of forces which 
may he present in the object without Ihe necessity of re-
""olving the structure. 
The method of representing the connection graph in a 
genome comprised of UlMs is a straightfornard method 
which }ields good results under the mutation aod 
crossover operators. The number and size of structnral 
members 'was seen to decrease over the courSe of the run 
while mainlaining a stable and ,;able structure within the 
constraints provided. 
While most previous mcthods for evolving shape or 
lopology of structures have foeused on a single solution 
optimisod for a particular load condition, the Iwo stage 
process presented here is flexible and scalable to objects of 
greater complexity. The evolUtionary process takes time, 
hut the node positions of a fit solution can be recaleulated 
delerministicaUy and quickly to changes in load. A 
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solution gen .... ted for the particular properties of the 
material and a given range oC focccs can therefcrc be 
quickly modified to the redesign of the object or a new 
stress distriOOtion without rerunning the algorithm. 
10 Future Work 
"" previously discussed, throoghoot this work, the values 
of fct'ce, displacemen.~ weight etc. were not selected for a 
specific problem, but were chosen in arbitrary lD1its to test 
the algorithm. Of primary importance was that the final 
evolved product had reduced it> overall weight to strength 
ratio. Futore work would involve simulating a specific task 
with very specific weight and strength requirements, and 
subjecting the evolved structures to rigoroos laboratay 
testing. 
The algocithm presented evolves a generic unit of 
connections which can be made to accommodate the 
specific forces presented in given real wa-Id problem~ 
Future work would involve constructing objects which, 
while under these specific loading cmditions,. have a 
variety of differing node plaoement> in each unit cube. 
These nodes will vary continuously throughout the object 
to accommodate the change in direction of the applied. 
ferces 00 that poin~ and member widths will vary to 
acccmmodate changes in magnitude. These local effects 
are seen as the tools (Cl' a larger scale optimisation 85 
described in the example of the 'I' cross section beam in 
Fig. 2. "" such these tools will be applied to problems of 
greater ccmplexity. 
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UBIQillTOUS CUSTOMIZATION - UTILIZING RAPID 
MANUFACTURING IN THE PRODUCTION OF 
DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE 
Thomas Modeen, Chrlstlne Pasqulre and Rupert Soar 
Itfamifactllring Unil! Department o/Ciyi! and Building Engineering 
Loughhorough University, UK Rapid 
Over the past few yean the term nnd notioo of ubiquitous customization has entered 
the parlance and discount of the design and architecture related research 
disciplines. However, whatever its guise, much of what this has entailed is usually 
explored and formulated through a language that still seems to penist with 
production processes thal aren'l much different than those utilized over the last half 
century .. the ·tools of the trade·, when it comes to actually implementing a building, 
are more or less 'he same, resulting in the modus operandi becoming a question of 
logistics rather than something more original nnd reflective of the digital processes 
we nowadays use to conceive our designs. Over the last few years, however, a 
number of potentially fundamentally pioneering fabrication techniques have entered 
the picture. One of these, Rapid Manufacturing (RM), has a number of facton thal 
innately lend themselves for such parametrically variable production suggested by 
the title. This rapidly evolving branch of fabrication and means of conception, that 
has one foot firmly rooted in the digital realm, the other one in the analog world, is 
already in the process of instituting a paradigmatic shift in the way we envision and 
construct our buiJt environment The defining taxonomies and semantic patterns that 
allow for such pervasive variability of making and thinking about our built 
environment, and all that that entails. are still in the process of evolvement. 
however, preliminary suggestions of how such methods might operate and appear 
can already be observed. The projects included reflect and partake in the evolution 
of this still developing manufacturing discipline. 
Keywords: Architecture, Design, Rapid Manufacturing, Ubiquitous C\lstomizatioo 
INTRODUCTION 
For many the term 'ubiquitous customization' is somewhat of an oxymoron. for how 
can something pervasive also be, as the term suggests, almost infinitely varied? The 
expression, in which the initial word seems to suggest a latent trait of uniformity and 
large scale repetition (a form of omnipresence), is seemingly capriciously combined 
with a term that alludes to something bespoke, subjective and one-off. The rapport 
between the two flanking words seems at best to be an affiliation of hovering, but 
tolerable, compliance, at worst a case of something disruptively discordant and 
nonsensical. The notion of something ubiquitously customized is potentially fraught 
with controversy_ 
Also, what exactly would the advantages be of such a process? Why would someone 
wish to bave a product that can be seemingly infinitely diversified? In fact, isn't it 
exactly the consistency of a product, be this a type of Linguini or a pre-fab building 
component, which in this context is its valued quality? Isn'tit precisely this 
evenness, its non-variability, and thus predictability, which is appreciated? Indeed, 
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aren't our shops and warehouses stacked with countless quantities of such replicas, 
rows upon rows of indistinguishable products lining their identical shelves? Why 
would one wish to change or adjust such over centuries evolved principles and 
logistical systems oftaxonomies? 
However, when the aforementioned issues are scrutinized in a bit more detail it 
becomes apparent that variation is inevitable. The more complex and involved the 
process of conception and fabrication, the more opportunities there are for 
differentiation to occur. Such slippage can of course be reduced by rigorous planning 
and supervision, however, some level of discrepancy will always be present. 
Also, if considered from a slightly different angle, as objective, uniform and 
effective as we would like to claim our universal products to be, the notion of what 
its 'function' entails can be surprisingly varied. In other words, the object might be 
identical, however, how we use it varies. The 'genotype' of the concept is 
inescapably varied in its 'phenotype' implementation. Such diversity in use can 
range from, say, the silnple variations in mannerism regarding how, and in which 
hand, we hold our fork, to more complex reflections of both cultural and social 
peculiarities in how we perceive and occupy space, the different ways we, for 
instance, sleep, dine or even socialize in and around different both private and public 
environments and occasions. The cultural anthropologist Edward T. Hall has written 
extensively on the subject (Hall 1966, Hall 1983). 
Such subtle, yet still premeditated, societal diversification usually appears in the 
details ofa product that can manifest themselves in the application ofa design (as in 
the way in some parts of the world it is the custom to leave the protective plastics on 
the seats of a reccntly bought car for considerable periods of time so as it will appear 
'new' for longer) as well as in variations in the form of the design (left and right 
handed scissors. variations in public toilet design between the genders and cultures). 
PERVASIVE TECHNOLOGY 
"Recently we have witnessed a paradigm shift from cyberspace to pervasive 
computing. Instead of pulling us through the looking glass into some sterile, 
luminous world. digital technology now pours out beyond the screen, into our messy 
places, under our laws of physics; it is built into our rooms, embedded in our props 
and devices - everywhere." (McCullough 2004: 9) 
The notion of ubiquity is particularly prevalent in the realm of technology (which in 
this context will includes building technology) in which each ofus on a daily basis 
seem to engage with variously pervasive, yet somehow customized. interfaces and 
devices, be these personal computers (with customized PC shells and desktop 
patterns), mobile phones (with individualized ring~tones), or even Apple's iPods 
(with their personalized play-lists). We desire the recognizable brand (the value 
object), whilst simultaneously aspiring to differentiate and individualize such, still 
by default generic, artefacts as our own. However, such individualization is 
inevitably a retroactive manipulation of a standardized product. Only in the most 
exclusive (and thus often dear) designs is there the potential to tailor the design to 
befit its intended user perfectly from the beginning. This is in particular true in 
regards to how we conceive and build our houses. The notion of custom-built 
buildings is usually reserved to only the most exclusive or high-spec or prestige 
construction projects. Very seldom does one come across such bespoke building in 
342 
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more 'ordinary' developments such as schools or social housing. Such lack of 
customization is usually justified by the apparent cost such construction typically 
entails. Alas, at some level this type of rationalizaiion and pseudo-validation has to 
be classified as a type of misinterpreted apathy, as anyone directly involved with any 
type of more involved building project must realize is that there seldom is such a 
thing as a 'generic' application, that the recognition, consideration and appropriation 
ofa project's specific nuances do matter, and if these are not recognized early 
enough, they will inexorably raise their ugly heads later in the Iifespan of a building, 
usually when correcting them will require exponentially increased quantities oftime, 
effort and finance. 
In the context of the aforementioned 'technology' (here interpreted in its more 
suggestive, utopian sense) has often been touted as the solution to the various, 
usually somewhat unspecified, social ills and implementation related shortcomings. 
However, on a directly implementationallevel this 'technology', be it the various 
takes of CAD (Computer Aided Design) or any of the more logistics based 
applications, has had only a marginal impact on the way we actually conceive. erect 
and realize our buildings. We're still predominantly dependent on simiiar, if not the 
same, tools and construction mediums (cranes, scaffolding, and manual skills) that 
we did four decades ago, long before the 'digital-age' took root 
(http://www.freeformconstruction.co.uklenvironmentaIJc.hlm). We still seem to be 
dependent on realising our three-dimensional and physical coustructions based on 
two-dimensional technical drawing, saturated with iconic representations 
(abstractions) ofanything from insulation to fire-hydrants; drawings through which 
we interpret the building to be through various standardised notion of plans, 
elevations and sections. At some level 'technology' has allowed us to up the pace of 
how we mechanically actualise things, be these construction drawings or even 
buildings, however, the means by which we do so remain more or less the same. 
Alas, for those with a 'nose' for related matters, there's been a distinguishable whiff 
of something new in the air emanating from the fringes of the associated professions 
over the last few years. There seems to be an evolving sense that many of the 
currently somewhat peripheral activities that have been taking place in the various 
related branches of academia and, usually more small scale, architectural practice are 
approaching some form of a nexus. One such node is at present known as Rapid 
Manufacturing. 
RAPID MANUFACTURING 
Raid Manufacturing (RM) is an evolved derivative of Rapid Prototyping (RP), which 
itself is still a relatively recent phenomenon within the design related disciplines. 
This process, that is a form of three-dimensional printing, is a procedure in which a 
virtual three~dimensional CAD model can be physically reproduced by gradually 
assembling the design by stacking layer onto thin, almost microscopic, layer of 
material (that can range from various photo-polymers, to ABS plastic, gypsum, 
nylon, starch, to even diverse metals) to eventually build an accurate physical replica 
of the initial computer based model. This technology is still predominantly used 
within certain sections of engineering, medicine and, within architecture, for the 
production of usually quite complex and detailed scale models of buildings. Similar 
results could potentially be achieved by other means, but it has proven to be 
comparatively both quicker and more precise to fabricate them through RP. 
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The main difference between Rapid Prototyping and Rapid Manufacturing is that 
whereas RP is used for predominantly conceiving a mere three dimensional 
representation of a design concept (that is usually used in the context of a 
presentation), RM aims to conceive things that are the actual, bona fide, final 
utilitarian thing. The technological means are still essentially the same in both RP 
and RM (the materials used in RM are usually more robust) only in RM the aim is to 
use the intrinsic pros of the processes to their advantage in the implementation of a 
design instead of merely creating an initial conceptual simile of a design that is to be 
produced by other, usually more traditional, means at a later date. The designs 
realiZed through RM use the process as a catalytic factor in the realization of the 
design and would be very difficult, if not impossible, to be made by any other 
means. 
MlMEABl.f TMU _-..._ 
Illustrations outlining the SLA and the FDM processes 
The Cons and Pros of the Rapid Manufacturing Process' 
Some of the current disadvantages of the RM process are: 
In real time the build speed is quite slow. Depending on the required level of 
accuracy and the size of the design the process can take from a few hours to a 
number of days. 
Currently there are some limits to the size of objects one is able to produce. Most 
commercially available machines can still only fabricate items within a roughly five-
hundred millimetre eubed volume. There are, however, already a number of 
exceptions to this rule. 
The number of materials available for additive RM is still somewhat limited, 
particularly in comparison to those appropriate to CNC-milling (a routing based 
subtractive process). Again, however, the number of suitable materials specifically 
designed for the various. RM processes is increasing rapidly. . 
The final surface quality usually needs some secondary finishing, this applies in 
particular to smaller, tangible, objects in which finishing is of more importance. 
The completed piece is usually structurally less sound compared to a cast component 
(Kwon 2002). Although, yet again, there are already some exceptions to this 
generality. 
SOme of the advantages of this procedure are: 
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Direct generation based on digital data, without the errors arising from a tradesman's 
interpretation ofthe designer's drawings 
(httn:llwww.Ennex.com!-fabbers/intro.asP). 
Ease of iteration, Part of a design can be changed and the object re-fabricated 
without the need to redo the design ofthe cotire object 
(http://www.Ennex.com/-fabberslintro.asP). 
Accuracy and repeatability of dimensions on the order of25 to 250 microns 
(http://www.Ennex.com/-fabberslintro.asp). 
The ability to produce complex and detailed three-dimensional forms. The additive 
process allows for deep undercuts as well as features such as building pieces within 
(even enclosed) other pieces ('Ship in a Bottle' structures), properties that would be 
very difficult, if not impossible, to produce directly by any other means. 
Reduce lead times for unique parts Unlike in many machining operations, no jigs, 
moulds, or other external support devices 8\'e needed to fabricate the object (Callicott 
2001: 144), 
As most RM processes are completely enclosed, thus producing very little noise and 
waste, a clean production environment is produced that allows for the installation of 
the machines into non-industrial environments (Callicott 2001: 144). 
TOWARDS PROTEAN TENDENCIES 
There is also a financial argument for why the above notions are of importance. As 
our own desires are gradually progressing towards more and more personalised 
realm, our means for realising and accommodating such cravings need to keep pace, 
Or as the two Swedish economists below argue: 
"Those who lack the capacity and willingness to make sense of fragmentation - to 
operate in an institutional vacuum of increased individualism - will have a tough 
time. They simply will not possess the adaptive capacity so vital for success in a 
fast-Changing world. Both attitude and adaptability are central. 
People lacking such 'protean' capabilities, as sociologist Robert Jay Lifton calls 
them (referring to the Greek sea god Proteus who could take any shape at any time) 
will be at a huge disadvantage, [ ... ) Poweris being transferred from the rule-takers 
to the rule-breakers and the rule-makers." (RidderstrAle and NordstrOm: 46-47) 
It is here, in the context of the aforesaid (quoted from a book dealing with current 
emerging socio-economic conditions), that Rapid Manufacturing enters the picture 
and gains significance, Assuming the suggestive quote above is even partly accurate, 
RM could provide a proposition by which such 'protean capabilities' can be 
achieved, With enough forethought, RM has the processes and tools by which such 
preordained variableness of individualistic fragmentation could be understood and 
realized. If our built (designed) environments are a manifestation of us as a 
collective of individuals, RM could provide a venue for how the things we make can 
become reflective of such individualism. RM already has the structures available to 
acconnnodate such parametric variability. 
PARAMETRIC DEXTERITY 
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Some of the distinguishing qualities innate to Rapid Manufacturing are pivotal in the 
aforesaid assumptions: 
Firstly, through the RM mode of fabrication one can manipulate a (RM) material at a 
remarkably minute and accurate level. For example, in stereolithography, a process 
in which a photo-sensitive resin is cured by a laser, the machine's default resolution 
is a twentieth of a millimeter. This entails that if one was to make a millimeter cube 
(smaller than a pin-head) it could potentially be consistent of up to eight-thousand 
variable components. This fact introduces a whole new setting for how a design can 
be formulated and actualized. At this scale, which mostly surpasses beyond our 
somatic sensory perception, one can actually begin, not only to apply, but to design, 
a texture. Also, by being able to control elements at this minute scale one can 
actually begin to design the qualitative material properties ofthe design instead of 
having to 'collage', connect and shape different materials to fulfill the same function. 
This means, for example, that if one, say, defines one of the core building 
components of a design as a minuscule 'rod', and by allowing such minute rods in a 
tessellated RM matrix to be thicker in one direction and a bit thinner and longer in 
another, or by angling the fibers into or away from the expected direction of impact, 
one can allow the physical model to have more strength in the one direction and 
more flex in the another (Assuming the innate properties of the used (RM) material 
allow for this). Or, by adjusting the 'density' of the tessellated matrix (the size of, and 
distance between, the nodes), one can control the 'solidity or how 'porous' this 
particular locale of the design would be. Also, by, say, connecting and shaping the 
fibers of this 'digital-shrubbery' to follow a weaved, spiraling, spring-like, pattern, 
one can provide the design with a controllable 'bounce' (or a degree of 'softness'). An 
early sample of such a responsive and variable structure can be seen below. Initial 
attempts at such minute manipulations have already been attempted and partly 
attained by a project done in conjunction with relevant strands of research pursued at 
the University College London(Hanna, Sand Haroun-Mahdavi: 2004). 
A tessellated variable cube, built and reflective of, the particulars of the 
stereolithography process and a set of simulated external constraints. The project 
was developed in conjunction with Siavash Haroun Mahdavi and Sean Hanna of 
University College London who where responsible of the programming that guided 
the process. The sample was built by Rapidform, London. 
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Now, the logistics and taxonomies guiding such metadata (data about data) is, 
suffice to say, a separate subject in itself (dragging an vast number of sUbtopics in its 
wake), however, the means by which one would control the arrangement of such 
immense amounts of data that realizing this type of design would involve would be 
managed by various linked networks of algorithms (Genetic Algorithms, Cellular 
Automata) {htto:llwww.uel.ac.uklceca. as well as various simulation and 
optimization programs (Finite Element Analysis, Computational Fluid dynamics) . 
... __ l. _11'-t_ ........ .....-.. -.,..at-
Eight-thousand manipulative components in an area smaller than a ladybug 
Secondly, there is no need for templates or formwork in the Rapid Manufacturing 
mode offabrication. For the RM machines it is irrelevant if two consecutively 
produced designs or components of a design are the same or different - if the 
variable design's volume and resolution remains roughly the same the technology 
can handle each with equal ease. Here, when considered within the context of RM, 
time and cost related restraints aren't an issue. This meanS that realizing a design is 
mainly limited by ourown ingenuity. 
Thirdly, even though the RM means of conceiving a design have a foot in both the 
digital as well as the analog world (a distinct advantage to most other digital, purely 
CAD, based modes used today for conceiving things), entailing that a number of 
degrees are removed between the conception of an idea and its realization, the fact 
remains that the resulting product, in its completeness, is also going to manifest itself 
as a purely digital data file. This means that the design can be, either wholly or 
partially, reproduced without any excessive interventions from secondary parties. 
Also, as the technology is already somewhat generic (the RM machines can already 
be bought through relevant retail outlets) the production, or reproduction, of designs 
through the RM means aren't necessarily locale specific. A file can be produced in 
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London, swiftly sent through broadband to Madagascar where it can be immediately 
fabricated without the involvement of intermediaries. This factor also means that no, 
say, spare parts would be needed in hard to reach places as only having a RM 
machine and some of the pertaining material would allow one to 'print' out any . 
needed components directly. All one would need is a hard drive with all the various 
potentially needed spares saved as three dimensional digital files that could then be 
fabricated according to need. 
By conceiving a design through the modus ofRM a whole new realm of conception 
and fabrication related 'nuances' are introduced. -
RAPID MANUFACTURINGED DESIGNS 
How such matters can be formulated and implemented is provided, in brief, by the 
two included examples below. The initial one, devised at the Rapid Manufacturing 
Unit at Loughborough University, is a homeostatic wall unit that in one 
comprehensive go would provide all the required services and various material 
properties required through a singular monocoque build. The second example 
included is of an epidermal surface design titled 'Design Ground'. This design 
allows one to, through the use of a simple predetermined and intuitive 'tactile-
iconography', create a customized surface that can be 'read' solely by the means of 
touch. Both of the included examples would not be practical to produce, due to the 
needed parametric variability, through any other means than Rapid Manufacturing. 
HOMEOSTATIC WALL 
The notion ofa Homeostatic wall is one constituent of the more encompassing 
notion titled an 'Optimised Structure', a term used to describe a means through 
which a design can be realised, through the use of a single or limited amount of 
materials, that fulfils all the requirements of a structure - its tectonic considerations, 
its various services - that would all be fabricated in one go. This means that the 
various types of piping and ducting, even the integrated wiring and optical 
distribution systems, could be 'printed' simultaneously into epidermis like walls. 
How such various, potentially conflicting, chores would be distributed and 
synchronised would be determined by Computer Aided Optimisation or 
Metamorphic Development techniques with solid CAD (UG/ProE) software 
(http://www.freeformconstruction.co.uklintegration.htm). 
The project is also partially inspired and derived, as the heading suggests, by various 
biomimetic factors, diverse dynamic systems found in nature. In this instance the 
workings of various termite mounds have been of particular relevance. The structure 
they build, within the mound, is so innately autonomous that it is able to regulate and 
control their environment even beyond the levels we currently expect from our own 
heating and cooling systems, and they achieve this without the use of any external 
power sources. In effect, these termites have evolved a construction method so 
advanced that it can control its internal environment to within fractions of a degree, 
regardless of how much the elttemal environment is fluctuating 
(hltp:llwww.freeformconstruction.co.uklfc structural homeostasis.htrn). The aim is 
to appropriate such quite remarkable accommodating and responsive abilities in the 
structures we conceive for ourselves. 
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Initially constructed around a design competition brief for a Swedisb flooring 
company, tbis project was construed around two fundamental catalysts, firstly, it 
sbould try to conceive a digital design that does not solely rely or result in something 
purely visual; and secondly, to use Rapid Manufacturing as tbe means through which 
the design is realised. 
The resulting creation, inspired by the various patterns formed by the multitudes of 
discarded chewing-gum found on the pavements on London's Exhibition Road, 
formed a tactile epidermis, a surface into whicb various haptic (cutaneous) relief-like 
signs could be embedded (somewhat similar to Braille), that could be used to both 
inform and insinuate various features or qualities found in the environment. For 
example, ifthe surface waS shaped in a scale-like manner (as in the scales of a fish 
or snake) one is immediately provided with a texture that is smooth in one direction, 
rougher, or more resistant. in the other. Such a binary differentiation can 
immediately be used to fulfil a number of functions. It could be applied in, say. 
hospitals. hotels or airports to function as a tactile tool to inform people where the 
closest fire exits would be. In limited visibility. if the air is full of smoke. all one 
would have to do is pull ones foot (or band) over the surface. and follow tbe least 
resistant texture to the nearest fire escape. This texture could also easily be inlaid 
with additional. more subtle. clues for bow to proceed as well as with other 
environmental information - tactile dots to measure distances; make the surface 
texture more or less coarse to suggest how fast or slow someone should. or can, 
move. etc. 
Even though the principals guiding the design are simple. the parametric applications 
of the various textural and information based layers make it almost infinitely 
variable. It would be close to impossible to realise this design by any other means 
than Rapid Manufacturing. The design is currently in its initial testing pbase. 
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lIus:trallion of the project catalysts - the patterns of chewing-gum on London's 
Exhibition Road. 
CONCLUSION 
As laudable as the aims suggested by the combination of such seemingly 
contradictory terms as 'ubiquitous' with 'customization' are, the implementation of 
any more involved bespoke a design inevitably entails the need for a modicum of 
control, usually manifesting itself through a limitation of dissimilarity, that, 
nevertheless, often has a habit of superseding the end aim of producing a successful 
customized product. Alas, idiosyncrasy always seems to hide in the corners of even 
the most generically applicable, researched and market tested creations. 
Rapid Manufacturing as a means for both conceiving as well as fabricating 
something designed (for inescapably everything we do, for better or worse, is 
designed) introduces a paradigmatic shift in the way one can approach the whole 
process of actualizing a design. By streamlining and enmeshing the phases between 
initial tentative conception of an idea, and its final conclusive actualisation. that 
includes intrinsically alllogistical, financial, hierarchical considerations, the process 
becomes more comprehensive in its formulation. The allowance for variability is an 
innate factor in this means of creation. By being a digital process that is intrinsically 
linked to (a or its) physical outcome, a number of intermediate manufacturing stages 
separating the idea from the final end result are removed Here there is no call for any 
type of batch production as the RM means allows each individual design produced 
becomes, in a way, its own 'batch'. 
The (not too distant) future prevalence of Rapid Manufacturing, regardless .ofhow 
convoluted or altered it might appear, in whatever composite hybrid form, is 
guaranteed. The question is, are we going to be prime movers or vassals in the 
process? Originating and idea, the foundations and means for doing something in a 
certain way, is always difficult, and requires copious and ceaseless quantities of faith 
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in notions that usually, at least initially, are not much more than intuitive 
suggestions. 
How receptive we are to this and similar branches of still evolving technologies will 
ultimately detennine our position and role in a more and more knowledge based 
world. To embrace something that is still being defined on a fundamental level is 
simultaneously a risk and an opportunity. Alas, the (still somewhat donnant) 
potentials of Rapid Manufacturing are too tempting to resist, and partaking in the 
creation of something of significance is a rewarding process in itself. One must only 
hope that such opportunities have a chance to bloom and that the ferti le grounds for 
related mernes (idea viruses) to genninate will continue. 
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Abstract 
This paper forrris an intermediary summary of a' project which aim is to suggest tln alternate methodology for 
utilizing additive Rapid Manufacturing (an evolved rendition of Rapid Prototyping), for the conceptualization 
and fabrication of design and architet:ture. It plans to do so by establishing a methodology that is innate and 
a direct reflection of the additive RM production process. The project also aims to address the seemingly 
divisive discrepancy between the process of digitally conceiving a design arid the intrinsically somatic way 
we perceive it. 
Such aims are explored through a surface design that is not predominantly guided by visually derived nodes 
but instead relies on a fonn or'tactile iconography" as a means for expressing and amplifying various qualities 
and elements found in its vernacular. The resulting design ~ould be very difficult, if not impossible, to make 
by any other means. 
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Introduttlon 
"The entire body may 'know' a dance. In such 
cases, knowledge is all the more likely to be 
physically inscribed, without an overtly 
intellectual component." 
Quote from Malcom McCul/ough's book; 
'Abstracting Craft: The Practieed Digital Hand' 
The project was instigated based on two defining 
parameters. 
Firstly, 10 produce a sensorially inclusive design. 
To produce a design that 'looks' beyond visual, 
or visually derived, stimuli. To allow the haptic 
(touch), auditory (sound), kinesthetic (motion), 
and all the substrata of such perceptual 
formulations (temperature, vibration, pitch, treble, 
rhythm, obliqueness, texture, friction, etc.) to play 
a more involved role in the conception of a design. 
To produce a design framework within which such 
aims can be achieved ... 
Secondly, to use Rapid Manufacturing (RM) in 
the formulation of the designs conceptual 
foundation as well as for final physical fabrication. 
To, through the conception of a design, suggest a 
way in which this quite remarkable, and still 
evolving, technology could be formulated in a way 
that reflects and utilizes its intrinsic qualities 
instead of merely mimicking altemate fabrication 
methods ... 
Project Catalyst 
''Wittgenstein liked to say that the most difficult 
problems are the ones right in front of our eyes, 
the ones we don't see as problems. Those are the 
ones we have io struggle to perceive." 
Quote from Jame. Elklns' book, 'The Object Stares 
Back - On Ihe Nature of Seeing.' 
The project was initially constructed around a 
competition brief provided by the Swedish 
flooring company 'Pergo'. The brief was left 
somewhat undefined, requesting its participants 
simply to design something 'innovative', and that 
such novelty should happen in! on the plane below 
ones feet. 
How such an open brief was developed for this 
particular projeet was initially prompted by the, 
to some extent peripheral, qualities of the paved 
ACADIA05: Smart Archlleeture 
surface around the neighborhood of London's 
Exhibition Road in South Kensington, an area 
occupied by number of the ciry's main museums 
and galleries. However, it wasn't necessarily the 
more, call it, 'highbrow' aspects of this locale that 
were of interest, but the more peripheral marks of 
human! urban occupation - the blots of discarded 
chewing gum that seemed to saturate the 
streelscape. There must have been thousands, tens 
of thousands, hundreds of thousands of these, 
predominantly off white, specks carpeting the 
main segments oftbe road and flanking sidewalks. 
Observing these blots closer it was interesting to 
note how one could decipher their approximate 
location on the road simply by their shapes and 
the patterns they formed. Very dense around and 
just outside the sidewalk curb. Dense, but more 
pronounced, by pedestrian crossings; less dense 
and elongated by the main or central footpaths; 
and sparse by the inside (building side) of the 
sidewalk. 
These patterns, somewhat .suggestive of Braille 
(the tactile reading and writing method used by 
the visually disabled), provided the initial clue for 
how to proceed. 
What if, insiead of merely passively interpreting 
these aforementioned patterns, one would provide 
them with meaning, immerse them with 
performative attributes that could inform one of 
their immediate vernaeular on a more planned and 
specific level? Could one, by manipUlating such 
patterns' surface and consistency, create an 
additional strata of, non-intrusive, sensory stimuli 
that, ideally, would not only enrich the streetscape 
on a purely perceptual and affective level, but craft 
something that could also act as a functional tool 
for conveying empirical information to those with, 
and without, a sensory disability? Could the 
surface be made to perform an amplifying role in 
clarifying the features of its immediate environs? 
DesIgn Implement.don 
"As the most 'ancient and largest sense organ of 
the body, the skin enables the organism to learn 
about its environmenlll is the medium, in all its 
differentiated parts, by which the external world 
is perceived," 
Quote from Ash1ey Monlagu s book, 'Touching-
The Human Significance of Skin. ' 
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Figure I. The project was calalyzed by the 'field' of di:icarrJed chewing-gm .. s on London:' Exhlbilion Road. These 
patterns were "sed 10 sugge-s/ holl' the consequent palfenn ollhe surface should be implemented 
How such concerns were put into practice required 
that the aforementioned gum-patterns be 
conceived within a more regimented framework. 
This entailed that the initially more randomly 
distributed gum-blotches were conceived as a fish-
scale like array of small tactile components that 
allow for a surface with a binary .and directional 
pattern (the surface is smoother in one direction, 
and 'rougher' in the other). 
This surface could consequently be 'ennched' by 
applying simple binary 'deformations' to the core 
pattern. The scales of the surface could be made 
(gradually, as On a sliding scale) smaller or larger. 
thinner or wider, more or less pronounce~ etc.; 
according to various predetermined and 'intuitive 
haptic iconographies. This fish-scale pattern could 
also be curved towards, and obliquely angled, to 
show and insinuate various surrounding features 
194 
(as, say, the entrance of a building or an 
approaching pedestrian crossing). 
One could even, by miUJipulating the conSistency 
of the fabrication material (something that is 
possible thanks to the minuteness and accuracy at 
which 'one can control the c'otriposition' of a 
material through this technology), change its 
tactile and even auditory qualities. I.e. by making 
the surface more or less dense, and by patteming 
such consistencies according to various utility and 
perfonnarice based configurations, one cail make 
the surface 'feel' and even sound different (when 
walked upon) at various locations, 
How sucb features are actually applied is explained 
further in the following chapter, however here it 
is worth noting that the paradigms within which 
the aforesaid notions have been conceived in have 
ACADlA05: Smart Archiledure 
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Figure 1. !l/fulralions ("how on~ can omplifJ' ,he affectl,'e qll"litit·! of the surface by simple binary means - making 
/1 mnr.t 01' IfS., pronounced. wiJ(!I' or IMN'OK'l'I; smaller 01' lafg':r. f!ft. Thl!' scale paltern c,m also be made 10 CUi'l,~ 01'1 
and angle lon'ords various ,,!It!\ilnl noJt'S In lIS l-enracular 
.~ 
Figure J. An e.ramp/e 0/110", ,Ire surfc1('f! properties could be 
aJfecied - here bi $t!"ing up a truss matrL'C u411ch ronstroi,lIs 
"'ell!' determined by Ihe properties of hoth the /ahriC'alion 
pl'OCnS and /IS accompanying material. litre lhi.f em,,/Is that 
lIre make·tlp of "Uf de.dgns IrllSS based .'lmclul';! can be 
adjusted according 10 a 1'C!;ponsille algorilllM ",al can be 
ammed ID rejlect part/clI/ar tactile tTofu, sIIch as sojtne!lS. 
rlcullcity. or a ,'arlel)' of different textures ... This o.fpect oJ 
tlte project waJ del'clop«! In conjunction wllh Sean lIonna 
and S;a~·a.',h lIaroun Afalu.lal'l/rom Un;\'ersil), College 
London, the Bartlelt (school of orrhlteclun:) 'and Department 
ofCompuler Scl('~ 
all been guided by a framework set by what the 
relevant technologies (both soOware and 
Hardware based) allow for. This entails that the 
size. patteming and modulation of the designs 
ACADlA05: Smart Archllech/re 
become somewhat arbitrary - for to fabricate the 
design(s) it is its mass and volume, not its 
complexity or the repetition ofa set formulae. that 
matters. Here there is no need for a fabrication 
templale (entailing a set ofidcnlic.1 pieces) as for 
Ihe RM machines it is equally laborious to produce 
two (or more) alike pieces as it is to produce a 
num!>cr of, roughly equal in mass and volume, but 
still drastically different components. This is both 
Ihe processes advantage and its crux. as the 
seemingly almost infinite freedom this means of 
production seemingly enlails, it still needs to !>c 
defined and thus confined. according to some form 
of predetermined parameters - a protocol that is 
still in need offurther revisions !>cfore a set, almosl 
innately settled, modus operandi has been 
established. 
DesIgn Appllcatlon 
~Smooth surfaces invite close conlact, while rough 
materials such as hammered concrete generate 
movemenl in wide radi i around corners and more 
careful, tenlative movement through corridors. 
Changes oftexture often signal special events and 
can trigger a slowing or quickening of pace. It 
would be pOSsible to generate a whole 
choreography of movement through the 
composilion oftexlural changes .Ione.~ 
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Quote from Kmt Bloomer ~ & Charles MooN! ~ 
book. ·Body. Memory and ArchitectllN!. ' 
How such aforementioned interests could be 
applied in a design is illustrated in the example 
below. 
In a generic streetscape four key nodes of a 
pedestrian sidewalk are recognized: the main (or 
'spine') path of the sidewalk, the entrance to a 
building, the curb, and the area of a pedestrian 
crossing. 
Applying the aforesaid principals to each of these 
four key locales tbe various surface properties 
could differ as follows: 
• The main path of the sidewalk: 
• Directional (fish-scale) pattern applied 
along the main spine of the pedestrian 
passage. 
• 'Medium' porous consistency.(l) 
• Level, horizol1tal, surface. 
• Surface sound 'N (generic surface 
sound). 
• The entrance to a building: 
• Directional fish-scale pattern towards 
the entrance of the building. 
• More solid surface consistency than 
along the main path. 
• Slightly convex slant (surface 
obliqueness) towards the building 
entrance. 
• Surface sound 'B' (a 'harder' sound 
than sound' A'). 
• The curb: 
• Directional, skewed, fish-scale pattern. 
• Higher, more pronounced, texture. 
• Surface level slightly higher than along 
the main path (the surface is oblique 
down towards the main spine of the 
sidewalk). 
• More solid surface consistency. 
• Surface sound '0' (more 'holloW' than 
surface sound 'N). 
• The pedestrian crossing: 
• The fish-scale pattern fades into blister 
paving. 
• Slight, gradually increasing, concave 
surface tilt towards the crossing. 
• 'Softer' surface base consistency. 
• Surface sound '0'" (more 'muted' than 
surface sound 'A'). 
Applicaticll of af!oreJMIlltlcII1.4d. ~rb.c1pl .. witbl •• daatgll hxteril>rl •.• 
TMI, '" 111utz,'" lICIW .... ~ COM.nuI __ ... ,,1.1. •• ia plI'uUel. tu &bono, out11 ... _1:lM:06o1on' 
I, _,.".1. ... to a. ~.. __ do, .t .... ue ..... . 
la tM Ul .. u.tJ._ .. ~_ t .. e tn1cral ..... ot a .t .... , ...... th ... 
a .... Ilia Ml. ,.a_tri. .. _pi .. al._ .td01l ... t .f "" .tr .. t .... na .troll .•• 
• ) htieat •• the _uue. to • "1141 .... . 
C) Z,,41nta. tu Q'q n.o1., th. ... I'l10 ••• 
0) Dt-U ... tlIe 01:_ of 0 peu.t.s'La ,"a"", .• , 
Figure 4. A generic stfl!etJcape in which four key nodes are recognized 
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Figure 5. Brflalcdown of the varialion.f in perceptual properties beTWeen the four key nodes of 
the generic 31"etsca~ 
Even by the application of such a reduced 
taxonomy of iconic nodes an almost infinite 
variety of interpretative options and variations of 
patterning cold be applied to the surface. Tbe 
inherent flexibility of this parametric process also 
allows for the adjustment of the surface for a 
variety of different fonnals, be these for interiors 
(entailing a 'toning down' of the. surfaces 
coarseness), to even applying these principals to 
a wall surface (as briefly outlined below). 
A number of physical prototypes have also been 
fabricated, both through the use of a Selective 
Laser Sintering (SLS) machine. and a 
Stereolithography (SLA) machine. allowing for 
the testing both the tactile surfaces operational, 
wear & tear and function related, practicalities, as 
well as the surfaces more ethereal characteristics, 
how it actUally 'feels' and how easy or intelligible 
the surfaces intended expressive qualities actually 
are. 
Additional Adaptations 0/ the Design 
"The hands of the sculptor are independent 
organisms of recognition and thought; the hands 
are the sculptor's eyes." 
ACADIA05: Smart Architecture 
Quote from Juhanl Pallasmaa~ book. 'Polemics 
• The Eyes of the Slcin .• 
As insinuated above the project ha, also explored 
additional means for how the principals examined 
could be adapted to serve a variety of other 
purposes. These include developing the Ground 
Design in more, call it" ~expressive' ways_ to, say, 
change its color when the surface get dangerously 
hot (which would be useful when in the vicinity 
of a stove). or, by making subtle indentations in 
the surface, make it fonn. when itrains, 'Designer-
Puddles' in the shape of images letters or paths. It 
could also be conceived in the fonnat of a wall 
surface, a continuous organic relief of sorts, that 
would allow one to perceive or read things through 
the use. of ones palms and lingers. Even further 
applications are being explored - the potentials 
for such parametric conceptions seem to be almost 
limitless ••. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion,lhe airn of the project is to establish 
a way of designing something that utilizes and is 
instigated by digital (CAD) based means, here 
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Figure 6.A 'Rh/tit)' mod,..tcd, $I!Cl;onec/ &Iect;\'e Lafer 
Sinlering (SLS) modd o/Ihe Tactile PtJ\'ing 
through the use of Rapid Manufacturing, but does 
so without omitting the more innate sensory 
qualities of what usually makes one respond and 
appreciate a design (its physical presence, things 
such as its texture? apparent weight, or even the 
subtle 'sounds' it makes). By considering all the 
various tactile, auditory, in addition to the more 
obvious visual, aspects of the design already in 
the initial (digital) conception stage of the project, 
along with attempting to tie such considerations 
in with the process used for actually fabricating 
the design, hopefully a more accomplished way 
for how one could achieve a more sensorially 
provoking and invigorating end result is implied. 
The design is still in the process of being 
implemented. Currently we're in the process of 
scaling-up, testIng and fine-tuning further the 
aforementioned assumptions. But hopefully tbe 
final realization of the design will act as a non-
intrusive, yet, for those actively seeking or are just 
generdlly more "ereeptually aware, subtly inciting 
additional sourc. of either empirically informative 
198 
Fig"" , B. Sftgmenl of Ih~ Tactile Woll-Scale Surj'au 
prolotype, ffwJe ,hrollgh Stereolirhograplw 
or just purely pleasurable stimuli that would 
provide an additional enriched strata of embedded 
data that could reflect and interact with its users 
and environment without adding further to the 
already saturated clutter of the urban fabric. 
The intent of the project is to suggest a somewhat 
deviant approach to how architecture can be 
perceived and conceived. Its aim would not be to 
exclude the other senses from the equation bulto 
create a more comprehensive and alluned 
understanding of how, what we usually define as 
'touch', could be included more inseparably into 
the grammar and vocabulary according by which 
we read, define, design and build our 'architecture' 
by. By utilizing something as immediate as touch 
as a calalyst for the brief the hope was 10 form the 
foundations ofa more personalized and distinctive 
approach for how to understand and define our 
built environment. An approach that transcends 
beyond the purely pictorial (conceptual) and 
ocular drive that seems to saturate so much ofwhal 
we today conceive of as arehitecture into a realm 
more in tune with how we actually sense things; 
both within and outside ourselves. 
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Notes 
(I) Here tenns such as 'medium', or 'sound 'A', 
are used .s purely, hennetically comparative, 
expressions tbat are only referential to each other 
instead of some more generic (haptic or tone 
based) standard. 
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Introduction 
The use of Rapid Prototyping (RP). the technology 
by which a physical replica can .be produced directly out 
of a virtual model. is still a relatively recent phenomenon 
within the architectural community. Particularly the 
use of the additive processes, such as stereolithography 
(SLA) or Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). have predominantly 
only been used within certain sections of engineering. 
medicine. and. within architecture. for the production 
of CAD based scale models of buildings. 
Freeforming ('F2-ing'). a more evolved adaptation 
of RP, utilizes predominantly the same technological means 
as RP but differs from it in that instead of creating a mere 
physical representation of a project, it aims to use the 
technology to make the final completed design. This it does 
in a manner that reflects the more innate aspects of the 
fabrication process, its more tactile and material presence, 
already during the conception phase. Theintention is todesign 
things, environments and conditions that could not be realized 
through any other means than those related to Freeforming 
and to do so in a manner that utilizes some of the particulars 
and idiosyncrasies of the process of executing a design. 
Forming 
"We do not imagine the production of form to be the end 
point of design. We look for something more difficult and tenuous, 
to engage as directly as possible the environment within which 
design occurs. Adopting provisional strategies, then. is a technique 
for providing the designer with space within which to work, 
one outside of the relentless demands for form or novelty. 
At certain moments it is the search for freedom"i. 
These words by the Canadian designer Bruce Mau aptly 
summarize a fitting. and sufficiently generic, starting point and 
foundation for some of the pursued interests outlined below. Here the 
various constituents of the process are used to guide the 
development of the design without the burden of having 
any preconceived ideas about what the resulting 'form' of the 
design should be - a more evolutionary and symbiotic process 
in which subjective preferences and. eaU them. more 'objective' 
requirements are amalgamated into a more organic conclusion. 
In this case such polemics are built around two core premises, 
That the use of digital tools are used. even embraced. 
wholeheartedly in the conception and realization of a design. 
regardlc8s of its scale or purpose (this does not entail the exclusion 
of alternate or more 'conventional' or time-honoured methods of 
design conception and fabrication). 
111at a design is conceived. defined and judged according 
to a more comprehensive sensory spectrum, one that transcends 
beyond the merely visual realm. 
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The chart below provides a framework for how such aims 
are formulated. 
F2 Trinity 
Rhino . 
3Matie 
Concept 
Genotw-
PC , Mac 
Phenotype 
Buil dware 
SLA, SLS, FON t cc .. . 
Here the usual Siamese affinity, or orthodox duality, 
between software and hardware has been expanded into 
a trinity by the assimilation of 'buildware', denoting all 
CAD dependent fabrication (CAM) processes wh ich build 
a physiC:l1 object directly from a digital fil e - adj usting 
the paradigm into a more volumetric realm in which both 
the conception and fabri cation (the digital and analog 
formation) of a design lIre more intrinsic.1lly united . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
:5 0 1 
By re-conceiving the physical, CAM phase, of a (digitally 
ideated) desig n as a defining aspect of designing already from the 
morC foundation stage will inevitably result in a design in which the 
corporeal and sensorial qualities are richer and more concluded. 
This applies particularly to the more tacit and haptic attributes of 
the design . 
Allegorical Touch 
"The sense of reality is also strengthened by the wide range 
of sensations a ph'lI1torn limb can have. Pressure, warmth, cold, and 
many different kinds of pain are common. A phantom can feel wet (as 
when an artificial foot is seen stepping into it puddle). Or it Ciln itch, 
which can be extremely distressing, although scratching the apparent 
site of discomfort can sometimes actually relieve the annoyance. The 
person may also feel as if the limb is being tickled or sweaty or prickly," jj 
I t seems like, at least to it degree, how we perceive, the 
formilt according to how our senses provide us with impressions 
"ncl how such impressions are diges tcd and manifested, is both a 
subjective and empirical pl·ocess. Without excessively debating the 
more phenomenological, epistemological 0 1' ontological implications 
of slIch a statement it is clear that we can learn to sce, hear, 
smell, taste and touch in ways that weren't immediately apparent 
before. One can learn to see patterns, or variations from such, in 
a starry sky. One can be taught to heal' even a subtly discordant 
note. You can be taught to smell the olfactory particulars of a 
poisonous substance. And with tuition and practice you can learn 
to recognize the tactile, six dotted, configurations of Braille. 
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In addilion, the separations between the vHrio lls 
sensory modes seem not to be clear-cut. Taste and smell 
arc intimately connected, :as anyone who's tried. usually 
in vain, to enjoy a meal wh ilst sufferi ng from a cold can 
attest to. Ther also seems to be an evolved empathy 
between vision and tOll c h. with Olll' lwptic sense often 
qllidating what we sec. In fact the division between the 
senses appea r to be much more blurred or di verse than 
generally acknowledged, with most of our five senses at 
leas t partially overlappin r and posses ing a subtly 
synesthetic quality. 
Touch by itself can be sub-d ividcd into a number 
of sub-d ivisions such as press ure, pleasurable and painrul 
sensations. and the abi lity to sense "'''''mth and cold. I t is also 
strongly coupled with the kinaesthetic and proprioceptive 
sense - our feeling and und rstanding or motion and the 
relative positioningor o,n' body par·ts to each other. Touch also 
seems to have an all egorical qua li ty, a 'tactile gestalt' or sorts, 
in which various fi gurative and suggestive symbols usually 
rei a ted wi th vision c:., n a Iso bea 1'1'1 ied to ou I' tactile sense. Cu rved 
lines imply dil'cctionalmotion: lines con\'erging lines deno te 
perspcctive: the pl'Ofile (olltline) of an object is sugge live or 
the item it reprcsellls, even t the visua lly disabled .;;; There 
are also variolls means th rough which Ollr sell e of touch can 
be directed or 'fooled' to sense pani ular shapes or textu res.;\' 
The recognition of such dyn:alll ics provide a conduit ro r how 
the notion or touch c:.\I1 be appropriated into a more digital mode 
without nccessari ly having to rely on haptic in terfaces such as the 
, ens"ble'v devices or any or the var ious formats of 3D sc:.lI1ning 
and reverse engineering. I t involves the f)ppreciation of ti ll expanded 
sensory parameters and the acknowledgement or a. call it. 'wctile 
imagination' through which one ca n imagine or 'think' directly 
through more sOIll:ati m des of conception. This format of 
imagin ation nccd~ to become morc linked to how wc design our 
things and environment through the variolls cOlllputational means. 
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Digitized Tactile Fabrication 
" . . . The core of such an approach is an understand ing 
of material systems as generative drivers in the design 
process - rather than derivatives of standardized building 
systems and elements f.1cilitating the cons truction of 
predetermined des ign schemes. A desig n can thus be 
pursued through the material sys tem'S intrinsic performative 
capacities if the notion of materia l system is extended 
to include its material characteristics. geometric behaviour, 
manufacturing constraints and assembly logics. This 
promotes an understanding of form, materials ,,,,d 
structure not as separate elements, but as complex 
interrelations in polymorphic systems resulting from 
the response to varied input and feedback relations"vi 
The various additive CAD-CAM processes, of which 
ster~'Olithography (SLA), Selecti ve Laser Sintering (SLS), 
Fused DepoSition Modeling (FDM), and sO Printing 
(SDP) are the most common, at'e still in their infancy in 
regards to producing usable end products. Many of the 
aforementioned technologies, particularly when including 
some of the more reccnt material and technological 
developments, already allow for more robust and sizeable 
builds, however, such mea ns arc still mostly used to produce 
"eplicas of future designs rather than the actual final designs. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
In fact, even though the role of both subtractive and additive 
CAD-CAM processes is usually acknowledged as an enabling 
factor in the reali zation of IllOJ"e recent, more ambitiolls, architectural 
and design projects, with its role usually defined in type as almost a 
gcnericj as a means as someth ing th at should enable one to realize 
even the most thorny and complex designs, how such technologies 
arc put into prllctice is usually not considered in detail during the 
design phase. The implementational logistics used by the various 
CAD-CAM technologies involved arc seldom included as a cen tral 
and key factor in the design pl'Ocess, let alone utili7.ing any of the 
particu lars and idiosyncrasies (playing with the milling rOlltes of 
g-code as a design clement; using the 'stair-stepping' tex tures of 
the additive processes in a morc utilitarian manner) of the various 
CAD-depe ndent fabrication processes as catalytic attributes aiding in 
defining a design. To recognize this omission, the f.,c t that there still 
exists a substantial schism separating the conception and 
fabrication of a design when using digital tools, is vital if it 
is to be mended. This clearly also applies to ameliorating 
the still somewhat disregarded or even forgottcn affinity 
between conceiving things (through CAD means), making 
them (by using CAM), and experiencing and using them. 
As examples of such fabrication-means-spccifi c 
idiosyncrasies which cou ld aid in the more inclusive implementation 
of a scheme could be listed , for example, the default voxel (maxelvii) 
resolution of a stcreolithography machine, which allows onc to 
fabricate something at even 50 micron accuracy. This is a level of 
material finesse that extends al most beyond Our sense of touch. The 
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ability to manipulate elements at this level provides onc with 
the opportunity to not only use. but to actually design and 
customize textures. something not lIsually considered or 
allowed for when implementing a design. The various 
additive CAM t('Chnologies also allow for components to be 
built around and within other components directly (to bui ld a 
perforated ball within a ball within a ball ... ) which suggests 
that a new tack needs to be considered regarding eOl1lpo nent 
assembly strategies and construction logistics in genera.!. 
The image above is an illustration of a project 
that aims to use the abovementioned principles. Titled 
'Snakeskin ' (due lo its appearance which comes across as a 
flattened out hide of a large boa constrictor) it fun ctions ;oS 
a tactile surface and wall relief which provides information 
of its immediate environl1lents through the sense of touch. 
This is achieved through varying the surface consistency. 
texture, shape, level and friction according to defin ed 
tactile taxonomics (,tactile icons') which in unison allow for 
a more subtle and intuitive form of tangible ex press ion. 
The design can be as short or as long as requi red. It can be 
customized to refl ect ;ospects from it surrounding reg;o rdless 
of locale. I t can be as pronounced or as discrete as necessa ry. 
Due to the variety of amalgamated ta tile factors involvl'<.i 
in the project, which results in an exponential number 
of variations for how the different tactile symbols can be 
appropriated, this design would be very dillicult to implemen t 
through any other means than the add iti" e CAM processes. 
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, the aim of this ongoing research is to 
establish a bespoke set of taxonomies for this still evolving 
procedure, and to institute a paradigm of practi ce in 
which the two di vorced realms separating CAD from (the 
predominantly additive) CAM process. might be 
symbiotically reunited - allowing for a more direct and 
inherent link to evolve between how we (and the tools we use 
to) conceive a design, and the processes we use to fabricate 
them today, could be more directly integrated. This entails 
a reversal, of sorts, of how we actualize a design through 
digital means, in that its physical presence should play a 
more substantial role already in the founding phases of any 
digitally conceived design. This involves that the various 
material. technologica l, structural, logistical, a well as any 
cultural. functional, even financial aspects need to be fused 
into a mOre aggregate synthesis consistent of a more 
dynamic non-hierarchical template for implementing 
designs. Current digital CAD-CAM means, due to the 
unavoidable link the practice has simultaneously to both 
the digital and the analog side of the design process. 
is in the process of routing out a more appropriate, 
comprehensive and inclusive mode for achieving this. 
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